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POSITIONING FOR THE SUCCESS
In realising our aspiration to be a World-Class Airport Business, Malaysia Airports
Holdings Berhad comprehends what it takes to arrive at our future destination.
We are ‘Positioning For The Success’ by clearly charting our course towards a
promising future while remaining confident and optimistic that all strategic initiatives
created and implemented in the areas of increasing traffic growth, enhancing service
excellence and focusing on commercial development will act as our foundation while
we take off into a new phase of achievement.
All efforts are in place and MAHB is poised to seize opportunities in its bid to achieve
a sustainable trajectory of growth.
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OUR VISION
World-Class Airport Business

OUR MISSION
‘Providing World Class Aviation Gateways; Managing Cost-Effective Airport
Network And Services; And Exceeding The Expectations Of Customers,
Shareholders And Other Stakeholders’
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MEDIA

HIGHLIGHTS
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letter from

THE Chairman
Dear Shareholder,
On behalf of the Board of Directors, it is my pleasure to enclose herewith a copy of the Annual
Report and Audited Financial Statements of Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad (“the Company”
or “MAHB”) for the year ended 31 December 2010. The Annual Report also contains the Notice
of the Twelfth Annual General Meeting (“the AGM”) and a map showing the location of the
Meeting. The AGM will once again be held at Gateway Ballroom, Level 1, Pan Pacific KLIA Hotel,
Kuala Lumpur International Airport, Jalan CTA 4B, 64000 KLIA, Sepang, Selangor Darul Ehsan on
Thursday, 28 April 2011 at 11.00 a.m.
This was a year that marked a new chapter in the illustrious history of MAHB with the unveiling
of our future roadmap in terms of our business direction for 2010 to 2014, the “Runway to
Success”. It is therefore apt that the theme for our Annual Report is “Positioning for the
Success”.
The Annual Report and Audited Financial Statements provide comprehensive statements of our
strategic direction, latest undertakings, achievements and awards, governance-initiatives, as
well as the Company’s financial disclosures for the shareholders’ attention and review. These
documents can also be accessed at our corporate website at www.malaysiaairports.com.my.
In March 2010, Khazanah Nasional Berhad (“Khazanah”), a major shareholder of the Company,
had pared down its stakes in MAHB by approximately 7.7% from 67.7% to 60%. Subsequently,
in November 2010, Khazanah had divested a further 6% stake in MAHB, thereby reducing its
shareholding to 54%.

This was a year that marked a new chapter in the
illustrious history of MAHB with the unveiling of our
future roadmap in terms of our business direction
for 2010 to 2014, the “Runway to Success”. It is
therefore apt that the theme for our Annual Report is
“Positioning for the Success”.
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For the year 2011, ten (10) resolutions are proposed for
consideration at the AGM. The purpose and reasons for each of
the resolutions are explained under the Explanatory Notes of the
Notice of AGM. I hope that you will find the brief explanations
helpful in order to make a better decision.
In line with the Company’s dividend policy to distribute a
dividend payout ratio of at least 50% of the consolidated annual
net profit after taxation and minority interest annually, subject to
availability of distributable reserves, the Board is recommending
for the payment of a final dividend of 11.75 sen per share less
income tax of 25% for the financial year ended 31 December
2010. This is subject to the shareholders’ approval at the AGM,
and will be paid on 31 May 2011 to the respective ordinary
shareholders who are registered in the Records of Depositors on
16 May 2011.
The Directors retiring at the 12th Annual General Meeting are
Ahmad Jauhari bin Yahya, Mohd Izani bin Ghani, Datuk Alias bin
Haji Ahmad, Jeremy bin Nasrulhaq and Izlan bin Izhab. However,
Izlan bin Izhab has advised that he does not wish to seek for reelection at the 12th Annual General Meeting.
At the AGM, the Board is recommending the re-election of four
(4) Directors who are due for retirement, namely, Ahmad Jauhari
bin Yahya, Mohd Izani bin Ghani, Datuk Alias bin Haji Ahmad
and Jeremy bin Nasrulhaq and being eligible, offer themselves
for re-election. Their biographical details are enclosed under the
“Statement Accompanying Notice of AGM” from pages 14 to 17
of the Annual Report for your ease of reference.
I also believe that you should be able to comprehend the rest
of the agenda/proposed resolutions which include, amongst
others, the presentation of the audited financial statements,
the proposed payment of Directors’ fees, the re-appointment

of the auditors, the authority to issue and allot shares, and
the proposed amendments to the Company’s Articles of
Association, whereby brief explanations are also provided under
the “Explanatory Notes” for your understanding.
The Board believes that all the proposed resolutions as set
out in the Notice of the AGM are in the best interest of the
Company and its shareholders and further recommends that the
shareholders vote in favour of all the resolutions.
Shareholders who are unable to attend the AGM would still
be able to exercise their rights to vote, by completing the
Proxy Form as enclosed in the Annual Report, according to
the instructions as provided in the Form, and submit it to
the Registered Office of the Company at Malaysia Airports
Corporate Office, Persiaran Korporat KLIA, 64000 KLIA, Sepang,
Selangor Darul Ehsan, not less than 48 hours before the time set
for holding the Meeting or any adjournment thereof.
I look forward to meeting all the shareholders at the forthcoming
AGM and be able to share the latest issues and activities
concerning the company.

Yours sincerely,

Tan Sri Datuk Dr. Aris bin Othman
Chairman, Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad
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Notice Of

12th Annual General Meeting
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN

AGENDA

THAT the 12th Annual

AS ORDINARY BUSINESS

General Meeting of
Malaysia Airports
Holdings Berhad
(“MAHB” or “the
Company”) will be held
at Gateway Ballroom,
Level 1, Pan Pacific
Kuala Lumpur
International Airport
Hotel, Kuala Lumpur
International Airport,
Jalan CTA 4B, 64000 KLIA,
Sepang, Selangor
Darul Ehsan on
THURSDAY, 28 April 2011
at 11.00 a.m. for the
following purposes:

Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad

Resolution 1
To receive the Audited Financial Statements for the financial year ended 31
December 2010 together with the Reports of the Directors and Auditors thereon.
Explanatory Note:Pursuant to Section 169 (1) of the Companies Act, 1965, it is the duty of the Board
to present to the shareholders the Audited Financial Statements for the financial year
ended 31 December 2010 together with the Reports of the Directors and Auditors.
Resolution 2
To declare and approve the payment of a final dividend of 11.75 sen per share less
25% income tax in respect of the financial year ended 31 December 2010 as
recommended by the Directors.
Explanatory Note:In accordance with Article 154 of the Company’s Articles of Association, the Board is
recommending that the shareholders approve the payment of the final dividend.
Should the above resolution be passed, the final dividend of 11.75 sen per share
less 25% income tax in respect of the financial year ended 31 December 2010, will
be paid on 31 May 2011 to the respective ordinary shareholders who are registered
in the Records of Depositors on 16 May 2011.
Resolution 3
To approve the payment of Directors’ Fees for the financial year ended 31 December
2010.
Explanatory Note:In accordance with Article 112 of the Company’s Articles of Association, the Board is
recommending that the shareholders approve the payment of Directors’ Fees totalling
RM338,000.00 to the Non-Executive Directors for the financial year ended 31
December 2010.
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Resolution 4
To re-elect Ahmad Jauhari bin Yahya who shall retire in
accordance with Article 129 of the Company’s Articles of
Association and being eligible, offers himself for re-election.

Resolution 8
To re-appoint Messrs. Ernst & Young as Auditors of the
Company for the ensuing year and to authorise the Directors
to fix their remuneration.

Resolution 5
To re-elect Mohd Izani bin Ghani who shall retire in
accordance with Article 129 of the Company’s Articles of
Association and being eligible, offers himself for re-election.

Explanatory Note:Pursuant to Section 172 (2) of the Companies Act, 1965,
shareholders are required to approve the re-appointment of
Auditors who shall hold office until the conclusion of the
next Annual General Meeting and to authorise the Directors
to determine their remuneration thereof. The present auditors,
Messrs. Ernst & Young have indicated their willingness to
continue their services for another year.

Explanatory Note for Resolutions 4 and 5:Article 129 stipulates that any newly appointed Director shall
hold office only until the next following Annual General
Meeting (“AGM”) of the Company at which Director is due to
retire under these Articles, when he shall retire but shall then
be eligible for re-election.

AS SPECIAL BUSINESS

Resolution 6
To re-elect Datuk Alias bin Haji Ahmad who shall retire in
accordance with Article 131 of the Company’s Articles of
Association and being eligible, offers himself for re-election.

To consider and, if thought fit, to pass the following Ordinary
Resolution:-

Resolution 7
To re-elect Jeremy bin Nasrulhaq who shall retire in
accordance with Article 131 of the Company’s Articles of
Association and being eligible, offers himself for re-election.

Ordinary Resolution
- Authority to Issue and Allot Shares
“That, subject always to the Companies Act, 1965, the
Articles of Association of the Company and the approvals of
the relevant governmental/regulatory authorities, the Directors
be and are hereby authorised pursuant to Section 132D of the
Companies Act, 1965 to issue and allot shares in the
Company at any time until the conclusion of the next Annual
General Meeting, and upon such terms and conditions and for
such purposes as the Directors may, in their absolute
discretion, deem fit provided that the aggregate number of
shares to be issued does not exceed ten per centum (10%)
of the issued share capital of the Company for the time being
and that the Directors be and are also empowered to obtain
the approval from Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad for the
listing of and quotation for the additional shares so issued.”

Explanatory Note for Resolutions 6 and 7:Article 131 expressly states that in every subsequent Annual
General Meeting, at least one-third of the Directors for the
time being shall retire from office and the retiring Directors
shall be eligible to seek for re-election thereof.
To note:
Izlan bin Izhab shall retire in accordance with Article 131 of
the Company’s Articles of Association and has advised that
he does not wish to seek for re-election at the 12th Annual
General Meeting.

Resolution 9
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12th Annual General Meeting
Explanatory Note:This is a renewal of the general mandate for issuance of
shares by the Company under Section 132D of the
Companies Act, 1965, obtained from the shareholders at the
last Annual General Meeting. As at the date of the Notice,
the Company has not issued any new shares pursuant to
this mandate which was granted to the Directors at the 11th
Annual General Meeting held on 27 May 2010 which will
lapse at the conclusion of the 12th Annual General Meeting.
This mandate will provide flexibility for the Company to
undertake any possible fund raising activities, including but
not limited to placement of shares for purpose of funding
the Company’s future investment projects, working capital
and/or acquisitions, by the issuance of shares in the
Company to such persons at any time, as the Directors may
deem fit, without having to convene a general meeting.”
The Ordinary Resolution proposed above, if passed, will
empower the Board to issue shares in the Company up to
an amount not exceeding in total ten per centum (10%) of
the issued share capital of the Company, subject to
compliance with regulatory requirements. The approval is
sought to avoid any delay and cost in convening a general
meeting for such issuance of shares. This authority, unless
revoked or varied by the Company at a general meeting, will
expire at the next Annual General Meeting.
Resolution 10
Special Resolution
- Proposed Amendments to the Articles of Association of the
Company
“That, the Proposed Amendments to the Articles of Association
of the Company as set out from pages 18 to 26 of the Annual
Report be and are hereby approved and adopted.
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And that the Directors and Secretary be and are hereby
authorised to take all steps as they may deem necessary and
expedient in order to implement, finalise and give full effect to
the proposed amendments to the Articles of Association of the
Company.”
Explanatory Note:The Special Resolution proposed above, if passed, will
streamline the Company’s Articles of Association to be in
line with the latest Main Market Listing Requirements of
Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad, prevailing statutory and
regulatory requirements as well as to render clarity and
consistency throughout.
To transact any other business of which due notice shall
have been given.

NOTICE OF ENTITLEMENT AND PAYMENT OF FINAL
DIVIDEND
FURTHER NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT subject to the
approval of shareholders at the 12th Annual General Meeting
to be held on 28 April 2011, a final dividend of 11.75 sen
per share less 25% income tax in respect of the financial
year ended 31 December 2010, will be paid on 31 May
2011 to Depositors whose names registered in the Records
of Depositors on 16 May 2011. A Depositor shall qualify for
entitlement to the dividend only in respect of:
a)

b)

Shares transferred into the Depositor’s Securities
Account before 4.00 p.m. on 16 May 2011, in respect
of ordinary transfers; and
Shares bought on Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad on
a cum entitlement basis according to the Rules of
Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad.

By Order of the Board

4.

The instrument appointing a proxy must be deposited
at the Registered Office of the Company at Malaysia
Airports Corporate Office, Persiaran Korporat KLIA,
64000 KLIA, Sepang, Selangor Darul Ehsan not less
than 48 hours before the time set for holding the
Meeting or any adjournment thereof.

5.

Please note that in order to attend and vote at the
Meeting, a member must be registered in the Record of
Depositors at 4.00 p.m. on 21 April 2011 in accordance
with Article 48(2) of the Company’s Articles of
Associations. Any changes in the entries on the Record
of Depositors after the abovementioned date and time
shall be disregarded in determining the rights of any
person to attend and vote at the Meeting.

6.

Please be reminded that the AGM is a private meeting
between the directors, shareholders, proxies, duly
authorised representatives and the auditors. As such,
non-shareholders are barred from entering the Meeting.
However, any disabled shareholder may be allowed to
enter the Meeting accompanied by a person who is not
a shareholder.

7.

Shareholders’ attention is hereby drawn to the Main
Market Listing Requirements of the Bursa Malaysia
Securities Berhad, which allows a member of the
Company which is an authorised nominee, as defined
under the Securities Industry (Central Depositories) Act,
1991, to appoint at least one (1) proxy in respect of
each securities account it holds with ordinary shares of
the Company standing to the credit of the said
securities account.

SABARINA LAILA BINTI DATO’ MOHD HASHIM
LS 0004324
Company Secretary
Sepang
Selangor Darul Ehsan
6 April 2011

Notes to the Notice of Annual General Meeting
1.	All resolutions at the Meeting will be decided on a
show of hands, unless otherwise instructed.
2.	A member of the Company entitled to attend and vote
at the Meeting is entitled to appoint a proxy to attend
and vote in his stead. A proxy may but need not be a
member of the Company and a member may appoint
any person to be his proxy without limitation and the
provisions of Section 149(a), (b) and (c) of the
Companies Act, 1965 shall not apply to the Company.
Where a member appoints more than one proxy, the
appointment shall be invalid unless he specifies the
proportion of his holdings to be represented by each
proxy.
3.

The instrument appointing a proxy shall be in print or
writing under the hand of the appointer or his duly
constituted attorney, or if such appointer is a
corporation, under its common seal or the hand seal of
its attorney.
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Statement Accompanying Notice Of

12th Annual General Meeting
Statement Accompanying Notice of 12th Annual General Meeting Made Pursuant to Paragraph 8.27(2) of the Main Market Listing
Requirements of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad. Details of Directors who are standing for re-election at the 12th Annual
General Meeting as per Resolutions 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the Notice of 12th Annual General Meeting, respectively:
Name

Ahmad Jauhari bin Yahya

Age

56

Nationality

Malaysian

Qualification

•

Position on the MAHB Board

Non-Independent Non-Executive

Date first appointed to the MAHB Board

17 March 2011

Membership of MAHB Board Committees

Nil

Working Experience

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Bachelor of Science (Hons) Degree in Electrical and Electronic Engineering,
University of Nottingham, United Kingdom

Managing Director, Malakoff Berhad (1994 – 2010)
Managing Director, Malaysian Resources Corporation Berhad (1993)
Managing Director, Time Engineering Berhad (1992)
The New Straits Times Press (M) Berhad
o Senior Group General Manager, Production and Circulation (1990)
o Production and Technical Director (1983)
o	Engineering Manager (1982)
ESSO Malaysia Berhad (1977 – 1979)
Director, Central Electricity Generating Company Limited (Jordan)
Director, Shuaibah Expansion Project Company Limited (Saudi Arabia)
Honorary President of Penjanabebas (Association of Independent Power
Producers in Malaysia)

Occupation

Company Director

Any other directorships in public companies

Nil

Securities holdings in MAHB and subsidiaries

Nil

Any family relationship with Director and/or Major Shareholder of Nil
MAHB or any companies that have entered into any
transactions with MAHB or its subsidiaries
List of convictions for offences within the past 10 years other
than traffic offences, if any

Nil

Number of MAHB Board Meetings attended in the financial year

Nil (only appointed w.e.f. 17 March 2011)
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Name

Mohd Izani bin Ghani

Age

43

Nationality

Malaysian

Qualification

•
•
•

Position on the MAHB Board

Non-Independent Non-Executive

Date first appointed to the MAHB Board

21 March 2011

Membership of MAHB Board Committees

•

Board Finance & Investment Committee

Working Experience

•

Director and Chief Financial Officer, Khazanah Nasional Berhad (2010 –
Present)
Khazanah Nasional Berhad (2005 – 2010)
Putrajaya Holdings Sdn Bhd (1999 – 2005)
Renong Group (1993 -1999)

•
•
•

Member of Malaysian Institute of Accountants
Fellow Member of the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants
Bachelor of Science (Economics) specializing in Accounting and Finance,
London School of Economics and Political Science, United Kingdom

Occupation

Company Director

Any other directorships in public companies

•
•

Securities holdings in MAHB and subsidiaries

Nil

Rantau Abang Capital Berhad
Bank Muamalat Malaysia Berhad

Any family relationship with Director and/or Major Shareholder of Nil
MAHB or any companies that have entered into any
transactions with MAHB or its subsidiaries
List of convictions for offences within the past 10 years other
than traffic offences, if any

Nil

Number of MAHB Board Meetings attended in the financial year

Nil (only appointed w.e.f. 21 March 2011)
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Statement Accompanying Notice Of

12th Annual General Meeting
Name

Datuk Alias bin Haji Ahmad

Age

63

Nationality

Malaysian

Qualification

•
•

Bachelor of Arts (Honors) Degree majoring in (Economics and Sociology),
University of Malaya
Diploma of Education, University of Malaya

Position on the MAHB Board

Independent Non-Executive

Date first appointed to the MAHB Board

1 December 2003

Membership of MAHB Board Committees

•
•
•
•

Board
Board
Board
Board

Working Experience

•
•
•

Deputy Secretary General (Finance), Ministry of Health (April 2001 – July 2003)
Federal Secretary General for Sabah (1999 – 2001)
Deputy Secretary (Supply), Secretary for Defences Industries, Secretary of
Development Division, Secretary to the Main Coordinating Committee, Secretary
to the Cabinet Committee (1988 – 1998)
Director of Vocational Training, Manpower Department, Ministry of Labour (1987
– 1988)
Special Officer, Minister of Trade & Industry (1984 – 1987)
Special Officer, Minister of Finance (1976 – 1984)
Assistant Secretary (Finance) (1972 – 1975)

•
•
•
•

Nomination & Remuneration Committee (Chairman)
Procurement Committee
Audit Committee
Risk Management Committee

Occupation

Company Director

Any other directorships in public companies

Nil

Securities holdings in MAHB and subsidiaries

Nil

Any family relationship with Director and/or Major Shareholder
of MAHB or any companies that have entered into any
transactions with MAHB or its subsidiaries

Nil

List of convictions for offences within the past 10 years other
than traffic offences, if any

Nil

Number of MAHB Board Meetings attended in the financial year

14 out of 15
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Name

Jeremy bin Nasrulhaq

Age

58

Nationality

Malaysian

Qualification

•
•
•

Fellow Member of the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants, United
Kingdom
Registered Chartered Accountant, Malaysian Institute of Accountants
Bachelor of Science Degree in Agribusiness Science, Universiti Putra Malaysia

Position on the MAHB Board

Independent Non-Executive

Date first appointed to the MAHB Board

15 August 2007

Membership of MAHB Board Committees

•
•

Board Audit Committee
Board Nomination & Remuneration Committee

Working Experience

•
•

Director, Sweetyet Development Sdn Bhd
Supply Chain Director, Unilever Malaysia and Singapore (January 2006 – April
2007)
Commercial Director-cum-National Finance Director, Unilever Malaysia (July
2003 – December 2005)
Supply Chain Director, Unilever Malaysia (August 2002 – June 2003)
Regional Finance Officer, Unilever Asia Foods (August 2001 – July 2002)
Finance, Legal, IT and Supply Chain, Unilever Malaysia (1978 – 1991 and 1997
– August 2001)
General Manager, Operations, Boustead Trading Sdn Bhd (1991 – 1997)

•
•
•
•
•
Occupation

Company Director

Any other directorships in public companies

Nil

Securities holdings in MAHB and subsidiaries

Nil

Any family relationship with Director and/or Major Shareholder
of MAHB or any companies that have entered into any
transactions with MAHB or its subsidiaries

Nil

List of convictions for offences within the past 10 years other
than traffic offences, if any

Nil

Number of MAHB Board Meetings attended in the financial year

13 out of 15
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Proposed Amendments to the

Company’s Articles of Association
The details of the proposed amendments to the Company’s Articles of Association are as follows:
Articles No.

Existing Articles

Amended Articles

Article 1 –
Interpretation

“Approved Market Place” means a stock exchange
which is specified to be an approved market place
in the Securities Industry (Central Depositors)
Exemption Order, 1998.

Deleted.

“Central Depositories Act” means Securities Industry
(Central Depositories) Act, 1991 or any statutory
modification, amendments or re-enactment thereof
for the time being in force.

“Depositories Act” means The Securities Industry
(Central Depositories) Act, 1991 or any statutory
modification, amendment or re-enactment thereof
for the time being in force.

“Central Depository” means Malaysian Central
Depository Sdn Bhd (Company No. 165570-W).

“Depository” means Bursa Malaysia Depository Sdn
Bhd.

“Depositor” means a holder of Securities Account
as defined by the Central Depositories Act.

“depositor” means a holder of securities account
established by the Depository.

“Member” means unless otherwise expressed to the
contrary, includes a depository who shall be treated
if he were a member pursuant to Section 35 of the
Securities Industry (Central Depository) Act but
excludes the Central Depository in its capacity as a
bare trustee member.

“Member” includes a depositor who will be treated
as if he were a member pursuant to section 35 of
the Depositories Act but excludes the Depository in
its capacity as a bare trustee.

“Record of Depositors” means a record provided by
the Central Depository to the Company under
Chapter 24.0 of the Rules.

“Record of Depositors” means a record provided by
the Depository to the Company under Chapter 24.0
of the Rules of the Depository.

“Rules” means the rules of the Malaysian Central
Depository (Company No. 165570-W) and any
appendices thereto as amended from time to time.

“Rules of the Depository” means the Rules of Bursa
Malaysia Depository Sdn Bhd, including any
amendment that may be made from time to time.

“Securities Account” means an account established
by the Central Depository for a Depositor for the
recording of deposits of securities and for dealing
in such securities by the Depositor.

“securities account” means an account established
by the Depository for a depositor for the recording
of deposit of securities and for dealing in such
securities by the depositor.

New definition

“Exchange” means Bursa Malaysia Securities
Berhad or such other name by which it may be
known from time to time.

Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad
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Articles No.

Existing Articles

Amended Articles

Article 1 –
Interpretation
(cont’d.)

New definition (cont’d.)

(the term “Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange”,
wherever it appears in this Articles of Association,
shall be replaced with the term “Exchange”).
“market day” means a day on which the stock
market of the Exchange is open for trading in
securities.
“Listing Requirements” means Bursa Malaysia
Securities Berhad Main Market Listing
Requirements, including any amendment that may
be made from time to time.
“securities” means shares, debentures, notes,
stocks or bonds issued or proposed to be issued,
in the Company, and includes any right, option or
interest in respect thereof and includes any
securities which fall within the definition of/meaning
assigned to “securities” in the Capital Markets and
Services Act 2007.
All references to the above interpretation throughout
the whole Articles of Association be changed
accordingly.

Article 9(A)

New Article – Allotment of securities

The Company must ensure that all allotment of
securities for which listing is sought are made by
way of crediting the securities accounts of the
allottees with such securities save and except
where it is specifically exempted from compliance
with the Depositories Act, in which event it shall so
similarly be exempted from compliance with the
Listing Requirements. For this purpose, the
Company must notify the Depository of the names
of allottees and all such particulars required by the
Depository, to enable the Depository to make the
appropriate entries in the securities accounts of
such allottees. The Company must allot securities
and dispatch notices of allotment to the allottees
within the stipulated timeframe as may be
prescribed or allowed by the Exchange.
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Proposed Amendments to the

Company’s Articles of Association
Articles No.

Existing Articles

Amended Articles

Article 11

Preference shareholders shall have the same rights
as ordinary shareholders as regards receiving
notices, reports and balance sheets and attending
general meetings of the Company. Preference
shareholders shall also have the right to vote at any
meeting convened for the purpose of reducing the
capital or winding up on a proposal for the disposal
of the whole of the Company’s property, business
and undertaking or where the proposition to be
submitted to the meeting directly affects their rights
and privileges, or when the dividend on the
preference shares is in arrears for more than six
months.

Preference shareholders shall have the same rights
as ordinary shareholders as regards receiving
notices, reports and audited financial statements
and attending general meetings of the Company.
Preference shareholders shall also have the right to
vote at any meeting convened for the purpose of
reducing the capital or winding up or on a proposal
for the disposal of the whole of the Company’s
property, business and undertaking or where the
proposition to be submitted to the meeting directly
affects their rights and privileges, or when the
dividend on the preference shares is in arrears for
more than six months.

Article 19

The certificates of title to shares shall be issued
under seal and signed by one Director and
countersigned by the Secretary or some other
person appointed by the Directors, or with the
authority of a resolution of the Directors and
subject to the approval of the Company‘s Auditors
for the time being, such certificate may be issued
under the Seal but without such signatures or with
signatures affixed by means of some method or
system of mechanical signature.

The certificates of title to shares shall be issued
under seal and signed by two (2) Directors or a
Director and the Secretary or some other person
appointed by the Directors, or with the authority of
a resolution of the Directors and subject to the
approval of the Company‘s Auditors for the time
being, such certificate may be issued under the
Seal but without such signatures or with signatures
affixed by means of some method or system of
mechanical signature.
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Articles No.

Existing Articles

Amended Articles

Article 47

Transmission of securities from Foreign Register:

Transmission of securities from Foreign Register:

(1)

(1)

Where(a)

the securities of the Company are listed
on an Approved Market Place; and

(a)

the securities of the Company are listed
on another stock exchange; and

(b)

such company is exempted from
compliance with section 14 of the
Securities Industry (Central Depositories)
Act, 1991, or section 29 of the Securities
Industry (Central Depositories)
(Amendment) Act, 1998, as the case may
be, under The Rules of the Central
Depository in respect of such securities,

(b)

such company is exempted from
compliance with the Depositories Act
and any statutory modification,
amendments or re-enactment thereof
for the time being in force, as the case
may be, under the Rules of the
Depository in respect of such securities

		

Article 50

Where-

such companies shall, upon request of a
securities holder, permit a transmission of
securities held by such securities holder
from the register of holders maintained
by the registrar of the companies in the
jurisdiction of the Approved Market Place
(hereinafter referred to as “The Foreign
Register”), to the register of holders
maintained by the registrar of companies
in Malaysia (hereinafter referred to as
“the Malaysian Register”) subject to the
following conditions:-

The register and any register of holders of
debentures of the Company may on due notice
being given as required by the Act, be closed at
such time or time as the Directors shall deem
expedient, so that the same be not closed for any
greater period in the aggregate than thirty days in
the year.

		

such companies shall, upon request of a
securities holder, permit a transmission
of securities held by such securities
holder from the register of holders
maintained by the registrar of the
companies in the jurisdiction of other
stock exchange (hereinafter referred to
as “The Foreign Register”), to the register
of holders maintained by the registrar of
companies in Malaysia (hereinafter
referred to as “the Malaysian Register”)
subject to the following conditions:-

The register and any register of holders of
debentures of the Company may on due notice
being given as required by the Act, be closed at
such time or time as the Directors shall deem
expedient, so that the same be not closed for any
greater period in the aggregate than thirty days in
the year. Any notice of intention to fix the books
closing date and its reason, stating the books
closing date which must be at least ten (10)
market days after the date of announcement to
the Exchange or such other period as may be
prescribed by the Exchange.
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Proposed Amendments to the

Company’s Articles of Association
Articles No.

Existing Articles

Amended Articles

Article 80 (1)

The notices convening meetings shall specify the
place, day and hour of the meeting, and shall be
given to all shareholders at least 14 days before
the meeting or at least 21 days before the meeting
where any special resolution is to be proposed or
where is in an annual general meeting. Any notice
of a meeting called to consider special business
shall be accompanied by a statement regarding the
effect of any proposed resolution in respect of such
special business. At least 14 days’ notice or 21
days’ notice in the case where any special
resolution is proposed or where it is the annual
general meeting, of every such meeting shall be
given by advertisement in the daily press and in
writing to each stock exchange upon which the
company is listed.

The notices convening meetings shall specify the
place, day and hour of the meeting, and shall be
given to all shareholders at least 14 days before
the meeting or at least 21 days before the meeting
where any special resolution is to be proposed or
where is in an annual general meeting. Any notice
of a meeting called to consider special business
shall be accompanied by a statement regarding the
effect of any proposed resolution in respect of such
special business. At least 14 days’ notice or 21
days’ notice in the case where any special
resolution is proposed or where it is the annual
general meeting, of every such meeting must be
given by advertisement in at least one (1)
nationally circulated Bahasa Malaysia or English
daily newspaper and in writing to each stock
exchange upon which the company is listed. The
Company shall hold all general meetings within
Malaysia and may hold such general meetings
within Malaysia at more than one (1) venue
using any technology that allows all members a
reasonable opportunity to participate.

Article 98

Subject to any special terms as to voting upon
which any shares may be issued or may for the
time being be held, on a show of hands every
Member present in person or by proxy shall have
one vote and upon a poll every Member present in
person or by proxy shall have one vote for every
share held by him. Subject to Articles 100 and 103,
a proxy may but need not be a member of the
Company.

Subject to any special terms as to voting upon
which any shares may be issued or may for the
time being be held, on a show of hands every
Member present in person or by proxy shall have
one vote and upon a poll every Member present in
person or by proxy shall have one vote for every
share held by him. Subject to Articles 100 and 103,
a proxy may but need not be a member of the
Company and a member may appoint any person
to be his proxy without limitation and the
provisions of Section 149 (a), (b) and (c) of the
Act shall not apply to the Company. Where a
member appoints more than one proxy, the
appointment shall be invalid unless he specifies
the proportion of his holdings to be represented
by each proxy.
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Articles No.

Existing Articles

Amended Articles

Article 109(1) &
(2)

The number of Directors shall be not less than two
nor (unless otherwise determine by the Company in
general meeting) more than twelve.

The number of Directors shall be not less than two
nor (unless otherwise determine by the Company in
general meeting) more than twelve.

The following shall be the first Directors:

The following shall be the first Directors:

(a)

Muhammad bin Arshad

(a)

Muhammad bin Arshad

(b)

Sabarina Laila Mohd Hashim

(b)

Sabarina Laila Mohd Hashim

All the Directors of the Company shall be natural
persons.
Articles 115 (1)

The office of any Director including a Government
Appointed Director shall ipso facto be vacated if
such Director-		
(a)

ceases to be a Director by virtue of the Act,

(b)

becomes bankrupt or makes any arrangement
or composition with his creditors generally,

(c)

becomes prohibited from being a Director by
reason of any order made under the Act,

(d)

becomes of unsound mind or a person whose
person or estate is liable to be dealt with in
any way under the law relating to mental
disorder,

(e)
(f)

The office of any Director including a Government
Appointed Director shall ipso facto be vacated if
such Director		
(a) ceases to be a Director by virtue of the Act,
(b)

becomes bankrupt or makes any arrangement
or composition with his creditors generally
during his term of office,

(c)

becomes prohibited from being a Director by
reason of any order made under the Act,

(d)

resigns his office by notice in writing to the
Company,

becomes of unsound mind or a person whose
person or estate is liable to be dealt with in
any way under the law relating to mental
disorder during his term of office,

(e)

is removed by a resolution of the Company in
General meeting

resigns his office by notice in writing to the
Company,

(f)

is removed by a resolution of the Company in
General meeting
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Proposed Amendments to the

Company’s Articles of Association
Articles No.

Existing Articles

Amended Articles

Article 134

No meeting of the Directors shall be held outside
Malaysia and the proceedings of any meeting
purported to be held outside Malaysia shall not be
valid.

Meeting of the Directors can be held within or
outside Malaysia and can be held at two (2) or
more venues within or outside Malaysia using any
telecommunication device or such other
communication facilities that enable the Directors as
a whole to participate for the entire duration of the
meeting. Participation by a Director in a meeting
using any telecommunication device or other
communication facilities shall be treated as
presence in person and shall be counted towards
the quorum notwithstanding the fact that he/she is
not physically present at the venue where the
meeting is to be held.

Articles 141

A resolution in writing signed or approved by letter
or telegram by all the Directors who may at the
time be present in Malaysia, being not less than are
sufficient to form a quorum, shall be as valid and
effectual as if it had been passed at meeting of the
Directors duly called and constituted. Provided that
where a Director is not so present but has an
Alternate who is so present then such resolution
must also be signed by such Alternate. All such
resolutions shall be described as “Directors’
Resolution” and shall be forwarded or otherwise
delivered to the Secretary without delay, and shall
be recorded by him in the Company’s minute book
and submitted for confirmation at a meeting of the
Directors next following the receipt thereof by him.
A Directors’ Resolution shall be in operative if it
shall purport to authorise or to do any act
which a meeting of Directors has decided shall not
be authorised or done, until confirmed by a meeting
of the Directors.

A resolution in writing signed or approved by letter
or telegram by all the Directors who may at the
time be present in Malaysia, being not less than are
sufficient to form a quorum, shall be as valid and
effectual as if it had been passed at meeting of the
Directors duly called and constituted. Provided that
where a Director is not so present but has an
Alternate who is so present then such resolution
must also be signed by such Alternate. All such
resolutions shall be described as “Directors’
Resolution” and may consist of several
documents in the like form each signed by one
or more of the Directors and shall be forwarded
or otherwise delivered to the Secretary without
delay, and shall be recorded by him in the
Company’s minute book and submitted for
confirmation at a meeting of the Directors next
following the receipt thereof by him. A Directors’
Resolution shall be in operative if it shall
purport to authorise or to do any act which
a meeting of Directors has decided shall not be
authorised or done, until confirmed by a meeting of
the Directors.
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Articles No.

Existing Articles

Amended Articles

Article 168

Any dividend may be paid by banker’s draft, money
order, cheque or warrant sent through the post to
the registered address of the Member or person
entitled thereto. Every such draft, money order ,
cheque or warrant shall be made payable to the
order of the persons to whom it is sent and
payment of same if purporting to be endorsed, shall
be a good discharge to the Company. Every such
draft, money order, cheque or warrant shall be sent
at the risk of the persons entitle to the money
represented thereby.

Any dividend, interest or other money payable in
cash in respect of shares may be paid by
banker’s draft, money order, cheque or warrant or
warrant sent through the post to the last registered
address of the member or person entitled thereto
or paid via electronic transfer of remittance to
the bank account provided by the holder who is
named on the Register of Members and/or
Record of Depositors. Every such draft, money
order, cheque or warrant or electronic transfer of
remittance shall be payable to the order of the
person to whom it is sent or remitted, and
payment of same if purporting to be endorsed, shall
operate as a good discharge to the Company.
Every such cheque or warrant or electronic
transfer of remittance shall be sent or remitted at
the risk of the person entitled to the money
represented thereby.

Article 172

A copy of every balance sheet and profit and loss
account which is to be laid before the Company in
general meeting (including every document required
by law to be annexed thereto) together with a copy
of the Auditors’ report relating thereto and of the
Directors’ report shall not more than six month after
the close of the financial year and not less than
fourteen days before the date of the meeting be
sent to every Member of, every holder of debenture
of, and trustee for every debenture holder of, the
Company and to every other person who is entitle
to receive notice of general meeting from the
Company under the provisions of the Act or of
these Articles.

A copy of audited financial statements which is to
be laid before the Company in general meeting
(including every document required by law to be
annexed thereto) together with a copy of the
Auditors’ and Directors’ reports in printed form
or in CD-ROM form or in such other form of
electronic media shall not more than six month
after the close of the financial year and not less
than twenty-one days (or such other shorter
period as may be allowed by the Act or Listing
Requirements) before the date of the meeting be
sent to every Member of, every holder of debenture
of, and trustee for every debenture holder of, the
Company and to every other person who is entitle
to receive notice of general meeting from the
Company under the provisions of the Act or of
these Articles. In the event that these documents
are sent in CD-ROM form or in such other form
of electronic media and a Member requires a
printed form of such documents, the Company
shall send such documents to the Member
within four market days from the date of receipt
of the Member’s request or such other period as
may be prescribed by the Exchange.
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Proposed Amendments to the

Company’s Articles of Association
Articles No.

Existing Articles

Amended Articles

Article 179

The common seal of the Company shall be
deposited at the office, and subject to Article 19
shall never be affixed to any document except by
the authority of a resolution of the Directors, and in
the presence of one Director and the Secretary or
the person acting as Secretary, and such Director
and the Secretary shall sign every instrument to
which the common seal shall be affixed in their
presence, and in favour of any purchaser or person
bona fide dealing with the Company, such
signatures shall be conclusive evidence of the fact
that the common seal has been properly affixed.
The Company may also have a “share seal”
pursuant to the Act.

The common seal of the Company shall be
deposited at the office, and subject to Article 19
shall never be affixed to any document except by
the authority of a resolution of the Directors, and in
the presence of two (2) Directors or a Director
and the Secretary or some other person
appointed by the Directors for the purpose, and
every instrument to which the common seal is
affixed shall be conclusive evidence of the fact that
the common seal has been properly affixed. The
Company may also have a “share seal” pursuant to
the Act.

Article 203 (7)

For the purpose of this articles, unless the context
otherwise requires, “Listing Requirements” means
the Listing Requirements of Kuala Lumpur Stock
Exchange including any amendment to the Listing
Requirements that may be made from time to time.

Deleted.
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Location Of the

Annual General Meeting
Location of
the AGM

Gateway Ballroom, Level 1
Pan Pacific Kuala Lumpur International Airport Hotel
Kuala Lumpur International Airport
Jalan CTA 4B, 64000 KLIA, Sepang
Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel: 03-8787 3333
Fax: 03-8787 5555
Website: www.panpacific.com/KLairport/Overview.html

How to get
there?

By Car
The Pan Pacific Kuala Lumpur International Airport Hotel is 80 km drive from the Kuala
Lumpur City Centre, 40 km drive from Petaling Jaya, and 30 km drive from Putrajaya/
Cyberjaya via the North-South Expressway Central Link (ELITE). The signposts are visibly
placed with direction to the right location. Ample parking spaces are available at the Hotel
and at the short term car park, KLIA.
By Express Rail Link
The Express Rail Link service can be boarded at the KL Sentral Station.

Additional
Information

Mobile Phones
Please ensure your mobile phones are switched off during the Meeting.
Registration
Please register your attendance at the registration desks which are clearly located at the
front entrance of the Meeting hall.
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Key Financial

2009

26.72

2009
2010

RM sen

RM Million

2009

445.0

2009
2010

452.6

294.6

452.6
445.0

Profit for the year

12.6
16.6
10.9
(1.7)
50.1
(16.4)
(16.1)

RM Million

Revenue
1,812.9
1,609.6
Operating profit
541.2
464.2
Finance costs
(15.7)
(14.2)
Share of results of associates
(80.5)
2.6
Profit before tax and zakat from continuing operations
445.0
452.6
Taxation and zakat
(150.4)
(100.2)
Profit from continuing operations, net of tax
294.6
352.5
Loss from discontinued operations, net of tax
(1.4)
Profit for the year
294.6
351.1
			
Profit attributable to:			
Equity holders of the Company
293.9
350.4
Minority interests
0.7
0.7

1,609.6

%
Change

1,609.6
1,812.9

Restated
2009
RM Million

1,812.9

		
2010
RM Million

RM Million

Income Statement Year ended 31 December

RM Million

highlights

(16.1)
4.6

351.1

(16.1)

*Earnings per share attributable to equity holders of the Company (sen)			
- basic, for profit from continuing operations
26.72
31.98
- basic, for loss from discontinued operations
(0.12)
- basic, for profit for the year

26.72

2010

31.86

7,019.3

Total assets

1,667.8
435.9
2,106.5
963.1
0.5

42.4
(34.1)
(7.5)
150.0
-

5,173.8

35.7

Equity and liabilities			
Share capital
1,100.0
1,100.0
Share premium
822.7
822.7
Retained earnings
1,366.5
1,421.4
Fair value adjustment reserve
0.1
Exchange reserve
(5.4)
(2.0)

(3.9)
(168.3)

Minority interests
Total equity

3,283.9
5.5
3,289.4

2010
2009
Liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Revenue
Current liabilities
Liabilities of disposal group classified as held for disposal
Total liabilities

3,016.0
1,114.8
170.6
Profit before tax and zakat
0.2
713.7
712.0
0.2
0.2
3,729.9
1,827.0
104.2

Total equity and liabilities

7,019.3

5,173.8

35.7

Net asset per share (RM)

2.99

3.04

(1.71)
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3,342.1
4.7
3,346.8

2010

31.86

%
Change

26.72

2,375.2
287.3
1,948.1
2,408.2
0.5

Restated
2009
RM Million

452.6

RM Million

1,812.9

Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Investments
Other non-current assets
Current assets
Assets of disposal group classified as held for disposal

1,609.6

RM Million

		
2010
RM Million

445.0

Statements of Financial Position Year ended 31 December

RM sen

Revenue Revenue

(1.7)
16.6
(1.7)

2009

2010

2009

Earnings per share

2010

201

Profit beforeProfit
tax and
zakat
before
tax and zakat Earni

Group Segmental
Analysis

3.5%3.5%1.5%1.5%
2.6%2.6%
69.7%
69.7%

22.7%
22.7%

34.5

46.7
46.7
48.5
48.5
62.9
62.9
57.5
57.5
28.0
28.0
34.5

411.8
411.8
351.6
351.6

1,263.5
1,263.5
1,117.5
1,117.5

Revenue
2010
Revenue
2010

Repair
maintenance
Repair
maintenance

Hotel
Hotel

Agriculture &
horticulture&
Agriculture
horticulture

Airport
services
Airport
services

Duty free &
Duty
free &free
Non-duty
Non-duty free

2010
2009
2009200920102010
2009200920102010
20092009
20102009
20092010
2010
200920102010

Hotel Hotel

AirportAirport
services
services

RepairRepair
maintenance
maintenance

Agriculture
& horticulture
Agriculture
& horticulture

Other Other

Profit
before
tax tax
andand
zakat
2010
Profit
before
zakat
2010
(40.6%)
(8.5%)
(40.6%)
(8.5%)
35.2%
35.2%
109.4%
109.4%

1.2%
1.2%
3.3%
3.3%

(70.9)

(180.7)
(70.9)

(39.4)
(180.7)

(37.7)
(37.7)
(39.4)

14.6
14.6
11.5
11.5
5.4
5.4
2.0
2.0

156.6
156.6
133.3
133.3

486.8
486.8
416.1
416.1

Revenue
(RM
Million)
Revenue
(RM
Million)

Duty free
non&duty
Duty&free
nonfree
duty free

Others ^

Others ^

Profit before tax and zakat (RM Million)
Profit before tax and zakat (RM Million)

Repair
maintenance
Repair
maintenance

Hotel
Hotel

Agriculture &
horticulture
Agriculture
&
horticulture

Airport
services
Airport
services

Duty free &
Duty
free & free
Non-duty
Non-duty free

2010 2009
2010 2009
2010 2009
2010 2009
2010 2009
2010 2009
2010 2009
2010 2009
2010 2009
2010 2009
2010 2009
2010 2009

* Note: The group segmental analysis above excludes inter-segment transactions.
* Note:
The group
segmental
excludes inter-segment transactions.
^ Others
includes
share ofanalysis
results ofabove
associates
^ Others includes share of results of associates

Duty free & non duty free
Duty free & non duty free

Hotel

Airport services
Airport services

Repair maintenance
Repair maintenance

Agriculture & horticulture
Agriculture & horticulture

Other
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Statement Of

Distribution
		
2010		
RM Million
%
Current income available for distribution

Restated
2009
RM Million

1,921.4 		

%

1,693.2

To supplier					
Purchase of goods and services
838.6
43.7
606.7
35.8
To employees					
Employment costs
382.4
19.9
356.6
21.1
Utilisation of assets					
Depreciation
8.5
162.8
150.5
8.9
To financier					
Finance costs
15.7
0.8
14.2
0.8
To government					
User fee and taxation
227.3
11.8
212.7
12.6
Discontinued operations					
Loss for the year from discontinued operations
1.4
0.1
Retained for re-investment and future growth					
and dividend payment current year
15.3
294.6
351.1
20.7
1,921.4

100.0

15.3%
11.8%
0.8%

43.7%

8.5%

8.9%

12.6%
0.8%

1,693.2

20.7%
0.1%

100.0

35.8%
21.1%

19.9%

2010

2009

To Supplier

To Employees

Utilisation of assets

To Financier

Purchase of goods and services

Employment costs

Depreciation

Finance costs

To Government

Discontinued operations

Taxation

Loss for the year from discontinued operations

Retained for re-investment and
future growth and dividend payment
Current year
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STATEMENTS OF

Financial Position
Assets

2.4%

4.1%

2010

33.0%

21.9%

23.9%

14.7%

2009

RM Million
Property, plant, and equipment

1,613.0

1,675.9

Concession rights

1,712.2

1,030.7

Trade and other receivables

992.5

1,539.8

Cash and cash equivalents

268.3

287.3

Investments

435.9

164.9

Other assets

151.4

33.1%

2009

5,173.8

Total assets

31.2%

19.2%

0.5

Asset of disposal group classified
as held for disposal

7,019.3

2.9%

5.2%

2,320.2

0.5

2010

8.4%

Total equity and liabilities
13.0%

4.5%

2010

(0.1%)

0.1%
15.7%

35.6%

31.2%

1,100.0

Share capital

1,100.0

2,189.2

Reserves

2,244.2

5.5
2,500.0

2010

2009

RM Million

Minority interest

4.7

Loan and borrowings

508.1

911.3

Trade and other payables

973.3

318.4

Other liabilities

345.3

0.2

Liabilities of disposal group classified
as held for disposal

0.1

Fair value adjustment reserve

(5.4)
7,019.3

18.8%
0.1%

6.6%

9.8%

21.3%

43.4%

0.2
-

Foreign exchange reserve

(2.0)

Total equity and liabilities

5,173.8
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Statement Of

Workforce

Executive

Non-Executive

Management

Malay • 535

Iban • 1

Malay • 5311

Kadazan • 157

Malay • 219

Bidayuh • 1

Chinese • 20

Brunei • 1

Chinese • 84

Bajau • 46

Chinese • 13

Iban • 2

Indian • 15

Kadazan • 3

Indian • 135

Murut • 6

Indian • 6

Brunei • 1

Melanau • 2

Bajau • 1

Melanau • 63

Bisaya • 13

Melanau • 1

Others • 3

Bidayuh • 1

Others • 5

Bidayuh • 105

Kayan Kenyah • 6

Iban • 164

Orang Ulu • 11

Brunei • 20

Others • 199

Group Quarterly

Performance
					
First
Year 2010
Second
Third
Fourth
In RM Million
Quarter
Quarter
Quarter
Quarter

Total
Year
2010

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE					
Operating revenue
436.4
435.8
446.3
494.4
Profit before tax and zakat
119.1
80.9
91.4
153.6
Profit for the period
72.6
59.5
61.8
100.7
Earnings per share (sen)
6.60
5.41
5.62
9.09

1,812.9
445.0
294.6
26.72

Restated					
Year 2009
First
Second
Third
Fourth
In RM Million
Quarter
Quarter
Quarter
Quarter

Total
Year
2009

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE				
Operating revenue
392.2
392.9
377.4
Profit before tax and zakat
123.6
85.6
111.2
Profit for the period
92.1
61.6
83.5
Earnings per share (sen)
8.37
5.60
7.59
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447.1
132.2
113.9
10.30

1,609.6
452.6
351.1
31.86
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Group

5-Year Summary
Income Statement Year ended 31 December

		
2010
RM Million

Restated		
2009
2008
RM Million
RM Million

2007
RM Million

2006
RM Million

Revenue
1,812.9
1,609.6
1,435.0
1,380.0
Profit before tax from continuing operations
445.0
452.6
422.2
404.9
Taxation and zakat
(150.4)
(100.2)
(123.3)
(114.3)
Profit from continuing operations, net of tax
294.6
352.5
298.9
290.6
(Loss)/profit for the year from discontinued operations, net of tax
(1.4)
6.9
(1.3)
Profit for the year
294.6
351.1
305.8
289.3
					
Profit attributable to:					
Equity holders of the Company
293.9
350.4
305.2
288.9
Minority interests
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.4

1,146.8
263.3
(92.4)
170.9
170.9

Profit for the year

294.6

289.3

170.9

* Earnings per share attributable to equity holders
of the Company (sen)					
- Basic, for continuing operations
26.72
31.98
27.12
26.37
(0.12)
0.63
(0.11)
- Basic, for (loss)/profit from discontinued operations
- Basic, for profit for the year
26.72
31.86
27.75
26.26

15.48
15.48

Statements of Financial Position Year ended 31 December

351.1

305.8

170.3
0.6

2010
RM Million

Restated
2009
RM Million

2008
RM Million

2007
RM Million

2006
RM Million

Assets
Non-current assets
Current assets
Asset of disposal group classified as held for disposal

4,610.6
2,408.2
0.5

4,210.2
963.1
0.5

3,584.8
1,403.2
4.3

3,215.5
1,239.5
-

3,143.7
1,188.0
-

Total assets

7,019.3

5,173.8

4,992.3

4,455.0

4,331.7

Equity					
Share capital
1,100.0
1,100.0
1,100.0
1,100.0
Share premium
822.7
822.7
822.7
822.7
Retained earnings
1,366.5
1,421.4
1,257.0
1,096.7
0.1
Fair value of adjustment reserve
Exchange reserve
(5.4)
(2.0)
(1.2)
-

1,100.0
822.7
872.1
-

Minority Interest

3,283.9
5.5

3,342.1
4.7

3,178.5
4.1

3,019.4
3.6

2,794.8
3.2

Total equity

3,289.4

3,346.8

3,182.6

3,023.0

2,798.0

Liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Current liabilities
Liabilities of disposal group classified as held for disposal
Total liabilities

3,016.0
713.7
0.2
3,729.9

1,114.8
712.0
0.2
1,827.0

434.6
1,372.4
2.7
1,809.7

112.0
1,320.0
1,432.0

129.2
1,404.5
1,533.7

Total equity and liabilities

7,019.3

5,173.8

4,992.3

4,455.0

4,331.7

Net asset per share (RM)

2.99

3.04

2.89

2.75

2.54
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5-year
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Share Price,

Volume traded & market capitalisation
2010 Monthly Trading Volume & Share Price Statistics

Volume (‘000)

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

16,964

9,751

23,350

13,548

6,879

7,724

6,608

14,780

9,622

11,452

11,599

7,756

High (RM)

4.76

5.00

5.00

5.01

5.04

5.01

5.16

5.60

5.75

6.10

6.25

6.35

Low (RM)

3.90

4.60

4.66

4.80

4.76

4.78

4.89

5.13

5.31

5.65

5.80

5.86

Closing price (RM)

4.60

4.94

4.82

4.95

4.95

5.00

5.15

5.46

5.75

6.07

6.17

6.28

Share Price Movement
6.5

(RM)

6.0

5.5

5.0

4.94

4.60

4.5

4.82

Jan

Feb

Closing price

Mac

4.95
4.95
Apr

5.75

6.07

Sep

Oct

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Market capitalisation (RM Million)
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2007

2008

6,908

(RM Million)

4.0

4,367

2006

2,431

2005

3,322

2004

0

2.21

2.16
2,376

1.61

1.93
2,123

6,908
2010

6,000

0

3.97

3.02

1,771

6.28
3.97
4,367

1.0

8,000

2,000

6.0
5.0

2,000

4,000

7.0

2009

3.0
2.0
1.0

2010

0

Last closing price for the year (RM)

(RM)

(RM)

3.0
2.0

2009

6.28

4,000

5.0
4.0

8.0

6,000

6.0

Nov

Dec

5.00

8,000

7.0

6.28

5.46

5.15

8.0

Market Capitalisation

6.17

Group Financial

Performance Review
MAHB’s Headline Key Performance Indicators (“KPIs”) for the financial year ended 31 December 2010 (“FY2010”):-

Target FY2010
Achievement FY2010
Headline KPIs					
Without FRS 139
With FRS 139
Without FRS 139
With FRS 139
i) EBITDA (million)
ii) ROE

Actual FY2009
Restated

RM620.0m

RM620.0m

RM706.9m

RM706.9m

RM614.6m

9.22%

6.57%

10.27%

8.88%

10.75%

iii) Airport Service
KLIA Ranking Top 5 Worldwide
- 24-40 mil pax: KLIA ranked No. 5
Quality Awards				
				
				

Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad (“MAHB”) announced two
sets of Headline KPIs for FY2010 as per the table above on 31
December 2009 due to the new requirement to comply with
the adoption of Financial Reporting Standards 139 (“FRS 139”)
Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement. The
management had initially assessed an expected decline in ROE
from 9.22% to 6.57% due to the FRS 139 effect.
The FRS 139 requirement was made mandatory in Malaysia
effective 1st January 2010, whereby all financial instruments
have to be stated at fair value, resulting in a higher share
of losses in an associate company, namely Sabiha Gokcen
International Airport Limited (“SGIA”). MAHB owns a 20% equity
stake in SGIA which develops, operates and manages an airport
in Istanbul, Turkey.
Notwithstanding the above, MAHB has significantly surpassed
the Headline KPIs for FY2010. After considering the FRS139

- 24-40 mil pax:
KLIA ranked No. 4
- Worldwide:
KLIA ranked No. 16

impact and other one-off transactions pursuant to our
restructuring exercise, the Group had performed better
operationally as reflected by the higher passenger and revenue
numbers. Stripping out the effects of FRS 139, the profit
before tax and zakat for FY2010 was RM499.8 million, which
was 10.4% or RM47.2 million higher than the RM452.6 million
registered in FY2009.

GROUP REVENUE
MAHB recorded a revenue of RM1,812.9 million in FY2010,
representing a growth of 12.6% compared to RM1,609.6 million
recorded in the previous financial year (FY2009). This was mainly
driven by the growth in the airport operations segment, which
improved 14.0% year-on-year to 1,675.3 million. The non-airport
operations segment revenue saw a marginal decrease of 2.1%
to RM137.6 million in FY2010.
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Group Financial

Performance Review
The growth in airport operations segment was driven by stronger
passenger movements and higher contribution from its retail
and rental activities. The aeronautical revenue grew 13.9%
to RM868.7 million resulting from higher passenger growth,
while the non-aeronautical revenue recorded growth of 14.2%
to RM806.5 million, underpinned by higher retail, rental and
commercial activities resulting form the increased passenger
volume.
The significant improvement through the year reflects the firm
passenger demand in the aviation industry led by restoration
of consumer sentiments with total passenger volume growth of
12.7%, reaching 57.83 million passengers across MAHB’s 39
airports, maintaining the positive momentum established in the
preceding year. International traffic grew 21.3% to 27.99 million
passengers, while the domestic sector registered growth of
5.6% to 29.84 million passengers in FY2010. Total commercial
aircraft movements grew by 7.9%, with 578,090 aircraft flying in
and out of Malaysian airports. Commercial aircraft movements
in the international sector recorded a higher growth of 11.6%
compared to the domestic sector which registered a 5.9%
growth.
MAHB’s non-airport operations segment revenue saw a marginal
decrease of 2.1% to RM137.6 million, mainly due to lower
revenue recorded in project and repair maintenance services as
well as the agriculture and horticulture segment. The project and
repair maintenance services segment saw an 18.7% decline in
revenue due to lower number of projects secured in FY2010. The
agriculture and horticulture segment recorded a 3.8% decline
resulting from lower total crop harvested contributed by the
clearing of portion of the plantation land to make way for the
construction of Klia2. Despite the above, the hotel business
segment recorded a growth of 9.3% due to higher room rate,
occupancy rate and food beverages income.
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TYPES OF REVENUE: AERONAUTICAL AND NONAERONAUTICAL REVENUE
The Group’s revenue is divided into aeronautical revenue and
non-aeronautical revenue. Aeronautical revenue is mainly from
passenger service charges, landing and parking fees, and other
ancillary charges to the airlines. MAHB’s non-aeronautical
revenue comprises revenue generated from commercial activities
including operations of duty free and non-duty free outlets,
management of food and beverage outlets, management and
operations of parking facilities, the Airside Transit Hotel, the Free
Commercial Zone at KLIA and the lease of commercial spaces.
Non-aeronautical revenue is also derived from hotel operations,
agriculture and horticulture activities, project and repair
maintenance services, and other activities as described in the
financial statements of the Group.
The non-aeronautical business continued to outperform the
aeronautical business by contributing 52.1%, or RM944.2
million, to the Group’s revenue and this is in line with the Group’s
long term plan to further grow this branch of business.

BUSINESS SEGMENTS
The Group’s business segment is divided into 2 sub-groups i.e.
Airport operations and Non-airport operations. Airport operations
comprise of airport services, duty free and non-dutiable goods
business segments. Airport services income consists of aeronautical
revenue and non-aeronautical revenue. The Non-airport operations
comprise of agriculture and horticulture activities, hotel operations
and project and repair maintenance services. All Non-airport
operations income is non-aeronautical revenue.

				
Business Segment
Actual
			
FY2010
			
(RM’000)

Actual
FY2009
Restated
(RM’000)

Variance
(%)

I) Airport operations

1,675,234

1,469,100

14.0

868,703
394,722

763,009
354,482

13.9
11.4

411,809

351,609

17.1

137,623
62,885
46,698

140,519
57,511
48,530

-2.1
9.3
-3.8

28,040

34,478

-18.7

1,812,857

1,609,619

12.6

1. Airport services:
		 – Aeronautical
		 – Non-aeronautical
		 (Rental and others)
2. Duty free and
non-dutiable goods

and Low Cost Carrier Terminal (“LCCT”), resulting
from the increase in commercial space pursuant to the
expansion of LCCT in April 2009 and subsequently
the completion of the Satellite Retail Optimisation
Programme (SROP) in November 2009.
b)

SEGMENTAL REVENUE

Non-airport operations
a)
Agriculture and horticulture: The agriculture and
horticulture business segment activities include the
cultivation and sale of oil palm and other agriculture
products. The agriculture and horticulture segment
recorded an income of RM46.7 million, representing
a decline of 3.8% or RM1.8 million due to lower
total crop harvested despite an increase in fresh
fruit bunch (“FFB”) price. The lower crop harvested
was contributed by the clearing of a portion of the
plantation land to make way for the construction of
Klia2.

1.

b)

Hotel: The Hotel segment manages and operates the
Pan Pacific Hotel KLIA. This segment registered a 9.3%
or RM5.4 million growth in revenue to RM62.9 million
due to higher room rate, higher occupancy rate and
higher food and beverages income.

c)

Project and repair maintenance services: The main
activities include provision of mechanical, electrical
and civil engineering services and the airport business
consulting, maintenance and technical services.
This segment recorded a decline of 18.7% or RM6.4
million to RM28.0 million in FY2010 due to less project
secured compared to the preceding year.

II) Non-airport operations
– Hotel
– Agriculture and hoticulture
– Project and repair
		 maintenance
Total Revenue

Note: The above figures exclude inter-segment transactions.

Airport operations
a)
Airport services: This business segment is tasked
with operating, managing and maintaining designated
airports in Malaysia and providing airport related
activities. The airport services segment’s revenue
increased 13.1% or by RM145.9 million to RM1,263.5
million, attributed to a 13.9% or RM105.7 million
improvement in aeronautical revenue to RM868.7
million resulting from higher passenger growth. The
non-aeronautical revenue recorded growth of 11.4%
or RM40.2 million to RM394.7 million, underpinned by
higher rental as a result of an increase in the number
of outlets and concessionaires at the Satellite Building

2.

Duty free and non-dutiable goods: The duty free
and non-dutiable goods business operates duty free
and non-dutiable goods outlets as well as manages
food and beverage outlets at designated airports. This
business segment recorded an increase in revenue by
17.1% or RM60.2 million to RM411.8 million, driven
by the higher passenger number.
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Group Financial

Performance Review
GROUP PROFITABILITY

b)

MAHB registered another year of record profitability in FY2010,
Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation
(“EBITDA”) grew 15.0% or RM92.3 million to RM706.9 million,
from RM614.6 million in FY2009.
FY2010 profit before tax and zakat (“PBT”) stood at RM445.0
million, representing a decline of 1.7% compared to FY2009.
This was mainly due to the adoption of Financial Reporting
Standards 139 (“FRS 139”) Financial Instruments: Recognition
and Measurement, resulting in a higher share of losses in SGIA,
which develops, operates and manages an airport in Istanbul,
Turkey.
This is MAHB’s first-time adoption of FRS 139, which is a
requirement in Malaysia effective 1st January 2010. Under FRS
139, all financial instruments have to be stated at fair value.
Stripping out the effects of FRS 139:–
The PBT for FY2010 was RM499.8 million, which was
10.4% or RM47.2 million higher than the PBT of RM452.6
million registered in FY2009
–
The ROE for FY2010 was 10.27%, surpassing the Headline
KPIs ROE of 9.22%

SEGMENTAL PROFITABILITY
Note: The following segmental profitability analysis exclude inter-segment
transactions
1.

Airport operations
a)
Airport services: Following an increase in the
airport services revenue, the PBT for airport services
segment in FY2010 was RM486.8 million, representing
a 17.0% or RM70.7 million improvement compared
to FY2009. This is in line with the increase in the
segmental revenue.
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2.

Duty free and non-dutiable goods: PBT for duty
free and non-dutiable goods segment was RM156.6
million in FY2010, which was 17.5% or RM23.4 million
higher than FY2009. This was mainly due to higher
revenue in line with strong passenger movements.

Non-airport operations
a)
Agriculture and horticulture: The agriculture and
horticulture business recorded PBT of RM14.6 million
in FY2010, representing a 27.4% growth compared
to RM11.5 million recorded in FY2009, due to higher
FFB price and improved gross margin resulted from
process improvement activities.
b)

Hotel: The hotel business recorded PBT of RM5.4
million in FY2010 compared to PBT of RM2.0 million
in FY2009, due to higher revenue and improved gross
margins.

c)

Project and repair maintenance services: This
segment recorded a loss before-tax of RM37.7 million
in FY2010, compared to loss before-tax of RM39.4
million in FY2009, in line with lower revenue for the
year.

ECONOMIC PROFIT
Economic Profit (“EP”) is used as a yardstick to measure
shareholder value. EP is a measure of value created by a
business during a single period reflecting how much return a
business makes over its cost of capital, that is, the difference
between the Company’s rate of return and cost of capital. The
Group recorded an economic profit of RM141.7 million for
FY2010 as compared to RM90.2 million in FY2009. The increase
was attributed to the higher Net Operating Profit Less Adjusted
Taxes (NOPLAT) mainly due to overall higher revenue coming
from activities undertaken by the Group.

DIVIDENDS
Following the Group’s improved financial performance, MAHB
had declared and paid an interim dividend of 8.0% less 25%
taxation per ordinary share on 29 December 2010 amounting to
RM66.0 million (6.0 sen net per share). The Board of Directors
also proposed a final dividend of 11.75% less 25% taxation
on 1,100,000,000 ordinary shares, amounting to a dividend
payable of RM96.9 million subject to shareholders approval. The
total dividend payment of RM162.9 million represent a full year
dividend payout ratio of 55.4%. This is in line with the Group
dividend policy of at least 50% of MAHB’s after tax profit and
minority interest, subject to availability of distributable reserves.

EARNINGS PER SHARE AND RETURN ON SHAREHOLDERS’
EQUITY
The earnings per share (“EPS”) stood at 26.72 sen in FY2010,
lower than the 31.86 sen recorded in FY2009. The return on
shareholders’ equity (“ROE”) was 8.88% compared to 10.75%
recorded in FY2009.
The decline in EPS and ROE are mainly due to MAHB’s adoption
of FRS 139, resulting in a higher share of losses in an associate
company, SGIA. The management had initially assessed an
expected decline in ROE from 9.22% to 6.57% due to the
FRS 139 effect, as per the two sets of FY2010 Headline KPIs
announced on 31 December 2009.

FY2011 HEADLINE KPIs
Measures

FY2011 Headline FPIs

i)

EBITDA

RM773.4 million

ii)

ROE

10.73%

iii) Airport Service
Quality Awards

KLIA Ranking Top 5 Worldwide

The Headline KPIs are targets or aspirations meant to drive
MAHB’s performance in FY2011. These Headline KPIs are
disclosed on a voluntary basis, signaling MAHB’s commitment
towards transparent performance measures and good corporate
governance.
The Headline KPIs are set based on MAHB’s strategic plans
and long term targets that were developed under MAHB’s Five
Year Business Direction (2010-2014) planning initiative, with
emphasis on the broader internal initiatives that are put in place
for FY2011. It is also based on the assumption that there will be
no significant changes in the prevailing economic and political
conditions, present legislation and/or government regulations,
as well as with the expectation that the businesses of the MAHB
Group will continue to grow as expected.

Notwithstanding the above, MAHB has significantly surpassed
the Headline KPIs ROE for FY2010:–
FY2010 ROE was 8.88%, compared to the Headline KPIs
ROE of 6.57%
–
Stripping out the effects of FRS 139, the ROE for FY2010
was 10.27%, surpassing the Headline KPIs ROE of 9.22%
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Airport Performance

Benchmark

Performance indicators relate to the measurement of inputs and
outputs. For an airport, inputs include capital investment, staff
cost and operational overheads, while the physical output could
be categorised under four main components: air transportation
movement as a measure of airside output, the number of
passengers as a measure of terminal output, the volume of air
freight handled and the amount of non-aeronautical service
outputs. The performance ratios between input and output are
used internally to monitor the performance of airports over time,
in preparation of budgets and to compare performance within
airports in the Group.
There is growing recognition within the airport industry of the
value of performance appraisal and the use of benchmarking.
In fact, airport performance benchmarking has come into
acceptance in the last 20 years, particularly when some
airports moved from public sector control to modern business
and in some cases by airport privatisation. With various
airport operational models such as fully privatised airports,
partially privatised airports and publicly owned airports, airport
benchmarking is not an easy task because of comparability
problems. There are difficulties in making such comparisons on
a level playing field. Among others, this is due to:
-

Differences in activities performed, especially with respect
to aeronautical and commercial services;
Level of government involvement in relation to economic
and social objectives;

Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad
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-

Traffic mix with respect to international, domestic and
general aviation operations;
Airports cost structure with respect to fixed and variable
costs;
Physical characteristic of airports;
Forms of ownership and management;
Differences in development financing;
Varying regulatory framework; and
Differences in economic conditions

The financial information on airports is limited and difficult to
obtain. The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO)
produces airport financial statistics annually but it is not
published early enough. In addition, for airport operators that
are listed, the available data from published accounts is usually
for the entire Group. For example, Malaysia Airports Holdings
Berhad is a listed entity but KL International Airport is not
published on an individual basis.
Other organisations which have done airport benchmarking
include Airports Council International, Skytrax and International
Air Transport Association (“IATA”). Figures from IATA suggest
that KL International Airport compare favorably in terms of
passenger service charges, passenger security service charges
and landing charges compared against other airports in the
region.

International Passenger Service & Related Charges
Paid by Passengers
80
70

Charges (RM)

60
50
40

Airport

30
20
10
0

BKK

HKG

SIN

CGK

KUL

Airport
Landing Charges B747-400
12,000

Charges (RM)

10,000

2010

% Change

Soekarno Hatta International Airport Jakarta (CGK)

44.0 million

18.4

Incheon International Airport Seoul (ICN)

33.6 million

17.1

KL International Airport (KUL)

34.1 million

14.8

Changi Airport Singapore (SIN)

42.0 million

13.0

Hong Kong International Airport (HKG)

50.4 million

10.6

Suvarnabhumi Airport Bangkok (BKK)

42.8 million

5.6

Source: ACI (preliminary)

8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000

0

On the passenger traffic side, preliminary traffic data released by Airports
Council International (“ACI”) shows that KLIA registered a commendable
growth in 2010 compared to other airports in the region. KLIA’s growth
of 14.8% in 2010 was even more impressive considering it was on top of
2009 growth of 7.8%. Back in 2009, most of the airports below actually
experienced a decline in passenger traffic. Moreover, the bulk of KLIA’s
growth in 2010 was attributed to a 20.8% increase in international passenger
movement. The traffic performance of the related airports is as follows:

HKG

SIN

CGK

BKK

Airport

Source: IATA Airport Charges Monitor

KUL

More intense airline competition brought about by deregulation in various
world regions has placed airports in a much more competitive environment
where they are now under greater pressure to compare their performance
with their competitors in order to enhance efficiency, improve service and
lower costs. Moreover, airports have to cater to the demands of low-cost
airlines where their strategy is to minimise operational cost in terms of
airport charges and fast turnaround time. Apart from airport performance
benchmarking, some airports are now having new terminals, improved
connectivity and expanding their capacity in order to accommodate the
rapidly growing air traffic demand and secure an advantage over other
competitors in the region in order to become key traffic hubs for air
transportation. MAHB continues to benchmark itself internally against
other airports in the region and globally and strives for continuous
improvements in its operations including, amongst others, the retail
optimisation plan and the construction of the new Klia2.
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Dividend
POLICY

The dividend policy is one of the most important financial
policies as shareholders’ equity is an important source of a
company’s working capital.
A good dividend policy always serves in the best interests of a
company and its shareholders. A company may use dividends
as a signal to inform outsiders regarding the stability and
growth prospects of the company. Apart from maximisation
of shareholders’ wealth, the company may be able to earn
the confidence of the shareholders and attract prospective
investors to invest in its shares, which further increases the
value of the company. A dividend policy may also reduce
investors’ uncertainty as they seek to secure income in terms of
stable or steadily increasing dividend.
Commencing from the financial year ended 31 December
2007, MAHB adopts a dividend policy with a dividend payout
ratio of at least 50% of the consolidated annual net profit after
taxation and minority interest annually subject to availability of
distributable reserves.
The rationale for the dividend policy is as follows:
(i) to return excess cash of MAHB to shareholders
(ii) improves the return on equity of the Group
(iii) consistent with best practices of listed companies

The summary of dividends declared and paid to the
shareholders of MAHB for the financial years ended 31
December 2004 to 2010 are tabulated below:25
14.55

20

14.9
11.75

13.8

Dividend (%)

Dividend policy

15

10
8

8

2009

2010

5

0

4

4

4

4

2005

2006

2007

2008

Interim

Final

The graph above shows that MAHB has been able to maintain
high dividend levels resulting from the improved earnings of the
Company.
The dividend payments signal management’s expectation of
high future earnings as well as commitment to its shareholders.
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Financial
CALENDAR

FINANCIAL YEAR 2010
QUARTERLY RESULTS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
17 May 2010
Unaudited consolidated results for
the 1st quarter ended 31 March
2010.
17 August 2010
Unaudited consolidated results for
the 2nd quarter ended 30 June
2010.
29 October 2010
Unaudited consolidated results for
the 3rd quarter ended 30
September 2010.
16 February 2011
Unaudited consolidated results for
the 4th quarter ended 31
December 2010.

HEADLINE KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS ANNOUNCEMENT
31 December 2009
2010 Headline Key Performance
Indicators.
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GENERAL MEETING

DIVIDENDS
Interim Dividend of 8 sen per
ordinary shares less 25%
income tax
29 November 2010
Notice of book closure date

6 April 2011
Notice of 12th Annual General
Meeting
28 April 2011
12th Annual General Meeting

15 December 2010
Entitlement date
29 December 2010
Payment date
Final Dividend of 11.75 sen per
ordinary shares less income
tax of 25%
6 April 2011
Notice of book closure date
16 May 2011
Entitlement date
31 May 2011
Payment date
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Dear Shareholders,
A year of greater aspirations beckoned. MAHB’s ‘Runway to Success’ was in its
first year of implementation, and we are cautiously optimistic about the journey
so far. We are driven by passion and purpose, and as an organization that prides
itself for its creative and innovative approach to its commercial aspirations, we
are now poised to be at the forefront of the marketplace.

Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad
(MAHB) registered another year of
commendable performance in FY2010.
Revenue stood at RM1,812.9 million,
representing a growth of 12.6% or
RM203.2 million compared to RM1,609.6
million in the previous financial year
(FY2009). Earnings before interest, tax,
depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA)
for FY2010 grew 15.0% or RM92.3
million to RM706.9 million, from RM614.6
million in FY2009.

THE YEAR IN REVIEW
As the nation experienced a 7.2%
growth rate in terms of its Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) for 2010, one
could say that this was one of the best
performing years for aviation. Most
regions in the world experienced growth
in passenger and cargo movements.
Overall, airports operated by MAHB
handled a record number of 57.8 million
passenger movements in 2010, while
KL International Airport’s (KLIA) 14.8%

increase in year on year growth in terms of passenger movements to 34.1 million is also
a positive trend. Both Malaysia Airlines and AirAsia made significant contributions to the
continued resilience of our airport operations.
Figures from Airport Council International (ACI) indicated that global passenger traffic
grew by 6.3% and cargo by 15.2% in 2010. The International Air Transport Association
(IATA) also led the chorus by estimating slightly higher numbers, with an 8.9% increase
in passenger traffic and an 18.5% increase in cargo traffic. The global airport sector
experienced a rebound as passenger volumes grew over the past six to 12 months. This
represented a recovery from the tough operating conditions experienced in 2009. The
rise of low cost carriers in the region was also a boon for airport operators as passenger
numbers rise and load factors improve.
Overall, as reported by IATA, the recovery within the travel industry was stronger
and faster than most expectations, with Asia Pacific eclipsing North America as the
world’s largest air travel market, and it continued to outperform the rest of the world.
Asia Pacific airlines were on the upswing, while American and European airlines were
not experiencing great growth in traffic. Nonetheless, our American and European
counterparts experienced a rebound of sorts, with a growth in premium and business
class passengers, and optimisation of single aisle aircraft to achieve desired load factors.
This emerging trend in Asia is perhaps one of the most salient indicators of how
globalisation and urbanisation change the landscapes that we operate in, and this
can only be good news for airlines that have exposure to this region. IATA reports that
this year marked a truly remarkable cyclical turnaround in profitability for airlines, with
operating margins back above the peaks of 2007, while IATA also predicts that revenues
will continue to grow albeit more slowly in 2011 amid rising fuel costs.
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At MAHB, we are constantly striving to
remain a competitive hub as we face
increasing competition from airports in
Bangkok, Singapore and Hong Kong.
Our low aeronautical charges, which
include landing and parking charges,
have remained unchanged for the past 18
years, while our aerobridge and check-in
counter charges have not increased for
the past 31 years.
Moreover, we have ensured a host of
incentive packages, such as the Airline
Recovery Programme (ARP), provide
airlines with a compelling reason to make
KLIA their preferred hub. Promoting our
airports to airlines also requires us to work
in tandem with tourism bodies as well as
maintaining our online presence through
portals such as flyklia.com, which serves
as an online booking centre to bring
together full service airlines and low cost
carriers under one ‘umbrella’ concept.
With the ever evolving market conditions,
global airline competition and increasing
pressure on costs and revenues, the
international aviation business is one of
nuanced complexities. We cannot just
look at ourselves as mere infrastructure
providers but also look towards
diversifying our revenue streams.
As always, MAHB is looking towards
the continuous management of its cost
efficiency modules, as we aim to sustain
our position as the top five best airport
in the world in our Airport Service Quality
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(ASQ) ranking that is in line with our
Headline KPIs. We are currently the fifth
best airport worldwide, in the 25-40
million passengers per annum category
of the ASQ programme by Airports
Council International. It has been an
interesting year, and we look forward to
the future with unbridled enthusiasm.

in FY2010 from 225,251 in FY2009. In
the case of aircraft movements across
other airports, there was a 7.5% increase
to 333,907 in FY2010 as compared to
310,542 in FY 2009. Overall, the total
increase in aircraft movements from KLIA
and other airports registered a 7.9%
increase to 578,086 in FY2010 from
535,793 in FY2009.

OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS

AirAsia Group grew by 13.7%, MAS by
10.9% and other carriers by 14.1%. In
the international sector, AirAsia grew by
29.4% against 20.5% of MAS and 13.8%
of other airlines. The growth experienced
by these carriers was mainly due to
the launch of additional frequencies
for its routes. Moreover, the continued
liberalisation of lucrative routes to low
cost airlines and full service airlines have
resulted in increased momentum for
growth in airports such as KLIA, Kota
Kinabalu, Kuching and Langkawi. It
should also be noted that the economic
stimulus packages in the region have also
been a factor in ensuring passenger and
cargo traffic continue to grow despite
weaknesses in Western economies.

The total passenger movement in KL
International Airport (KLIA) for FY2010
increased by 14.8% to 34.1 million
from 29.7 million in FY2009; while total
passenger movement in other airports
increased by 9.6% to 23.7 million from
21.6 million in FY2009. Overall, the
total increase of passengers from KLIA
and other airports registered a 12.7%
increase to 57.8 million in FY2010 from
51.3 million in FY2009.
In terms of total cargo movements in
KLIA, there was a 15.5% increase to
674.9 million kg in FY2010 from 584.6
million kg in FY2009; while total cargo
movements in other airports increased
by 10.8% to 243.2 million kg in FY2010
from 219.4 million kg in FY2009. Overall,
the total increase in cargo movements
from KLIA and other airports registered
a 14.2% increase to 918.1 million kg in
FY2010 from 803.9 million kg in FY2009.
In the case of aircraft movements in KLIA,
there was an 8.4% increase to 244,179
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Venturing Overseas
Opportunities abound in this era of
globalisation, and the trend in the
airport industry around the world is
gearing towards privatisation and
concession-based operations. MAHB
had established the Overseas Ventures
Division in 2009 to monitor all its existing

investments overseas and to look into
new opportunities involving airport
concessions and privatisation projects
around the world.
MAHB is committed to the fundamental
objective of long-term growth. Through
its wholly owned subsidiary company
Malaysia Airports Consultancy Services
(MACS), MAHB will continue to provide
airport operation and management
consultancy services to overseas
airports. The target market segments
include airports with less than five million
passengers per annum (mppa) capacity in
the South East Asia, Middle East/Northern
Africa (MENA) and China.
In terms of the South East Asian markets,
countries like the Phillipines, Cambodia
and Indonesia are preferred, as there
is healthy passenger growth fuelled by
a constant expansion of routes by the
low cost carrier boom. Moreover, the
liberalisation of air services in the future
will also create more routes and this
should lead to the growth of airports.
MENA countries such as United Arab
Emirates, Saudi Arabia and Oman are
attractive destinations for us, as budgets
and funds are available for airport
development projects in these countries.
These countries are keen to work with an
airport operator from a Muslim country
like Malaysia.

With the ever evolving market conditions, global airline
competition and increasing pressure on costs and
revenues, the international aviation business is one of
nuanced complexities.

Along the years, MAHB has established
itself as a brand name in terms of airport
investments, and as a testament to
this, MAHB won the Airport Investment
Company of the Year for 2010 awarded
by Frost & Sullivan. The overseas
airports under MAHB’s investment
portfolio are Rajiv Gandhi International
Airport (Hyderabad, India), Indira Gandhi
International Airport (Delhi, India), Sabiha
Gokcen International Airport (Istanbul,
Turkey) and Malé International Airport
(Maldives).
In line with MAHB’s aspiration to be
a global leader in airport investment
and management, MAHB is seriously
looking into new yet viable opportunities
throughout the world, particularly in Asia.
Nevertheless, if there are feasible projects
in other regions in the world, MAHB is not
closing its doors to such opportunities.
Our overseas involvement also does
not limit us to just equity participation,
but also airport management services,
airport consultancy & planning services,
airport training services, ICT services and
commercial services and participation.
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It is also important to note that in our
efforts to position ourselves as the global
player in airport investments, we do not
compromise the development of our local
airports.
Looking outwards, one of the most
significant developments of the year was
the achievement by MAHB and GMR
in winning the bid to build, operate and
modernise the Male International Airport
(MIA) in the Republic of Maldives on the
30th of June. The project will involve the
rehabilitation, expansion, modernisation,
operation and maintenance of the
MIA, based on a 25-year concession
agreement. MIA is the gateway to the
idyllic and enchanting Maldives and is
one of the fastest growing airports in
the region. With its tourism potential
and exponential growth in passenger
movement, MIA is an extremely profitable
airport with a high revenue model. Male
is the prime destination for tourist traffic
from Europe. A unique feature of the MIA
includes a sea-plane port, which adds
a different element to the operational
dimension of the airport.
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MACS is now in pole position to value
add in the areas of airport operations,
technical services and the provision
of airport related training programmes
to Male International Airport thereby
enhancing the image of MAHB’s capacity
and capabilities to manage and operate
airports, both locally and internationally.
Interestingly, Istanbul’s Sabiha Gokcen
International Airport registered the
highest passenger traffic growth in the
world, at 75% in 2010. This was a truly
remarkable feat that followed a 52%
increase in passenger traffic growth in
2009. As the airport handled 11.6 million
passengers in 2010 as compared to 6.6
million passengers in 2009 ; these are
truly staggering figures and it reflects well
on MAHB’s ventures overseas.
Furthermore, on the 23rd of July 2010,
a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) was signed between MACS
and Nagamas Enterprise (HK) Limited
(NEL) with established principles that
reflected MACS and NEL’s intention to
set up a joint venture arrangement to
participate and explore the possibility
of the provision of airport operation,
management and technical consultancy
services to the Yongzhou Lingling Airport
as well as other airports in China.
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Upon signing the MOU, both parties
decided to bolster their working
arrangement by entering into a joint
cooperation agreement on the 22nd of
February 2011.
The opportunity to provide airport
operations and management services
to Lingling Airport will enable MAHB to
gain a foot hold in the lucrative aviation
market in China and would be a welcome
addition to our commercial aspirations
in the region. Its established market
economy system and improved legal
environment ensure a stable model for
investment as well. Moreover, cheap
labour forces provide a great incentive for
foreign companies to invest in its labourintensive industry.

OUR FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
MAHB continues to deliver results
that match our expectations, in spite
of the challenging global and regional
conditions of the aviation industry.
FY2010 was another year of robust
revenue and profitability for the Group.
Profit before tax and zakat (“PBT”)
for FY2010 stood at RM445.0 million,
representing a marginal decline of
1.7% compared to FY2009. This was
mainly due to the adoption of Financial
Reporting Standards 139 (“FRS 139”)
Financial Instruments: Recognition and
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Measurement, resulting in a higher share
of losses in an associate company,
namely Sabiha Gokcen International
Airport Limited (“SGIA”). MAHB owns
a 20% equity stake in SGIA which
develops, operates and manages an
airport in Istanbul, Turkey. It should be
noted that the Sabiha Gokcen airport is
currently experiencing a remarkable rate
of growth in terms of passenger numbers,
and that MAHB believes in the long term
potential of its investment.
This is MAHB’s first-time adoption of FRS
139, which is a requirement in Malaysia
effective 1 January 2010. Under FRS 139,
all financial instruments have to be stated
at fair value. Stripping out the effects
of FRS 139, the PBT for FY2010 was
RM 499.8 million, which was 10.4% or
RM47.2 million higher than the RM452.6
million registered in FY2009.
The aeronautical component of the
business contributed RM868.7 million,
an increase of 13.9% from RM763.0
million in FY2009. Meanwhile, the nonaeronautical component of the business
contributed RM944.2 million, representing
a 11.5% increase from RM846.6 million
in FY2009. In totality, the aeronautical
component of the business contributed
to 47.9% of total revenue, compared to
the non-aeronautical component of the
business which contributed to 52.1% of
total revenue in FY2010.

As far as our segmental revenue is
concerned, the airport operations segment
increased by 14.0% to RM1,675.2 million,
resulting from higher passenger growth
rates as well as increases in revenue from
rental and retail operations. In terms of
non-airport operations, the segment’s
revenue saw a marginal decrease of
2.1% to RM137.6 million, as compared to
RM140.5 million in FY2009, despite higher
revenue in the hotel services segment,
which grew 9.3% to RM62.9 million as
compared to RM57.5 million in FY2009,
due to higher room rates, occupancy rates
and food and beverages income.

Along the years, MAHB has established itself as a brand
name in terms of airport investment, and as a testament
to this, MAHB won the Airport Investment Company of
the Year for 2010, awarded by Frost & Sullivan.

The agriculture and horticulture segment
recorded a lower income of RM46.7
million, as compared to RM48.5 million
in FY2009, resulting from the clearing of
a portion of the plantation land meant
for the construction of Klia2. The Project
and Repair Maintenance segment, which
is mainly involved in the provision of
mechanical, electrical and civil engineering
services, airport business consulting,
maintenance and technical services, saw
a decline in revenue to RM28.0 million in
FY2010 as compared to RM34.5 million in
FY2009, due to lower number of projects
secured in FY2010.
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Despite the volatile market conditions,
MAHB’s counter has demonstrated its
strong defensive nature to consistently
outperform the benchmark FBM KLCI.
MAHB’s share price has increased
significantly since the restructuring
exercise in February 2009 and closed
the year at RM6.28, which was a 58.2%
increase from FY2009. It should be noted
that the shareholder wealth has also more
than doubled since the IPO in 1999.
The billion dollar issuance
In a related development, MAHB through
its wholly-owned subsidiary, Malaysia
Airports Capital Berhad, successfully
completed its inaugural first tranche
issuance of a 10-year RM1.0 billion
Islamic Medium Term Notes (Islamic MTN)
at a yield of 4.55%, pursuant to its Islamic
Commercial Paper Programme and
Islamic MTN Programme with a combined
aggregate nominal value of up to RM3.1
billion (collectively known as the “Sukuk
Programmes”).

The proceeds raised from the Sukuk Programmes will be used to part finance the
development of the new low-cost carrier terminal, Klia2, which is expected to be
completed by April 2012. The proceeds was also used to refinance MAHB’s existing
borrowings, which were utilized for Shariah-compliant purposes, and may also be used
for the Group’s other general corporate purposes.
The AAA rating accorded by RAM Rating Services Berhad and the overwhelming
demand for our Islamic MTN is testimony of our solid financial footing. This
development has also demonstrated investors’ confidence in MAHB’s world-class
airport management expertise, experienced management, strong Government support
and robust financial position. Furthermore, our excellent debut in the debt capital
markets arena coupled with the positive response to our ‘Runway to Success’ business
plan certainly demonstrate just how far MAHB has come in the last decade from
the early days of corporatisation and listing to the new and improved public-private
partnership model with the Government under the New Operating Agreements.

dividendS
For FY2010, following the Group’s improved financial performance, MAHB has declared
and paid an interim dividend of 8.0% less 25% taxation per ordinary share on 29
December 2010 amounting to RM66.0 million at 6 sen per share. The Board of Directors
also proposed a final dividend of 11.75% less 25% taxation on 1,100,000,000 ordinary
shares, amounting to dividend payable of RM96.9 million, subject to shareholders
approval.

The offering attracted an overwhelming
order size of more than RM9.9 billion from
a diverse group of investors comprising,
amongst others, financial institutions,
asset management companies,
pension funds, insurance companies
and corporate establishments. We
subsequently raised another 12-year
RM1.5 billion Sukuk at a yield of 4.68%
on 17 December 2010, which was also
oversubscribed.
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The total dividend payment of RM162.9
million represent a full year dividend
payout ratio of 55.4%. MAHB remains
committed to enhancing shareholder
value and we have a dividend payment
policy of at least 50% of MAHB’s profit
after tax and minority interest, subject to
the availability of distributable reserves.

OUR BUSINESS DIRECTION
MAHB aims to be a world-class airport
business, and in our quest to achieve
this, we will put our people first, namely
our customers, staff and our shareholders
to deliver performance now, by focusing
all of our resources to succeed in
executing all of our business initiatives.
This is in line with the 1Malaysia concept
of ‘People First, Performance Now’.
As a Group, we are driven by creativity
and innovation in terms of maximising
revenue from non-aeronautical activities,
and this will continue to allow us to keep
our aeronautical charges low and offer
the best value in the region to airlines
operating out of our airports.
We have refined our Corporate Vision to
be a World-Class Airport Business. This
is supported by a Mission Statement that
among other objectives, aims to exceed
the expectations of all our stakeholders.
MAHB has also embarked on a
Continuous Improvement Programme
(“CIP”) which focused on delivering
the shareholders’ financial aspirations.

This will be achieved via cost savings
and revenue enhancements, realigning
our strategic plans, integrating and
synergising people, process and systems
within our Group.
Commercial development will also be
one of the key drivers of profitability for
MAHB over the next five years. Strategies
are in place to revolutionise the retail
experience and drive new income
streams to double our revenue by 2014.
Growth through commercial activities
is essential for delivering strong returns
to shareholders whilst enabling aviation
charges to remain competitive, in turn
driving further airport growth.
MAHB is anticipating further changes
to the industry landscape following the
liberalisation of intra-ASEAN air services
agreements and airlines route expansion.
With the growth of low cost airlines in the
region, we are already seeing increased
flights from our regional airports to
regional destinations in other countries.
Therefore, our key challenge is to ensure
that we provide adequate capacity at our
airports to cater for the expected growth
in traffic. We have planned for capacity
growth at our airports by developing and
receiving approval for the National Airport
Master Plan, which lays out the future
requirements for airport development
throughout the country.
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The Blueprint for Success
This was a year that marked a new
chapter in the illustrious history of MAHB
with the unveiling of our future roadmap
in terms of our business direction for
2010 to 2014, the ‘Runway to Success’.
It is therefore apt that the theme for
our Annual Report is being coined as
‘Positioning for the Success’.
We are reaffirming our vision to be
a World-Class Airport Business by
ensuring our mission to provide premier
quality aviation gateways, cost effective
airport network and excellent services
that ultimately result in exceeding the
expectations of customers, shareholders
and stakeholders as a whole.
Our focus will be on increasing passenger
numbers to over 60 million per year,
with an emphasis on strengthening KLIA
as the Next Generation Hub, which will
integrate the operations of full service
airlines and low cost airlines into a
convergence of routes, airlines and
seamless travel opportunities within the
region.
Service excellence will of course be a top
priority as it will be benchmarked against
the best airports worldwide. Moreover,
we have outlined a comprehensive
yet strategic plan to make commercial
development our main driver to achieve a
Group EBITDA and ROE in excess of RM1
billion and 10%, respectively by 2014.
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At MAHB, we are focused on
delivering the shareholders’ financial
expectations, via cost savings and
revenue enhancements. This would
involve us realigning our strategic plans,
and integrating and synergising people,
process and systems in MAHB. As we
move forward in our endeavours, our
vision is one of clarity and purpose, and
the Group is confident in its ability to
serve the nation’s interest and surpass
the expectations of our stakeholders.
The overall strategies and action plans
are progressing as planned. In totality, we
are satisfied with the performance of our
aeronautical segment and are confident
of achieving our objectives that are listed
under the Business Direction by 2014.
Klia2 – A new beginning
One of the key drivers for MAHB’s
commercial development that is set to
take off is Klia2 and on the 16th of July
2010, a joint venture between UEMC
and Bina Puri was awarded the RM997.2
million contract to build Klia2, the new
terminal for low cost carriers. It will be the
world’s largest purpose-built dedicated
terminal for low cost carriers, able to
handle 30 million passengers initially,
and it has the flexibility and scalability to
expand for future growth and changes to
the operational models of the airlines. It
will also be a catalyst for innovative new
offerings, including an air-ground multimodal interchange and a suite of airport
city facilities.
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The Prime Minister, YAB Dato’ Sri
Mohd Najib Tun Abd Razak, officiated
the ground breaking ceremony for the
commencement of the construction
of Klia2 on the 30th of August 2010,
marking a significant milestone in the
aviation history of Malaysia.
As this terminal will be located only
1.5 kilometers away from the current
Main Terminal Building, as per the
recommendations of the National Airport
Master Plan (NAMP), the new terminal
will allow for easy inter-terminal transfers
and better connectivity between the two
terminals.
Slated to be completed in 2012, this will
be a focal point to the success of the
Next Generation Hub, a concept that
promises a seamless travel experience
for travellers in either full service airlines
or low cost carrier airlines, where a
convergence of routes, airlines and
interconnectivity will flourish for years to
come.
The low-cost carrier wave
Over the last 10 years, low fare travel
has increased by leaps and bounds
and today it constitutes 16% of total
travel in the Asia Pacific region and 43%
in the Malaysian context, and these
percentages are expected to increase
in the coming years. AirAsia, the home
grown carrier, has been the principal
driver for this growth, and MAHB along
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with the Government, have been crucial
enablers in fully supporting low fare travel
for the benefits of all Malaysians.
Boldness does have its advantages. At a
time when the true potential of low cost
travel was still shrouded in uncertainty,
MAHB and the Government boldly
implemented a plan to build the first
dedicated low cost carrier terminal in
2006. It was built as a temporary solution
to meet the immediate requirements of
AirAsia.
The terminal was purpose built to suit
AirAsia’s business model of point to point
operations. This meant no transfer traffic,
no interlining and baggage transfers for
single narrow-body aircraft operation.
There were also no aerobridges, no
bussing of passengers and no power-in
power-out operations. This terminal has
enabled AirAsia to expand its operations
in a manner that has taken the whole
region by storm.
Upon completion of Klia2, the current
terminal will be used as a cargo
warehouse, in line with the original plan
for the area. We have already received
requests from interested parties. The low
cost carrier business model has changed
significantly since its inception. Hence in
designing the new terminal, MAHB has
taken into account these changes as
well as any anticipated changes that may
occur in the future.

Klia2 offers LCCs the choice to either
utilise the aerobridge or deploy passenger
steps due to cost considerations.
Nonetheless, MAHB advocates the use of
aerobridges for passenger convenience
and safety. Currently, LCCs will be able to
utilise the aerobridge at a competitive rate
of RM85 per use, that is the lowest in the
region.
The terminal’s design will incorporate
modern features which include the
Pedestrian Skybridge, which is the
first in Asia, and third in the world.
Consequently, in accommodating the
various viewpoints and requirements,
design changes became inevitable. This
has resulted in a requirement for a larger
terminal than originally envisioned two
years ago – an increase of 60% in terminal
size from 150,000 sqm to 255,346 sqm.
By comparison, the current LCCT is
only at 150,000 sqm, handling 15 million
passengers.
The evolution of operations
Amongst the contributing factors to the
increase in size include the evolution of
AirAsia’s business model from merely
providing a point to point operation to a
hub model. As AirAsia has indicated that
50% of its traffic will be transfer traffic,
this requires more space to be allocated in
the terminal to cater for the transfer traffic,
including the baggage handling facilities
for transfer baggage.

We are reaffirming our vision to be a ‘World-Class Airport
Business’ by ensuring our mission to provide a premier quality
aviation gateway, cost effective airport network and excellent
services that ultimately result in exceeding the expectations of
customers, shareholders and other stakeholders.

Apart from this, the government’s security
requirement for the full separation of
arriving and departing international
passengers and segregation of domestic
and international passengers, has
resulted in an additional level to be
incorporated to the terminal design. This
will be the first terminal in the country
where such separation of passengers had
been provided for at the design stage.
As a common hindrance for the full
utilisation of terminal capacity at most
airports boils down to the availability
of boarding gates, Klia2 will aim to be
ahead of the curve by having 68 gates in
the design, although industry standards
dictate that only 55 gates are needed to
handle 30 million passengers. Therefore,
these additional boarding gates, along
with the anticipated future improvements
in technology, will make future expansions
a smoother transition. Furthermore, these
additional gates will also be in line with
AirAsia’s request as to minimise towing of
aircrafts, in order to reduce their operating
costs.
In accordance with our strategic direction
to increase our commercial revenue, as
stated in our blueprint for success, a lot
of thought has been put into maximising
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space for retail and F&B. At 48,000
sqm, which is three times larger than the
commercial space at the current LCC
terminal, this new approach will support
our concept of having an airport within a
lifestyle shopping environment.
The design concept will take into account
passenger comfort levels that are
comparable to that of the Kota Kinabalu
and Kuching airport terminals. Other
enhancements include plans for a multimodal transportation hub for buses, taxis
and the ERL as well as a multi storey car
park that accommodates 6,000 parking
bays, which add to a better overall
experience for passengers and members
of the public.
The terminal will be built to meet the
Green Building Index certification. The
design of the terminal embraces the
concept of Eco Air Terminal, synonymous
with the eco-friendly and green building
technology, widely planned for the
development of this airport. This is owing
to the design concept of the terminal,
which applies sustainable architecture,
green-building, and energy-efficiency
in most aspects of its development and
construction processes.
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Shifting mindsets
MAHB believes in striking a balance
between dividends distribution and
potential growth that could be realised
by reinvested earnings. This is our way
of looking towards the future in order to
prepare ourselves to seize opportunities
for growth. By optimising our cost of
capital to include a reasonable return on
assets at a sufficient level, it allows us to
secure financing on favourable terms in
capital markets. We can also look forward
to new or expanded airport infrastructure
that will remunerate shareholders
adequately.
Nonetheless, one of the biggest
challenges for airports today is managing
the capacity to cope with future traffic
growth. Ensuring cost efficient and
timely provisions of expanded airport
infrastructure according to user demands
is a delicate matter as the operations
involve a very high proportion of fixed
costs. MAHB undertakes a host of
measures to ensure that infrastructure
developments are undertaken cost
efficiently, timely with return on
investment, while protecting the best
interests of our airline customers.
Interestingly, there has been a shift in
terms of shareholder expectations in
the current economic climate. It may
have been in vogue for shareholders to
maximise short term value creation in
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the past, as companies back then responded by prioritising near-term profits, top-line
growth, a minimisation of excess capital and risk taking through compensation policies.
But times have changed, and investors are not that confident about capital markets;
leading shareholders to expect companies to realign their corporate mission towards
long term value and financial stability.
At MAHB, we are unrelenting in our commitment towards our shareholder’s financial
expectations. We have embarked on cost savings and revenue enhancement initiatives
that consist of realigning MAHB’s strategic plans through synergising people, processes
and systems. It is our belief that by addressing each of these core concerns, we are
positioning ourselves to be resilient in the face of adversity, whilst concurrently ensuring
our long-term growth and stability.
A Paradigm Shift
The MAHB-GLC transformation programme has been a largely positive exercise, and
its focus has been on emulating world class best practices to create a new wave of
creative ‘out of the box’ thinking and a stream of fresh bold ideas, to improve our airport
business. As a result, the ‘Colour Books’ played an active role in terms of being the
transformation pillars, and Four Cross Functional Teams (CFT) also combined to tackle
all major transformation agendas within the company. It is with extreme care that we
aligned our initiatives to be in touch with the ever evolving trends of passenger and
customer trends.
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The Colour Books have addressed various
improvement areas under our business
processes, such as procurement,
regulatory affairs, corporate responsibility
and the enhancement of human capital.
There has also been great improvements
in the cross functional approach, where
the CFT projects have proven to be
successful in improving coordination and
innovation across divisions and resolve
challenges within the company. These
advancements were reflected in our
bottom line.
The benefits from this new concept have
seen enormous savings; RM62 million
(28% of total project costs) in 2008, RM33
million (10% of total project costs) in 2009
and RM51 million (17% of total project
costs) in 2010.
The Value Management concept was
also applied to the ongoing construction
of Klia2, reducing the estimated costs
by RM1.5 billion. MAHB is certainly on
the right track, as even the Malaysian
Government is implementing Value
Management benchmarks for projects that
are worth more than RM50 million.
Another integral facet is the Continuous
Improvement Management (CIM)
program that is focused on the underlying
‘Lean Principles’, and this is all about
ensuring the overall structure of systems,
processes and levels are integrated into
a sustainable yet improved model. As
employees gather a deeper understanding
of Lean Principles, organisations within

our Group will be able to develop
and deploy specific methodologies
and practices that are unique to the
organisation.

SUSTAINABILITY VIA STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT

To achieve Lean transformation, it
would require widespread commitment
throughout the organisation. Furthermore,
management will also have to
demonstrate a high level of respect for
the employees, as these empowered
associates will then feel compelled to
educate and develop themselves in
order to improve the processes that they
believe in. In order for Lean concepts to
migrate from narrow tool-level application
to a deeper level of ingrained principles,
there must be no compromise to
individual values and morale.

We are committed towards making our
airports an attractive value proposition
to all of our airlines. It is in this vein that
we cherish the partnerships that we have
earned through loyalty and respect with
our airline partners, and they in return
appreciate our efforts. One such initiative
has been the Airline Recovery Programme
(ARP) that has been in effect since
2009, which is designed to encourage
continued passenger growth and support
for our partners in the airline industry.

In totality, the Lean concept is
becoming the de facto standard in most
organisations, as it is based on timeless
principles that assist all members of
organisations to see improvement of
opportunities more clearly. At MAHB,
we approach the Lean transformation in
a systematic manner as outlined within
MAHB’s transformation journey.

The Marketplace

MAHB paid a total of RM31.1 million in
airline incentives in FY2010, compared to
RM27.5 million in FY2009. MAHB believes
in promoting a conducive environment for
the growth of its aeronautical operations,
and this programme is another avenue for
the Group to demonstrate its corporate
responsibility towards the marketplace.

As we move forward in our endeavours, our vision is one of
clarity and purpose, and we are confident in our ability to
serve the nation’s interest and surpass the expectations of
our stakeholders.
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For the record, new airlines flying into
KLIA, LCCT-KLIA and the Sultan Abdul
Aziz Shah Airport, Subang receive
incentive payments of RM10 per inbound
passenger for the first 12 months of
operations. In order to promote tourism
to other states in Malaysia, a higher
incentive payment of RM25 per inbound
passenger was given to all new airlines
flying international services to all the
other airports.
Furthermore, these new airlines flying into
Malaysia will enjoy a waiver in landing
fees for three years for each new service
operated. Also included is free office
rental for six months. The existing airlines
are similarly being rewarded for growth,
and they will enjoy an incentive payment
of RM10 for the first 10% increase in
passengers, RM12.50 for the next 8%,
and RM15 for each passenger growth
above 18%, using their passenger load
volume in 2008 as the base year. This
is on top and beyond the 50% discount
offered on all landings for all airlines
at all airports in Malaysia under the
Government’s Economic Stimulus Plan,
which is effective from April 2009 to
March 2011.
Industry Relations and Events
MAHB is passionate about the passenger
experience, and as a result, continues to
maintain a proactive presence in terms
of hosting major aviation related events;
one such instance was the ‘Check-In
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Asia’ conference that was held at the
Pan Pacific KLIA hotel from the 24th to
the 26th November 2010. The theme
of the exhibition and conference was
‘Enhancing the passenger experience
– from beginning to end’ and it featured
travel industry stakeholders across the
Asia Pacific region such as airlines,
airports, handlers, hotels, cruise
operators, government agencies and
industry providers. The forum focused
on future check-in practices and a closer
look at end-to-end processes from the
passenger’s point of view.

such as security, immigration, baggage
related issues, advanced self-service
strategies and future terminals with
new technology and processes. IATA’s
StB strategies were also on show at
this event, and its own specialists as
well as guest speakers led in-depth
technical sessions on the ‘Fast Travel’
programme, which covers check-in, bag
registration, document scanning, flight rebooking, self boarding and bag recovery
operations.

Participants of ‘Check-In Asia’ also had
the opportunity to experience the latest
check-in process improvements at KLIA,
as it was the first international airport
in the Asia Pacific region to achieve
the Platinum status from IATA for the
implementation of Bar Coded Boarding
Passes (BCBP). BCBP is basically a
2-dimensional bar code that can be
printed either on a boarding pass or
home check in boarding pass or in an
electronic form via a mobile phone. BCBP
is part of IATA’s Simplifying the Business
(StB) programme, which has issued an
industry mandate for all boarding passes
to be bar coded by 2010. The BCBP
also promotes cost savings, with IATA
predicting a cost savings of up to US$1.5
billion every year.

In a related development, the recent
Malaysia Airports Concessionaires
Conference in 2010, themed ‘Soaring To
Greater Heights’, provided a platform to
better understand the advancements in
the travel retail industry and the factors
that come to play, namely consumer
buying behaviour, the overall tourism
outlook and effects on an economy
where consumers are constantly seeking
price-based value propositions.

The sessions put an emphasis on
enhancing the passenger experience
through every stage of the travel process,
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Networking Platforms Abound

Conferences such as this are integral
in terms of achieving a synergy of
strengths in relationships and strategies
towards benefiting MAHB and the
concessionaire. The conferences
presented an opportunity for participants
to trouble shoot issues and collaborate
in an environment that valued insights,
knowledge of consumer expectations
and an overall enhancement of the core
of our commercial operations.

MAHB also believes in having fun, and
its annual ‘Media Explore Hunt’, which
is already in its eigth year, has proven to
be a great platform for networking and
also as an avenue for MAHB to build on
the camaraderie among its personnel
and the media fraternity too. Moreover, it
was an excellent opportunity for MAHB
to exhibit its gratitude to the media for
their continuous support and cooperation
throughout these years. The event
received overwhelming response, with all
50 spots taken up two weeks before the
start of the competition.

The Value Management concept was also applied to the
ongoing construction of Klia2, reducing the estimated
costs by RM1.5 billion. MAHB is certainly on the right
track, as even the Malaysian Government is implementing
Value Management benchmarks for projects that are worth
more than RM50 million.

Apart from this event, MAHB also
organised a ‘Friendly Go Kart’ challenge
to enhance the rapport among
government agencies. Agencies from the
Prime Minister’s Department, Ministry of
Transport, Ministry of Finance, Khazanah
Nasional and the Prime Minister’s Office
took part in this exhilarating event. The
media from Putrajaya also participated
in this event that was held at the Sepang
International Karting Circuit. It was a
great success in terms of strengthening
relationships and enhancing the
collaborative partnerships between the
related agencies and its top management.
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The Environment
MAHB reaffirmed its commitment
towards environmental sustainability by
launching its first annual Sustainability
Report for 2009. The Group believes that
managing the impact of our operations
on the environment and community
as a whole and taking a proactive
approach towards ensuring our business
processes, is imperative as to how we
are viewed collectively. The purpose of
this Sustainability Report is to provide
a single report that consolidates all
our business processes into a single,
transparent report that can lead the way
forward in improving our business.
The Report consolidated several
ongoing efforts undertaken by different
units throughout the company. The
most successful example of this is our
environmental aspect, where we were
able to bring existing contributions by
our Engineering Department, Operations,
Planning & Development, Transformation
Management Office (TMO) and Safety
Health & Environment (SHE) together. This
directly improved communications among
the units and have led to a Working
Group intent on creating a company-wide
Environmental Master Plan.
The positive element of this Report is
the room for growth and improvement
that it provides us. Among the issues
that challenged us were Human Rights
and Biodiversity, and throughout 2010,
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we have established links with other
airports around the world to learn how
they address such issues. This move
has broadened our knowledge on the
concerns of our social and environmental
stakeholders and has reinforced our
bonds with partners all over the world.
Sharing knowledge and experiences is
also part and parcel of this effort, and
as we reached out to other GLCs within
the country, this show of solidarity has
led to the creation of the Corporate
Sustainability Circle (CSC) in January
2011, an initiative that was pioneered by
Khazanah Nasional.
The Report was compiled using the
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) standard
reporting guidelines, which is currently
the global standard for triple bottom line
reporting. By embracing GRI, MAHB
hopes to elevate their activities and
efforts beyond the compliance levels
recommended by the Bursa Malaysia
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
Framework and reporting framework of
the Silver Book published by the Putrajaya
Committee on GLC High Performance
(PCG).
MAHB is a firm believer in adopting
a holistic approach to its business
operations. This report is a breakthrough
initiative that is designed to assist the
Group to offer better services to its
customers, enhance the communities
that are part of us and more importantly,
preserve the environment and the world
we live in.
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The Community
MAHB’s Corporate Responsibility policy
has been embedded in our management
practices for the past few years and was
aligned with the Silver Book. Beyond
Borders, our nationwide school adoption
programme has always been the highlight
of the CR programmes in MAHB. The
objective of this programme is to promote
a healthy, competitive yet creative spirit
within the minds of the students among
the adopted school community. In 2010,
the main focus of Beyond Borders was
to have improvements in the subjects
of Science, English and Mathematics.
This has been proven by the increase of
passing rates for UPSR examinations in
all adopted schools.
12 schools in rural areas were adopted
for the period of three years from 2010 to
2012 as against nine schools from 2007
to 2009. The schools are, namely, SK
Seri Cheras, W.P. Kuala Lumpur, SK Olak
Lempit, Banting, Selangor, SK Labu Ulu
Batu 8, Negeri Sembilan, SK Semabok,
Melaka, SK Batu 3, Kuantan, Pahang,
SK Mengabang Telipot, Terengganu,
SK Parang Puting, Pengkalan Chepa,
Kelantan, SK Sungai Raya, Kinta, Perak,
SK Titi Gajah, Alor Setar and SK Sungai
Batu, Teluk Kumbar, Pulau Pinang, SK
Temenggong Datuk Muip, Sarawak and
SK Wakuba in Sabah.

Based on the dedication and support
shown by the teachers, the students
showed positive results in the 2010 UPSR
examination with a higher percentage of
passes and more students getting 5As as
compared to the previous year. Moving
forward, Beyond Borders will continue
its aspiration to empower the lives of the
underprivileged children in line with its
tagline ‘Give Them Wings, Let Them Fly’.
In addition to these initiatives, each year
in conjunction with Father’s Day and
Mother’s Day, ERAMAN identifies and
embarks on a social service project to
benefit the underprivileged, for example,
a home caring for senior citizens, and
a centre for the physically or mentally
less-abled. This year, we focused on
the ‘Persatuan Kebajikan Anak Pesakit
HIV/AIDS Nurul Iman’ or PERNIM, an
NGO care-giver to 50 children living
with HIV/AIDS. In addition to monetary
contributions to PERNIM, these children
were given an opportunity to be
entertained at Cosmos’s World Theme
Park, Berjaya Times Square.
In conjunction with Deepavali, the Pan
Pacific Kuala Lumpur International Airport
(PPKLIA) contributed some grocery
items that include rice, sugar, bee hoon,
wheat flour, cooking oil and other items
worth RM1000 to Persatuan Kebajikan
Agathiar Sanmarka Sanggam (PKASS)
Dengkil. PKASS provides a wide range of
community services, from feeding the poor,

Beyond Borders, as part of Projek Pintar, has always
been the highlight of the CSR programme in MAHB. The
objective of this programme is to promote a healthy,
competitive yet creative spirit within the minds of the
students among the adopted school community.

famine relief and offering medical services.
Currently, PKASS provides food rations to
over 200 families on a monthly basis. The
centre’s major activity is to provide a full
month’s food supply on seven essential
items such as rice, sugar, wheat flour,
dhall, bee hoon, cooking oil and milk
powder to the 200 families around the
Klang Valley and Negeri Sembilan.
During the Christmas period, PPKLIA’s
community care committee together with
the Learning & Development (Education)
team gathered three homes, namely
Persatuan Kanak Kanak Istimewa Kajang,
Persatuan Kebajikan Thirumular Malaysia
and Pertubuhan Rumah Anak Yatim Mary,
for a Christmas party on 23rd December
2010. A total of 80 kids and their
guardians participated in this event. The
children were entertained by ‘Peanut’ the
clown, treated to a scrumptious lunch and
musical performance by the choir group
of Church of St Theresa in Nilai. After
the lunch, individual cheques of RM1000
were presented to each home along with
a host of essentials such as recycled
linen, face towels, bath mats, hand
towels, pillow cases and bed sheets. The
children also received three gifts each by
hotel representatives dressed in their best
Christmas costumes.
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In a related development, it should
also be noted that Malaysia Airports
initiated the payment of ‘zakat’ in order
to fulfill its societal obligation to the
Muslim community. Lembaga Zakat
Selangor (LZS) has reimbursed MAHB
1/3 of the zakat amount paid in 2010
to be redistributed to Malaysia Airports
employees, the underprivileged children
of its adopted schools as well as the
underprivileged community living within
the vicinity of KLIA. Verified and endorsed
by LZS, these recipients fall within the
definition of the eight ‘asnaf’ eligible to
receive the zakat. In addition, a total of
165 MAHB employees and 933 students
from MAHB adopted schools have been
identified to receive the zakat allocation.
The Workplace
MAHB invested substantial funds for its
Human Capital Development in 2010
and has embarked on the Leadership
Development Program to develop leaders
within MAHB. The target group for
this development is Managers, Senior
Managers and selected Executives.
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To enhance their capabilities as leaders,
several workshops were conducted,
namely the Leadership Feedback
Workshop, Business Acumen, Strategic
Thinking and Action Based Learning.
The program objective was to establish
a strong team of leaders to create the
multiplier effect for massive growth and
deliver breakthrough performance.
Our Human Resources (HR) division is
always looking for new approaches to
reach the Company’s business goals.
The ability to attract, optimise, and retain
top talent is a vital component to achieve
this objective. Branding the organisation
to local campuses is the key focus of
recruiting programs, and career fairs
appear to be the most effective tool to
achieve that goal. HR scouts for talent not
only from local universities, but also from
other universities overseas.

The Education Sponsorship Program (ESP) is a new MAHB initiative which aims to
provide sponsorship for individuals with potential and excellent education backgrounds
to continue their studies at selected Colleges and Universities. Apart from ESP, MAHB
also places a high value on employee education, and the Education Assistance Program
(EAP) is part of the organization’s aspiration to promote continuing education for its
employees to maintain and improve their job-related competencies.
MAHB continues to send employees to attend the Airport Management Professional
Accredited Program (AMPAP) jointly organised by ACI and ICAO. AMPAP is the world’s
only course-based accreditation programme for airport executives that are delivered
both in a face-to-face and online manner. The Malaysia Airports Career Development
Programme (MACDP) is another comprehensive program and utilizes a holistic
approach to develop a pool of talent to ensure a continuous supply of highly competent
airport personnel for its immediate and future needs.
In line with the GLC Transformation Programme, MAHB embarked on the third cycle
of the Cross Assignment and Cross Fertilisation program that were focused on
strengthening leadership development. This was achieved with the goal of building a
new generation of high performing business leaders through the transfer of knowledge
and expertise. As the host of the program in 2010, MAHB received eight new cross
assignees, with two from other GLCs and one from a Government Ministry.

In addition, career fairs also offer an
exclusive branding opportunity as
students will recognise MAHB’s role in
providing them with relevant information
on career choices. On top of that, HR has
also launched a talent sourcing portal with
global reach in its recruitment activities.
Moreover, we continue to implement
and upgrade recruitment procedures
in accordance with best practices
worldwide.
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In 2010, MAHB embarked on a new
Performance Management System
(PMS) that consists of two performance
measures, specifically KPI and
competency. In this new system, the
behavioral competencies of all staff will
be assessed using MAHB’s Leadership
Competency Model, which has two
clusters, namely ‘Managing Self’ and
‘Managing Others’.

positions in the upper management
divisions. The audit focused on MAHB
leadership activities, outcomes and
design plans for improvement. The
overall outlook of the audit indicated a
general compliance to the Orange Book
initiatives. Nonetheless, there are several
areas that need to be addressed by the
Management.

In the ‘Managing Self’ cluster, individuals
will be assessed on their capabilities
in terms of business acumen, strategic
thinking, driving performance excellence,
change and continuous improvement,
initiative, organisational commitment and
analytical thinking.

THE OUTLOOK

In the ‘Managing Others’ cluster,
individuals will be assessed on their
capabilities in terms of managing
stakeholders, team leadership, teamwork,
developing others, customer service
orientation as well as their impact and
influence in certain scenarios. As part of
the communication plan, HR conducted
sessions with various stakeholders
through multiple channels such as
awareness training and HR bulletins. In
a related development, MA Technologies
Sdn. Bhd. was appointed to collaborate
with HR on implementing ePMS, an
electronic version of the system.
Moreover, MAHB had also participated in
the Leadership Development Audit, which
was one of the initiatives outlined in the
Orange Book by Khazanah Nasional
Berhad (KNB). The audit was on 132

A transformative vision
At MAHB, we believe in the value
of constant change and the spirit
of evolution. Constantly innovating
and leveraging on our strengths and
capabilities is about the only way to stay
ahead in this competitive marketplace.
In this vein of thought comes our
involvement in the nation’s Economic
Transformation Programme (ETP).
As a background, the ETP is a
comprehensive effort that will transform
Malaysia into a high income nation by
2020. It is designed to lift Malaysia’s gross
national income (GNI) per capita from
about USD6,700 (2009) to USD15,000 by
2020, which translates into a GNI growth
6% per annum. This will mark a shift
towards a service-based economy.
From 12 National Key Economic Areas
(NKEAs), a total of 131 Entry Point
Projects (EPPs) were identified and
MAHB’s ‘KLIA Retail Hub’, which is
an Integrated Complex (IC), has been
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recognised as one of the NKEA and is
one of the 131 EPPs. It has also been
selected as one of the ‘Quick Wins’
projects under the ETP.
Apart from this, MAHB will be involved
in the tourism aspect by concentrating
on flight connectivity in medium haul
sectors. Other indirect or direct impacts
to MAHB in its involvement in the ETP will
be focused on accelerating the replanting
of palm oil crops in the next 25 years.
Expanding maintenance, repair and
overhaul (MRO) services at the Malaysia
International Aerospace Centre (MIAC),
will also be on the cards.
Moreover, the proposed high speed
train service to Singapore will have to
be factored in to our future operational
goals, in terms of the indirect and
direct knock-on effects of this added
component to the overall scope of our
customer demographics.
The case for change
In terms of the KLIA Retail Hub, MAHB
sees opportunities to expand its retail
offerings through the development of
Klia2 and the area within its vicinity.
The recommendations include an
enhancement of the shopping experience
and ambience by improving the mix
of merchandise, shopping layouts and
dining experiences. This exercise would
have to take into account the passenger
demographics in terms of nationalities
and income levels, to meet the needs and
interests of these travellers.
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A ‘Landside Mall’ is being proposed to
meet the needs of middle income and
budget travellers, while the KLIA Airport
City Development, dubbed as KLIA
Aeropolis, is a novel concept that would
make KLIA a destination of choice while
also allowing it to grow into a full-fledged
transportation hub.
The KLIA Retail Hub project will transform
KLIA into a premier business, retail and
entertainment hub, which will become a
driver of economic activities contributing
towards the economic growth of Malaysia
as a whole. The proposed 100,000 sqm
of retail space for the KLIA Retail Hub
will cover Klia2, the ‘Landside Mall’, the
Factory Outlet Store and the F&B Centre.
All projects will be within the proximity of
KLIA Aeropolis.
We believe that these commercial
developments have the potential to be
relevant to a diverse array of traveler
demographics. Klia2 will have travel
retail products targeting middle and
upper range consumers. The general
masses would then call the ‘Landside
Mall’ their preferred choice. The ‘Factory
Outlet Store’ will have discounted or
off-season niche international medium
to upper scale brands, that will certainly
pique the interest of seasoned travellers.
Overall, the approach towards product
differentiation and brand distinction
minimises potential cannibalisation and
competition, thus creating an alternative
shopping destination like no other.
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Looking ahead
All indications are that the growth
trends seen in 2010 should continue
into 2011, but perhaps at a less robust
rate. According to IATA, the growth cycle
could have peaked, although an upswing
should last four to five years. Apart from
possible increases in fuel price to levels
above USD100 per barrel, economic
uncertainty in Europe and USA continue
to be a concern. The volatile situation in
Egypt and some Middle East countries
could also pose a threat to global oil
prices and the travel sector in its totality.
Even the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) has weighed in with predictions
that China’s powerhouse economy
could also be slowing down in terms of
growth. Furthermore, global demand
for air transport could also be affected
by high taxes being levied by many
governments and airports, not to mention
other climatic and disease disorders.
Nonetheless, faster recovery rates within
the private sector could be just the tonic
in terms of stimulating the global aviation
market.
The encouraging news is that leisure
travel is now booming in the Asia Pacific
region. While Western consumers and
governments are mired in debt, the
medium-term outlook for Asia Pacific is
geared towards rapid travel growth. As
reported in IATA, there is even talk of a
‘Super Cycle’ in Asia Pacific economic
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growth, with the middle classes holding
the key to this new wave of travel.
Although the bulk of today’s airline
capacity serves North America and
Europe, IATA expects things to change
dramatically by 2015, as air travel
growth between mega cities in Asia
will tip the balance for years to come,
even increasing freight growth as well.
The region will see 350 million new
passengers over the next five years, and
this will create a tremendous opportunity
for airlines with exposure to this region.
Assuming oil prices remain stable, IMF
projects global GDP growth to reach
4.2% in 2011; and the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
also estimates that global passenger
traffic will increase by 4.7% in 2011 as
compared to a 6.3% increase in 2010.
Meanwhile, IATA predicts that it will be a
5.2% increase in 2011 as against 8.9%
in 2010.
Closer to home, the latest GDP numbers
for Malaysia estimated by the Malaysian
Institute of Economic Research (MIER)
and the Government range between
5% to 6%. These economic growth
expectations have led MAHB to forecast
that passenger and aircraft movements
would grow by 6.7% in 2011, while cargo
movements will experience a slightly
slower growth rate at 5.5%.

Awards and Accolades
We have always endeavoured to do
our best, thus it always gives us great
pleasure to receive the acknowledgement
and be recognised for our contribution
towards envisioning a World-Class Airport
Business. MAHB was the recipient of
the Airport Investment Company of the
Year while KLIA received the Asia Pacific
Airport of the Year in the 2010 in the Frost
& Sullivan Asia Pacific Aerospace and
Defence Awards.
KLIA’s service excellence was also
acknowledged in the Skytrax 2010 World
Airports Awards 2010, when it won two
awards, the Best Airport Immigration
Service and Staff Service Excellence in
South East Asia. KLIA was also voted the
Fifth Best Airport Worldwide in the Best in
Travel Poll 2010 by SmartTravelAsia.com
readers.
KLIA also received the Brand Laureate
2009-2010 for Corporate Branding – Best
Brands in Transportation – Airport. This is
the fourth consecutive year that KLIA has
won this award, and this is particularly
significant, as the Brand Laureate Awards
is known for recognising the best brands
from Malaysia and the Asia-Pacific.

The encouraging news is that leisure travel is now booming
in the Asia Pacific region. While Western consumers and
governments are mired in debt, the medium-term outlook
for Asia Pacific is geared towards rapid travel growth.
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PPKLIA was named as Asia’s Leading
Airport Hotel and World’s Leading Airport
Hotel in the World Travel Awards 2009.
Moreover, PPKLIA also won the Asia
Pacific Brand Laureate Award for 20092010 in the Best Brands in Airport Hotel
category for the second year in a row. To
cap it off, the World Luxury Hotel Awards
also recognised the hotel for their service
excellence as the winner of the Global
Luxury Airport Hotel Category.
It should also be noted that Malaysia
Airports (Technologies) Sdn. Bhd. received
the Information Security Organisation
of the Year in the Malaysia Cyber
Security Awards 2010. This was indeed
a great testament to an organisation
that is responsible for the operation and
maintenance of the ICT network and
infrastructure across MAHB’s systems of
airports throughout Malaysia.

Board Activities

It has definitely been a year of variety
in terms of excellence, and it really
is gratifying to be at the helm of an
organisation that is proving its worth, year
in and year out. This is proof that MAHB
is unwavering in its commitment towards
providing the highest standards of
services and facilities to our stakeholders.

At MAHB, we are a Group that aims to achieve the highest standards of business
integrity, ethics and professionalism across all the Group’s activities. The Board
currently comprises seven Non-Independent Non-Executive Directors, three
Independent Directors and one Managing Director. The composition and balance of
these distinctive individuals demonstrates a blend of skills and experience. It should
be noted that Puan Nik Roslini binti Raja Ismail, from the Ministry Of Finance, was
appointed with effect from the 30th of August 2010 as the alternate director to Puan
Dyg Sadiah binti Abg Bohan.
As guided by the Board Charter and the Director’s Code of Ethics, the Board exercises
due diligence and care in discharging its duties and responsibilities to ensure that
high ethical standards are applied. For FY2010, the Board met on 15 occasions with
all directors attending more than 50% of the meetings. It was a year where the Board
focused extensively on the development and progress of the Klia2 project to ensure its
timely completion, with detailed progress reports presented at each meeting.
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The Directors retiring at the 12th Annual
General Meeting are Encik Ahmad Jauhari
bin Yahya, Encik Mohd Izani bin Ghani,
Datuk Alias bin Haji Ahmad, Encik Jeremy
bin Nasrulhaq and Encik Izlan bin Izhab.
However, Encik Izlan bin Izhab has
advised that he does not wish to seek for
re-election at the 12th Annual General
Meeting.
At the AGM, the Board is recommending
the re-election of four Directors who are
due for retirement, namely, Encik Ahmad
Jauhari bin Yahya, Encik Mohd Izani bin
Ghani, Datuk Alias bin Haji Ahmad and
Encik Jeremy bin Nasrulhaq and being
eligible, offer themselves for re-election.
I would like to welcome our newly
appointed directors, namely Encik Jauhari
bin Yahya and Encik Mohd Izani bin
Ghani, on 17th March 2011 and 21st
March 2011 respectively. They bring
with them considerable knowledge
and experience, and we look forward
to benefiting from their insights. We
would also like to extend our utmost
appreciation for the contributions made
by En Mohd Nadziruddin Bn Mohd Basri
during his tenure as a Non-Independent
Non-Executive Director.
In 2010, the Board had attended a series
of talks and presentations in order to
enhance its knowledge in the areas of
Aviation Insurance and Conditions Of Use.

In some cases, the Board delegates certain set of governance responsibilities to
respective Board Committees, which operate within the defined terms of reference. To
ensure overall effectiveness of the Board committees, the terms of references of the
Board Procurement Committee and Board Risk Management Committee were reviewed.
The directorships of the Board members in MAHB group and the composition of the
Board Committees were also reviewed by the Board Nomination & Remuneration
Committee, to ensure an appropriate balance and good mix of skills and experience
to enhance the overall effectiveness of the Board members and committees. The
directorships of the MAHB subsidiaries had also been reshuffled and rearranged to
allow an even allocation of directorships amongst the senior management, as a means
for senior management to garner experience from holding directorship positions.
Appreciation
It has been a year that exceeded all expectations, and I would like to take this
opportunity to acknowledge the efforts of our board members, management and staff in
ensuring that MAHB is positioning itself for success. Their positive attitude, dedication
and professionalism have been the cornerstone to our achievements in a year that
tested our mettle.
Our close partnership and collaborative relationship with various government ministries,
including Khazanah Nasional Berhad, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Transport and
the Ministry of Home Affairs have also ensured that our path towards a sustainable yet
profitable future remains on track.
We would of course have to give thanks to the millions of customers that we have had
the privilege to serve over the course of 2010. Our shareholders also deserve a special
mention for their loyalty, patience and understanding in a year where our restructuring
plans and ambitious commercial plans took flight towards greater horizons.
I thank all of you.

TAN SRI DATUK DR. ARIS BIN OTHMAN
Chairman
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HIGHLIGHTS

revenue of RM1.8 billion,
higher by 12.6%.
Record

EBITDA

grew by 15.0% to RM706.9 million.

Airport Investment
Company of the Year 2010.

MAHB received

This year marked a significant milestone in the illustrious history of MAHB, as we reaffirmed our
vision to become a world-class airport business with a blueprint for achievement, the ‘Runway
To Success’. It is perhaps fitting that our annual report theme for this financial year is coined as
‘Positioning for the Success’. Our journey towards greater aspirations starts here.
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Highlights of FY2010
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

MAHB registered another year
of record turnover in FY2010,
revenue stood at RM1,812.9 million
representing a growth of 12.6%
compared to RM1,609.6 million
recorded in the previous financial
year (FY2009)
Earnings before interest, tax,
depreciation and amortisation
(EBITDA) for FY2010 grew 15.0% or
RM92.3 million to RM706.9 million,
from RM614.6 million in FY2009.
Achieved Return on Equity (ROE) of
8.88%, surpassing the headline KPI
for 2010
KLIA ranked 5th worldwide in
Airport Service Quality (ASQ)
programme in the 25-40 million
passenger per annum (mppa)
category
KLIA won two awards from Skytrax
World Airport Awards 2010, for
Best Airport Immigration Service
and Staff Service Excellence in the
South East Asia category.
MAHB was acknowledged as the
“Airport Investment Company
Of The Year” and KLIA was also
heralded as the “Asia Pacific Airport
of the Year” in the 2010 Frost &
Sullivan Asia Pacific Aerospace &
Defence Awards.
MAHB unveils 2010-2014 Business
Direction to achieve Group EBITDA
and ROE in excess of RM1 billion
and 10% respectively.

Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad

•

•

•

•

•
•

The inaugural issuance of MAHB’s
Sukuk Programmes received
overhelming response from
investors and was accorded AAA
rating by RAM Rating Services
Berhad.
Ground breaking of Klia2 for low
cost carriers the world over at KLIA,
marking a significant development
in the aviation history of Malaysia.
Expansion and upgrades to
three airports, namely Penang
International Airport, Sultan Ismail
Petra Airport, Kota Bharu and Sibu
Airport.
Ongoing Airline Recovery
Programme to fuel growth and
bolster confidence of airlines
operating at airports managed by
MAHB in Malaysia.
MAHB releases its first Annual
Sustainability Report.
MAHB plays host to ‘Check-In Asia
Conference’, a first for the region,
and was focused on enhancing the
passenger experience from end to
end.

Moving Forward
The most significant and far reaching
development for this year would have
to be the unveiling of our blueprint for
achievement, the ‘Runway To Success,’ a
roadmap for MAHB to become the WorldClass Airport Business that it aspires to
be. This new five year business direction
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runs from 2010 to 2014, and it is focused
on our mission to provide world class
aviation gateways, manage cost effective
airport network and services as well as
exceed the expectations of customers,
shareholders and other stakeholders in
the overall scheme of our operations.
The objectives of our blueprint focus are
three pronged, and the first goal hinges
on increasing passenger numbers to
over 60 million per year, with a focus
on strengthening KLIA as the Next
Generation Hub. We will also focus
on service excellence, by maintaining
top quality service levels, which are
benchmarked against the best airports
worldwide. It should also be noted that
commercial development will be the main
driver to achieve Group EBITDA and
ROE in excess of RM1 billion and 10%
respectively.

Dynamic, Nimble and Agile
These are exciting times for the aviation
industry, as we anticipate further changes
in the aviation industry landscape,
with the shift in traffic to the low cost
carrier segment and imminent ASEAN
liberalisation of flight routes within the
region. The onus will be on us to adopt a
holistic approach towards our business
focus in order to drive sustainable yet
long-term growth. We would have to be
dynamic, nimble and agile to meet the
expectations of the future.

Our Next Generation Hub (NGH)
promises to be a concept like no other.
Blending an award-winning airport with
state-of-the-art low cost carrier terminal
will be central to our vision of providing
a point of convergence where all routes,
airlines and terminals come together
providing an array of possibilities and
opportunities for passengers in this
region. The new terminal for the low cost
carrier segment will be known as Klia2,
and it is slated for completion in 2012.

The Runway To Success
Traffic Growth
Klia2 will add an element of flexibility
to our overall operations as it will allow
us to combine short and long haul
connections, multiple international
arrivals, inter-airline transfers and
ultimately serve multiple international
destinations. We want our passengers
to experience seamless connectivity and
transfers, be it on full service airlines or
low cost carriers. Collaboration will also
be integral in us moving forward towards
our goals, and we are committed towards
working closely with the Government
and our airport counterparts to gain new
airlines, routes and ultimately maximise
our marketing investments.

Like any business, understanding and
responding to customer needs is of
paramount importance to us. It is in this
vein of thought that I believe the future
of MAHB hinges on how we strengthen
our relationships with existing and
prospective airline customers through
our marketing and traffic development
team. As we continually develop robust
branding strategies for KLIA and feeder
airports within our portfolio, we must
not lose sight of our core offerings. We
are blessed to have two strong airlines,
Malaysia Airlines, a five star airline and
AirAsia, the world’s best low cost airline;
and it is our responsibility to concentrate
on our synergies towards meeting our
commercial aspirations while reinforcing
our position as the regional airport
operator of choice.

passengers can look forward to a
seamless transition in their journeys. Our
airline customers also play an integral
role in this process, and by utilising
‘Conditions of Use’ documents, all parties
gain clarity about working arrangements,
and this leads to an equitable level of
service for all passengers regardless of
their airline preference. Human capital
development is also stressed upon in this
process to ensure all personnel possess
the necessary capabilities to deliver on
the desired levels of service.
Commercial Development

As we aspire to be the leader in airport
innovation, our customers will demand
new experiences and world-class service
standards. Therefore it is imperative for
us to maintain service excellence, in
accordance with global benchmarks,
to be ahead of the curve. Enhancing
the overall customer experience and
satisfaction levels at our airports is by
no means an easy task. By leveraging
on new technologies and best practices
to maximise operational efficiency,

In order for MAHB to generate increased
profitability over the next five years,
commercial development has been
identified as a key driver to facilitate
this goal. There are strategies in place
to revolutionise the retail experience
and generate new income streams to
double revenues by 2014. As we have
an obligation to our shareholders, these
strategies would not only assure greater
returns for them, but also allow us to
maintain competitive aviation charges
for airlines and passengers, thus driving
further airport growth. It should also be
noted that MAHB aims to achieve at least
60% of its revenue from commercial
businesses such as in-terminal retail
activities and land development
surrounding airport terminals.
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Our revenue target of RM3.2 billion in 2014 is based on an optimistic yet pragmatic
traffic scenario. The base case revenue is RM2.4 billion, based on the base case
passenger projections of 4.1% annual growth. To achieve the target of RM3.2 billion
in 2014, a revision to aeronautical charges benchmarked against other airports in the
region will be favourable, nonetheless any alteration will have to ensure that we remain
competitive whilst also providing incentives to attract new airlines to increase both
aircraft and passenger related revenues. As it stands, we are on track to achieve our
2014 targets as per the ‘Runway to Success’ roadmap.
In terms of commercial revenue, MAHB will have to optimise current retail space and
also focus on creating new commercial space for better shop layouts and a more
vibrant shopping experience to attract customers and drive sales. This will include a
greater variety of shops, products and services. Enhancing the role of Eraman in terms
of maximising its duty-free retailing is also on the cards. We will also have to create
value in the surrounding airport land by developing hotels, shopping malls, offices,
business parks and other similar facilities to increase commercial and rental revenue. To
ensure we keep our core business capabilities at its peak, necessary investments and
improvements in areas of business intelligence, relationship management and customer
experience management will be carried out to drive compounding business growth.
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As the Government’s long term vision is to bring in at least 36
million tourists a year by 2020 with expected revenues of RM168
billion, MAHB realizes it must be a partner in this aspirational
goal. According to Datamonitor Retail, the global airport retail
market is expected to grow by 60% in 2015 and be worth
US$44.1 billion (RM133.6 billion). In 2010, a 8.4% global growth
rate for airport retailers was fueled by the Asia Pacific, Middle
East and African regions. MAHB is poised to take advantage of
this commercial opportunity with our NGH concept that will also
offer a top notch retail experience for travellers from a varied
demographic base.

Aeronautical Operations
THE INDUSTRY IN 2010
2010 was one of the best performing years for aviation with
all regions of the world experiencing growth in passenger and
cargo movements, and airliners registering profits. The numbers
from Airport Council International (ACI) indicated that global
passenger traffic would grow by 6.3% and cargo by 15.2%
in 2010. IATA estimated slightly higher figures, with an 8.9%
increase in passenger traffic and 18.5% for cargo movements.
MAHB’s resilient performance in 2010 can be attributed to
a variety of factors. The growth of the low cost travel sector
coupled with the resurgence of conventional carriers has been
one of the key drivers in MAHB’s sterling performance. AirAsia
Group grew by 13.7% as against Malaysia Airlines’ 10.9% and
other carriers by 14.1%. In the international sector, AirAsia grew
by 29.4% against 20.5% of Malaysia Airlines and 13.8% of other
airlines.

A large chunk of the growth came from the launch of additional
frequencies. Moreover, the liberalisation of air services within
the ASEAN region has also contributed to the opening of certain
lucrative sectors for airports like KLIA, Kota Kinabalu, Kuching
and Langkawi. It should also be noted that passenger and traffic
performance also increased as the economic stimulus packages
in the region took hold and provided an impetus for passenger
and cargo movements to grow.
Passenger Movements
The year under review ended 31 December 2010 (FY2010) was
another year that recorded growth in passenger, aircraft and
cargo movements. There was an overall increase of 14.8% in
passenger movements in KLIA, while there was a 9.6% increase
in passenger movements in other airports, thereby achieving
a grand total of 57.83 million passengers across MAHB’s
39 airports as compared to 51.3 million in 2009. This clearly
demonstrates that in terms of traffic growth, we have exceeded
our year-to-year forecast as per ‘Runway to Success’ roadmap.

		 Passenger Movements
2010

2009

% change

International
Domestic

23,771,375
10,316,261

19,685,282
9,996,811

20.8%
3.2%

TOTAL

34,087,636

29,682,093

14.8%

KL International
Airport
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		 Passenger Movements
2010

2009

% change

International
Domestic

4,220,705
19,521,124

3,383,238
18,269,976

24.8%
6.8%

TOTAL

23,741,829

21,653,214

9.6%

GRAND TOTAL

57,829,465

51,335,307

12.7%

Other Airports

KLIA handled 34.1 million passengers in 2010, 14.8% above
2009. International movements accounted for 69.7% of KLIA
passengers. The international traffic increased by 20.8% while
the domestic sector increased by 3.2%. Total passengers
handled at the Main Terminal increased to 18.7 million,
an increase of 12.9% over 2009. Of this 14.0 million was
international and 4.3 million was domestic. LCCT handled 15.4
million passengers in 2010, a 17.2% increase over 2009. Of this,
9.4 million passengers were in the international sector and 6.0
million were in the domestic sector.
Passenger Traffic for the five International Airports

Main Airports

FY 2010

FY 2009

%YOY

KLIA
Penang
Kota Kinabalu
Kuching
Langkawi

34,087,636
4,166,969
5,223,454
3,684,517
1,374,729

29,682,093
3,325,423
4,868,526
3,574,632
1,359,271

14.8%
25.3%
7.3%
3.1%
1.1%

All airports within Peninsular Malaysia contributed to the positive
trend in passenger movements except for Kuantan and Pangkor.
The increase was mainly contributed by the operations of
new airlines such as Wings Air (PKU/MKZ/PKU) and Air Asia
(PEN/LGK/PEN) in Penang International Airport; additional routes
and frequency by Firefly; the resumption of flight operations in
Ipoh Airport; and fierce fare price competition between Malaysia
Airlines, Firefly and Air Asia, which attracted more passengers.
All airports in Sabah reported positive growth due to operations
of new airlines i.e. Easter Jet in Kota Kinabalu International
Airport. The Sarawak region has also shown an increase in
passenger movements as compared to 2009. The increase was
basically driven by factors such as the operations of MAS Wings
and the introduction of new international routes by airlines such
as AirAsia. There was also a significant increase in international
capacity offered at Penang by low cost carriers coupled with
entrants such as Lion Air, SilkAir and China Southern Airlines
which contributed to the large 36.8% international growth at
Penang. Langkawi’s growth was not vigorous partly due to 2010
being a non LIMA year.
Aircraft Movements
The overall commercial aircraft movement in 2010 also recorded
a 7.9% increase as compared to 2009, with 578,090 aircraft
flying in and out of MAHB’s airports. International movements
registered a 11.6% increase while domestic movements
increased by 5.9%. There were 58 airlines operating at KLIA
at the end of December 2010. Total number of destinations
operated was 123,108 international and 15 domestic. Three
new airlines began operations at KLIA but three others ceased
operations. International frequencies increased by 195 per week
as compared to a reduction of 13 frequencies in the domestic
sector. Cargo frequencies overall increased by three per week.
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Cargo Movements
		

Aircraft Movements

2010

2009

% change

International
Domestic

157,630
86,549

142,220
83,031

10.8%
4.2%

TOTAL

244,179

225,251

8.4%

KL International
Airport

It was also a year where MAHB airports recorded an overall
increase of 14.2% of cargo movement as compared to 2009.
The gradual recovery to the world economic crisis and increase
in demand for manufacturing related activities also contributed
to the growth.
A total of 918,092 metric tonnes of cargo was handled in FY2010
by the system of airports operated by MAHB, 14.2% more than
2009. International cargo made up of 81.7% of the total cargo
handled by airports. It should be noted that the performance of
cargo movements has been erratic across the world.

			
		

Aircraft Movements

Initially there were promising signs of growth but towards the
end of 2010 the growth began to slow down. MAHB airports’
growth in these particular segments follows this global trend.
KLIA recorded 674,902 metric tonnes movements of cargo in
2010. International cargo increased by 15.7% while domestic
movements increased by 13.0%.

2010

2009

% change

International
Domestic

48,742
285,169

42,647
267,895

14.3%
6.4%

		 Cargo Movements (kg)

TOTAL

333,911

310,542

7.5%

2010

2009

% change

GRAND TOTAL

578,090

535,793

7.9%

International
Domestic

614,399,700
60,502,090

531,010,317
53,548,650

15.7%
13.0%

TOTAL

674,901,790

584,558,967

15.5%

Other Airports
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KL International
Airport

		 Cargo Movements (kg)
2010

2009

% change

International
Domestic

135,150,913
108,039,379

131,377,527
88,027,528

2.9%
22.7%

TOTAL

243,190,292

219,405,055

10.8%

GRAND TOTAL

918,092,082

803,964,021

14.2%

Other Airports

New Beginnings
The year 2010 saw the arrival of four new airlines, namely
Mahan Air, Royal Jordanian, Oman Air into KLIA and Easter Jet
into Kota Kinabalu. Going forward, MAHB will be unrelenting
in its commitment towards reinforcing the positioning and
branding for all five international airports, namely KLIA, Langkawi
International Airport, Penang International Airport, Kuching
International Airport and Kota Kinabalu International Airport.
In terms of route development for KLIA, there will be a focus on
linking new generation airlines to present available networks with
targeted routes especially in China, India, Middle East and South
East Asia. While in the case of Langkawi, there will be a focus on
core and historic inbound leisure sectors, as well as emerging
high potential inbound leisure markets such as China, India and
Russia; and this would also include a pursuit of long haul charter
opportunities from Australia and Europe.

As for Penang International Airport, there is a need to provide a
higher frequency of connections to other regional destinations
in order to serve leisure and business market sectors for both
domestic and international routes. With this direction, Penang
International Airport has the potential to become a regional hub,
complementing the hub in KLIA.
The strategy for Kuching International Airport hinges on
improving the network by gaining access to more hubs, and
the exploration of new domestic routes nationwide, while also
focusing on niche markets such as Australia. In the case of
Kota Kinabalu International Airport, there is a need to focus on
new air services from North East Asia, especially Japan, Korea
and China, as well as Australia. This is important in order for
the airport to become a regional hub for passengers from the
Philippines and Indonesia.
This was a year that registered growth from business travel and
tourism from the Asia Pacific region despite the challenging
business climate. It was also a good year for KLIA, as it
participated in major international aviation forums, such as,
Regional Asia, in Adelaide, Australia and the World Route
Development Forum in Vancouver, Canada. There was also an
aggressive advertising campaign in the flyklia.com web portal.
This portal forms an integral component of the Next Generation
Hub concept that is part of MAHB’s vision towards a holistic
travel experience.
Moreover, the marketing team was proactive in terms of providing
marketing proposals inclusive of route analysis and traffic
forecasts to potential airlines, while also conducting regular visits
to local and regional marketing and planning departments of
airlines. They were also conducting targeted country missions
as well as visits to offices of Tourism Malaysia, embassies, high
commissioners and other relevant stakeholders throughout
Malaysia to consolidate efforts in promoting Malaysia.
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Upcoming Developments
KL International Airport (KLIA)
In March 2010, MA Sepang embarked on a KLIA ‘Spurline’ expansion project involving
modifications to the existing aerotrain vehicle fleet, supply and commissioning of one
additional 3-car aerotrain, the necessary Electrical and Mechanical (E&M) modifications
for the integration of an offline Operation, Maintenance and Storage Facilities (OMSF)
building and new spurline with the existing KLIA aerotrain shuttle system. The expanded
system will continue to operate as a dual lane guide-way shuttle with 3-car train on
each lane or guide-way.
It was imperative for the aerotrain service to be suspended to accommodate
construction of a crossover between the two guide-ways i.e. guide-way 1 and 2. A
section of both existing guide-ways will need to be demolished to install new switches
in the crossover section. The new switches will enable trains to cross over each guideways for maintenance in the new OMSF and replacement of trains for service. The
period of total shutdown of the aerotrain will last for about four and a half months from
the 1st of November 2010 till the 22nd of March 2011.
In order to ensure uninterrupted passenger movements between the Contact Pier and
Satellite Building during the shutdown, a shuttle bus service was provided between
the Main Terminal Building (MTB) and the Satellite Building, available 24 hours a day
to ensure continuous, uninterrupted and expeditious flow of passengers between the
terminal buildings. 16 buses were available around the clock to provide the shuttle
service.
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In the MTB, there were also upgrades to
the restroom facilities on Level 5. There
was also an installation of a trolley nest
railing for airside trolleys in the Satellite
building. The East Wing also benefited
from a carpet replacement inside the
holding lounge. The installation of Internet
desks at the East, West, North and South
Wings of the Satellite building was also
a welcome addition. Furthermore priority
seating arrangements have also been
installed in holding lounges for the less
able, elderly and for those who require
assistance.

The Smoking Room in the International
Departure Lounge has also seen an
upgrade. Travellers can now experience
a speedier process with eight additional
document check counters (web checkin) with a total of 18 document check
counters in totality. There will also be
two additional service desks at the
International Departure Lounge and
one service desk at the Domestic
Departure Lounge. The waiting public
will also appreciate an additional 40
fans in the Public Concourse Area, while
another escalator will also feature in the
International Arrival Hall.

LCCT-KLIA
The low cost carrier terminal (LCCTKLIA) has also undergone a host of
improvements. There are now six
charging stations for all types of
electronic devices at the Domestic and
International Departure lounges. New
baggage drop directional signages for
web or kiosk check-in passengers are
also featured. Passengers will now have
more to look forward to with pay-tv
programming on the television sets
now commonplace. Additional seating
capacity is now also a surety as 1000
more chairs are being placed at the
LCCT-KLIA, while the plastic chairs at
the International and Domestic Departure
halls have now been relocated to the
Public Concourse area.
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It was back in 2006 that Malaysia
Airports first launched free wireless
internet access at KLIA (or better known
as Wi-Fi@KLIA). The service was then
extended to the LCCT-KLIA on the 10th
of April 2007, and was known as WiFi@
LCCT. In April 2010, 64 Access Points
were installed to provide 100 per cent
coverage of the passenger concourse
areas while the back end link to the
internet was also upgraded from 2Mbps
to 10Mbps. As a result, an improvement
in KLIA and LCCT’s ASQ ranking on WiFi
Internet Access will also be on the cards.
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Penang International Airport
The Prime Minister, YAB Dato’ Sri
Mohd Najib Tun Abd Razak, officiated
the ground breaking ceremony for the
development and expansion works for
Penang International Airport (PIA) on the
20th of December 2010, and the works
are expected to be completed by the end
of June 2012.
With RM250 million allocation to expand
the Penang International Airport, as part
of the RM60 billion stimulus package
announced by the Government, the
island’s economy is set to see an influx in
passengers as a result of these upgrades.
The expansion of the airport is also a
component of the Northern Corridor
Economic Region (NCER) blueprint.
Penang International Airport has
been undergoing development and
infrastructure upgrading since 28th
June 2010 on three packages. The
first package includes a new Central
Utility Building (CUB), security fencing,
infrastructure works, refuse chamber
and guardhouse. The second package
involves the passenger terminal
expansion and renovation from 27,526
square meters to 51,543 square meters,
a new passenger boarding gate (MARSMultiple Aircraft Ramp System), eight
additional Visual Docking Guidance
System (VDGS) bringing the total number
to 16, and a new inline baggage system.
The third package involves a parking
apron expansion and reconfiguration.

The allocation will ultimately result in
a main terminal façade improvement,
installation of in-line baggage screening
systems and the upgrading of airside
and landside facilities. The upgrades
to airside facilities include new aircraft
parking stands and new aprons for
turboprops and helicopters. In terms of
the landside facilities, there would be a
multi-storey car park with 2000 parking
lots.
Klia2
In line with the Next Generation
Hub (NGH) concept, MAHB plans to
complete the construction of Klia2
in 2012. The new terminal would be
able to accommodate up to 30 million
passengers per annum, with capacity for
expansion of up to 45 million passengers
per annum. The total gross floor area of
Klia2 would be approximately 255,346
sqm. It would also host a 6,000 bay
multi-storey car park and an integrated
transport hub for buses and taxis.
The design of Klia2 would allow for
operational efficiency for airlines,
increased passenger comfort,
maximisation of commercial revenue and
flexibility to cater for future operations.
Klia2 would also have excellent landside
connection with KLIA’s Main Terminal
Building as the two terminals would be

just 1.5km away. The terminals would
also be linked via ERL connection. In
terms of airside enhancements, 68
contact gates and eight remote stands
would be built to service Klia2. MAHB
would also invest in the construction of a
third runway, which is approximately 4km
in length for operational efficiency.
Klia2 would also focus on efficient
layout plans for concession areas (retail,
F&B etc). Transfer areas would also be
planned to facilitate ease of connections.
The design of Klia2 would take into
account inputs from all potential airlines
in order to achieve excellent operational
efficiency. Ultimately, Klia2 will offer a
standard of excellence in terms of a
diverse range of shopping and dining
experiences to delight any traveler.
The Aeropolis Development
The quest to develop our vast land bank
at KLIA continues in the financial year
2010. The development objective is to
transform KLIA into a diversified airport
city providing significant opportunities
for employment, shopping, trading,
exhibitions, business meetings, leisure
and tourism.
The proposed development components
of KLIA Aeropolis include a Commercial
Business District which includes office
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parks, retail/commercial centres, auto
mall, exposition/convention centre,
hotels, service apartments, food &
beverage centre, medical centre and
training centre complex. It will also
feature the KLIA MSC-Free Zone which
will house high-tech, high value, time
sensitive industrial land plots, a logistics/
warehousing centre and commercial
business premises.
There will also be Leisure & Recreational
components which will consist of golf
courses, a club house, a boutique hotel,
an outdoor training camp and a theme
park. Last but not least, there will also
be agro-tourism land plots which will
also complement the existing plantation
activities. These components are also
in line with the nation’s Economic
Transformation Programme as they
support the Tourism and Retail National
Key Economic Areas (NKEA).
In year 2010, we also enhanced
our development master plan by
incorporating development planning
into high potential areas that are not
dedicated for future airport expansion
based from the updated National
Airport Master Plan (NAMP) study. With
this enhancement, the total area for
development within KLIA Aeropolis will
be enlarged to 6,750 acres from the
previously planned area of 2,730 acres.
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To enhance the commercial viability of the
development, we are requesting for an
extension of the lease period to 60 years
for the land identified for development
from the existing tenure of 25 years from
the Government. With this extension,
we hope the development will be able to
attract more investors and developers
to participate, thus stepping up the
development pace.
We have also commenced the first
phase of the Commercial Development
by opening up a 50 acres site to
accommodate a Factory Outlets Centre,
F&B Mall and also an Auto City or
Auto Mall to enable local and foreign
automotive dealers to leverage on the high
advertising value along the international
gateway. Earthworks are on-going and
scheduled to be completed by mid 2011.
The Management is currently identifying
and selecting the right partners that could
bring the appropriate brands and retailers
to participate in the development.
Upon completion, which is targeted
to be by 2013, it is envisaged that the
proposed outlet centre will be a new retail
destination for the country and region.
Its strategic location within the airport
boundary coupled with the availability of
budget airlines will not only attract local
shoppers but will also attract regional
shoppers to the area, thus further
increasing the country’s tourist arrivals.
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Apart from the above, we will be
conducting studies on the expansion of
the logistic and warehousing facilities at
KLIA, to utilise the existing LCC terminal
building upon relocation of the low cost
carriers operations to Klia2.

from the leasing of land, facilities and
cumulative royalty payments from sales
activities. MIAC is concentrating on MRO,
the Helicopter Centre, General Aviation
Centre, Aerospace Technology Centre,
Aerospace Centre of Excellence and
Business Support Centre.

The Aerospace Vision
In fulfilling the nation’s aspiration to
become a global aerospace nation
by 2015, the Malaysia International
Aerospace Centre (MIAC) is a key element
in achieving this goal. It was back in
1997, that the Government launched
the National Aerospace Blueprint, which
identified Subang as the preferred locale
to develop the Aerospace Industry.
Launched in 2005, Malaysia International
Aerospace Centre (MIAC) is now well on
its way to make this aspiration a reality.
The development of MIAC is being
spearheaded by MAHB through its
subsidiary MIAC Sdn. Bhd., with a twopronged objective, firstly to be a catalyst
towards realizing the Government’s
goal to be a global aerospace player
and, secondly, to provide facilities and
infrastructure as well as competitive
leases to attract industry players. To
sustain the growth of this initiative,
MIACSB would be managed as a
business entity, which recovers the cost
of investment made in infrastructure
and facilities through revenue earned
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The year 2010 was a year that was full of
trials and tribulations, nonetheless, MIAC
persevered and made significant progress
in executing the development plan in the
face of challenges in securing funding for
development and overcoming the lack of
land to meet increasing demands. Apart
from these internal complexities, MIAC
also had to realign its expectation with
the overall economic slowdown in the
region’s aerospace industry coupled with
increasingly aggressive competition from
emerging economies such as Vietnam,
India, Indonesia and Thailand.
Another potentially exciting development
arising from the talks with CAE will be
the setting up of a Regional Simulator
Centre for the Asian region. This proposed
development will initially house six
simulators of various aircraft types ranging
from Hercules C130, B737 NG, B777 and
the A380. As the phased planning comes
into fruition, the RSC will eventually house
24 simulators for all types of commercial
aircrafts including corporate jets.

This development will be all about
offering value added services to the
Malaysian market over ten years, by also
incorporating the training of instructors
and simulator technicians besides its
normal business activities. The budgeted
investment for the first phase is around
RM230 million and is expected to be
launched in 2011.
The Players
Spirit Aerosystems Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.
(SAM)
Spirit Aerosystems acquired new
•
work packages for the assembly of
parts and components for the Airbus
A350
Zetro Aerospace
Maintenance, overhaul, design and
•
building of radar systems, upgrade
of sensors, command and control,
associated communications and
avionics systems.
Augusta Westland
MRO and sales operations for Agusta
•
helicopters. Experience in training
business and its customer focused
Integrated Operational Support
solutions delivers mission capability
to military and commercial operators
around the world.

The Planned Development
MIAC Helicopter Centre
Eurocopter (M) Sdn. Bhd. is the
•
anchor tenant and MIAC is expected
to spend RM50 million to develop the
centre with work starting in March/
April 2011 and completion is targeted
by December 2011
Light Aircraft Parking and Operation
Centre
•
Twelve light operating companies
conducting MRO services, light
maintenance and other support
services. Preliminary development
works have begun and completion is
targeted by November 2011.
Subang SkyPark (Regional Aircraft Centre)
•
Works on the Regional Aircraft
Centre are scheduled to start in
the second quarter of 2011 with a
projected completion in October
2011, including 10 hangars for
corporate jet MRO, an aircraft
finishing centre and a forward
base for the Malaysia Maritime
Enforcement Agency.
UniKL-MIAT campus
A training facility designed to train
•
7000 airport mechanics by 2015 to
meet the demands of the aerospace
industry.
The 50 acre site will house a hangar
•
and workshops for practical training
and internship facilities for MRO
activities. It will also have a training
campus for 3,000 students.
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Flying Schools established under the
purview of MIAC
Flying school facilities for HM
•
Aerospace at Langkawi International
Airport, with detachment facilities at
Kuala Terengganu and Alor Star
Asia Pacific Flight Training at Kota
•
Bharu airport with a detachment
facility in Kuala Terengganu
Integrated training and services
•
at Ipoh airport for helicopter flight
training
•
Gulf Golden Flying Academy at
Bintulu Airport and Austral Aviation
Academy at Sandakan Airport.
Kota Bharu Airport
The Sultan Ismail Petra Airport in
Kota Bharu has also been undergoing
development and infrastructure upgrading
since June 2010 and is expected to be
completed in September 2011. The scope
of works would focus mainly on the airside
including a new runway extension from
1,981m to 2,400m, parallel taxiway (Code
C), exit taxiway (Code C), connecting
taxiway (Code C), Meteorological Station,
access road/service roads, parking apron
for General Aviation and helicopters.
There will also be a relocation of existing
localisers, simple approach, Precision
Approach Path Indicator (PAPI), airfield
ground lighting (AGL), and an extension of
the drainage and security fencing.
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Sibu Airport
The Sibu Airport has also been undergoing development and infrastructure upgrading
since September 2010 and is expected to be completed in September 2012. The
scope of works involve a passenger terminal expansion from 8,040 sqm to 15,240 sqm,
parking apron extension, parking apron for helicopters and general aviation. Works
on a car park expansion, central utility building, engineering office, workshop, control
post, sewerage treatment plant, six lanes of forecourt roads and renovation of the DCA
building are also ongoing.
More to Come
In 2011, Malaysia Airports is expecting three other airport development works i.e. the
redevelopment of Sandakan Airport and the redevelopment of Ipoh Airport. For the
redevelopment of Sandakan airport, both airside and landside developments would take
place. The passenger terminal is expected to be expanded to approximately 40,000
sqm whereas the existing runway would be expanded from 2,133m to 2,745m.
The redevelopment works at Ipoh Airport would mainly focus on the airside. The
current runway would be extended from 1,798m to 2,000m. Resurfacing of the existing
runway and taxiways would also be carried out. The apron would be expanded for
simultaneous parking of three aircrafts with Power-In Power-Out (PIPO) configuration.
The redevelopment works are expected to be completed in March 2012.
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The Journey Continues
The year 2010 saw Bar Coded Boarding
Passes (BCBP) being implemented at
other international airports after KLIA
making our Kota Kinabalu International
Airport, Penang International Airport,
Kuching International Airport and
Langkawi International Airports BCBP
compliant, well before the IATA target
date by the end of 2010. Malaysia
Airports (Properties) Sdn. Bhd. also
assisted Malaysia Airports (Technologies)
Sdn. Bhd. to roll out Bar Code Asset
Tagging (BCAT) to eight airports, namely
Subang, Kuantan, Alor Setar, Langkawi,
Limbang, Bintulu, Lahad Datu and Tawau.
The implementation began in July 2010
and was completed in November 2010.
We are committed to the roll out of the
BCAT systems to other airports once the
development has taken place in other
airports. All our international airports
are accredited with Platinum status by
IATA and were recognised by IATA to
be ahead of the scheduled dates. This
delivery shows the commitments and
collaborations by MAHB and the airlines
in meeting the industry’s requirements.
The continuous improvements of
Simplifying the Business (StB) show that
MAHB is involved in thought leadership
solutions in the industry that are borne
out of active engagement.
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In a related development, Malaysia
Airports (Properties) also carried out
the renovation of the food court at
the Southern Common Amenities and
Facilities areas at KLIA (SCAF). There
were repairs and restoration works
carried out of the ducting, plumbing, wall
and floor finishes. The total cost of the
project was RM76,144. RM29,900 of this
total cost was borne by the food court
operator.
While in October 2010, Malaysia Airports
(Properties) carried out renovation works
on four additional apartments that were
awarded to MAHB as part of a Liquidated
Amount in Damages from Perbadanan
Kemajuan Negeri Perak (PKNP) due
to a delay in delivery. The total cost
of the project comes to a total of
RM489,750.00. Out of the 14 apartment
units, eight of them are for staff quarters
and six are for homestay.
Transforming the IT Network
2010 also saw the transformation of
MAHB’s data network into a state-ofthe-art wide area network enabling
MAHB operations to collaborate, share
information, carry out their day-to-day
activities and connect into systems
to deliver services. The key activities
included replacing wide area network
links with Multiprotocol Label Switching
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Links (MPLS), which connects all airports
and offices together, thereby improving
overall network performance and
providing the enhanced service needed
for data services. It involved implementing
a comprehensive network performance
management capability that proactively
monitors the network and issues alerts of
any potential problems before users are
affected. It also included implementing
enterprise IP architecture across the
group to provide ease of growth and
performance improvements as well as
introduce segregated Wireless Internet
(WiFi) services at international airports.
MA Technologies provides the backbone
of information and communication
technology (ICT) services for the Group
as a whole. It is ultimately responsible for
the overall operational and maintenance
works of the network infrastructure
across MAHB’s system of airports. Broad
arrays of services are provided, such
as, airport system solutions, system
integration, networking, broadband
network services, facility management
and monitoring. MA Technologies
is committed to the continuous
improvement of its processes and
deliverables to its customers.

With the adoption of the Integrated
Management System (IMS) throughout
the organisation, a greater improvement
in terms of cost effectiveness and
efficiency has been achieved across the
network. The IMS is a combination of ISO
9001:2008 (Quality Management System),
OHSAS 18001:2007 (Occupational
Health and Safety Management System),
ISO/IEC 27001:2005 (Information
Security Management System) and ITIL
(Information Technology Infrastructure
Library) best practices.
Achieving a recertification of the above
certification can be heralded as a great
achievement after approximately 10
years of operations. Moreover, it gives
us great pleasure to announce that MA
Technologies was chosen as the Winner
of the Malaysia Cyber Security Award
2010. Being one of the early adopters of
the IMS, it has helped MA Technologies
bring together stringent IT policies
and work processes that have worked
towards sustaining information security by
providing operational simplicity in terms of
ensuring embedded controls are followed.

Organizational
Effectiveness
In keeping abreast with document
management, MAHB has embarked and
completed the digitalisation of human
resources records, legal documents
and engineering documents. The
digitalisation allows for ease of retrieval
and provides improved document
availability with documents being kept
and maintained as corporate data. This
is also part of the 5S initiatives of storing
large amount of information and providing
ease of retrieval. In addition to satisfying
business user requirements, MAHB is
aligning data repositories and building
cross-application data knowledge and
toolsets to serve as the foundation
for broad, comprehensive document
management initiatives.
MAHB has always maintained an
unrelenting approach towards Lean
implementation in terms of Operation
& Maintenance (O&M) for the entire ICT
infrastructure on a 24/7 basis. In line
with the MAHB business direction to
become a World-Class Airport Business,
MA Technologies has also devised
its five year business plan, or its ICT
Transformation Program to complement
MAHB’s ‘Runway to Success’ plan. This
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ICT Transformation Program involves
the reorganisation, improvement of
processes, mind set, culture alignment,
standardisation and ICT governance.

Value Management
MAHB launched its Value Management
(VM) Manual on the 15th of December
2010, making it the first GLC to produce
documented guidelines towards optimising
value for all its projects. Value Management
is the application of established techniques
to help define and refine business needs,
delivery strategy and the best value
concept by setting customer objectives
and values and determining success
criteria for the project.
MAHB’s Value Management Manual
outlines the value management
methodology which will be the
benchmark for its application in
procurement, system and procedures for
internal business processes according to
MAHB’s policies. Value Management has
been practiced by MAHB since 2008. The
benefits from this new concept have been
enormous savings; RM62 million (28% of
total project costs) in 2008, RM33 million
(10% of total project costs) in 2009 and
RM51 million (17% of total project costs)
in 2010.
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The Value Management concept was
also applied to the ongoing construction
of Klia2, reducing the estimated costs
by RM1.5 billion. MAHB is certainly on
the right track, as even the Malaysian
Government is implementing Value
Management benchmarks for projects that
are worth more than RM50 million.
In 2010, Corporate Quality Management
(CQM) had worked with five airports,
namely Penang International Airport,
Kuching International Airport, Langkawi
International Airport, Kota Kinabalu
International Airport and Miri Airport to
prepare the compliance audits by SIRIM.
All five airports have been certified by
SIRIM for the compliance to the three
standards i.e. ISO 9001, ISO 14001
and OHSAS 18001. In addition to this,
MAAH received the ISO 9001:2008
Quality Management System from SIRIM
which will be valid for three years. Three
other companies, namely MACS, MA
Technologies and MA Niaga and FCZ KLIA
received their recertification from SIRIM as
well.
A journey of transformation
For the year 2010, MAHB is still in Phase
2 of our transformation journey, and
our focus is on building capabilities and
sustainable results. We upkeep the Color
Books as part of the GLC Transformation
Programme that is actively promoted
by Putrajaya Committee on GLC High
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Performance (PCG) through various
initiatives and have also embarked on four
cross functional team (CFT’s) projects in
FY2010 focusing on key transformational
projects.
To ensure the Group’s long term growth,
we actively pursued talent development
and succession planning activities. One
of our notable achievements in FY2010
was the establishment of an extensive
Leadership Development Dashboard.
The year also saw us continuing to roll
out the Enhancement of Performance
Management Policy and Procedure. The
objective of this initiative is to enhance
and formalise the existing policy on
Performance Management System
(PMS). Following this enhancement,
approximately 7,000 employees now
utilize the new PMS format.
As part of the Red Book – Procurement
Guidelines and Best Practices was
required to be adopted. With strong
procurement functions and Red Book
implementation, MAHB has achieved 95%
success in implementing 2009 initiatives.
For this year, we decided to focus more on
Total Cost Ownership (TCO) and Supplier
Relationship Management (SRM) that are
embedded in tender documents for high
value procurement purchases that are
over RM1 million.
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LEAN Management
The Yellow Book outlines the Continuous
Improvement Management within an
organization. In MAHB, we have captured
this through our Lean Management
efforts. Continuous Improvement is vital
to any business to stay competitive in
tomorrow’s market. The ability to stay and
sustain growth in the demanding global
aviation environment is a challenge that
is critical to us. The management has
decided to embark into a full deployment
of Lean management initiatives involving
transformational change of management
within the organisation, moving the
business into a breakthrough continuous
improvement approach.
2010 saw Lean Management, simply
known as Lean, continue to upscale
the challenge to further minimize waste,
inventory, customer response time
and increase customer satisfaction.
113 initiatives have been successfully
carried out, generating a total saving of
RM19.2 million. Of this amount, 64.6%
was generated within KLIA’s operation.
Apart from the monetary gains, we have
put a lot of efforts on making Lean as a
culture. This is part of the change process
as employees rid themselves of old
ways and embrace the new. To realise
this, Knowledge Sharing Sessions (KSS)
have been conducted across MAHB to
inculcate Lean principles, implementation
of 5S program and 37 additional Lean
Practitioners have been trained to further
support Lean execution.

The year 2010 also saw new programmes
being deployed to further boost creativity
among the employees. A rewardbased program called Innovate through
Creativity for Excellence or code-name
ICE Programme was launched in July
2010 to reward improvement initiatives.
Four main criteria have been selected to
enable employees to receive the reward
namely cost savings reflected in Profit
& Loss, cost avoidance, quality and
efficiency and customer satisfaction.
To further enhance information sharing
on Lean Management, a Continuous
Improvement Management (CIM) Database
has been created in the Lotus Notes
environment, thus, enabling all employees
to view information pertaining to Lean
Management such as group and subsidiary
scorecards, completed initiatives for best
practice sharing, ICE program database
and Lean training materials.
In transforming MAHB towards becoming
a World-Class Airport Business, we
formed four cross functional teams (CFT)
to oversee four key project areas, namely
Information Technology, Environment,
Airport Service Quality (ASQ) and Reward
and Recognition. More importantly, we
will be concentrating on enhancing our
rewards and recognition offerings to our
employees. Although these offerings
will be of the non-monetary kind, we do
believe that this concept will translate
into an increase in morale among the
employees.

Supporting sustainable growth
In line with the ‘Runway to Success’
blueprint, IT operations are embarking
on a transformation journey to enable
business needs. The IT operations started
the transformation of consolidation
and virtualisation of services that saw
cost reductions and an improvement
of operations. The next wave of the
transformation journey is to spearhead
innovations and solutions for the group
by means of addressing governance
and processes improvements, structure
and culture, Lean processes and
technology solutions. One of the results
of this innovative journey has been the
acknowledgement by Hitachi with a Gold
Award for the Most Innovative Use of
Technology for the Asia Pacific region in
the design of the CCTV solution in KLIA.

Safety &
Security Is Our
Responsibility
MAHB always places a huge emphasis
on the safety of its airports nationwide,
and as a result, emergency simulation
exercises are now carried out as
mandated by regulatory bodies such
as ICAO and DCA. Full-scale exercise
is required to be performed at least
once every two years, while partial
exercise must be carried out at least
once in each year that the full scale
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exercise are not carried out. Table-top
exercises are required to be held at
least once every six months, except
during the six month period when a
full-scale exercise is held. We have been
steadfast in managing these issues by
increasing the deployment of manpower,
enhanced threat detection and deterrence
capabilities, collaborative efforts with
other agencies and investment in new
equipment and technologies.
One such initiative that we carry out is
the Airport Fire Rescue Services (AFRS)
Emergency Exercises that consist of full
crash practice, partial practice, table top
practice and evacuation drills. In 2010,
AFRS achieved a 78% score for the
exercises, while its personnel achieved a
score of 98.5% in terms of their physical
fitness, knowledge, hands-on ability
and communication skills. AFRS has
developed two fitness modules that relate
to the AFRS Rating Programme, namely
the Fundamentals of Fitness and Physical
Enhancements Programme.
The Fundamentals of Fitness programme
focuses on proper exercise regimes,
proper nutritional guidelines, while the
Physical Enhancements programme
focuses on the monitoring of Body Mass
Indexes (BMI) among AFRS staff. In the
case of any personnel exceeding 30kg
of their BMI, they will be required to
undergo the programme. As of this year,
the management has already approved
gym facilities for airports in Kuching, Kota
Kinabalu, Langkawi and Penang. Another
five airports will be approved in 2012 and
the rest in 2013.
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Moreover, DCA also endorsed 11 Airport Emergency Plans (AEP) for airports in Kuching,
Kota Kinabalu, Penang, Langkawi, Subang, Malacca, Alor Setar, Ipoh, Terengganu,
Kuantan and KLIA. In addition, MASB has also equipped six motor cycles complete
with necessary fire and rescue equipment at six STOLports, namely Long Banga, Long
Akah, Long Lellang, Long Seridan, Ba’kelalan and Bario.
It should be noted that all airports under the purview of MAHB undergo stringent
audits by the DCA, and the Safety Management System (SMS) certification is an
element of distinction that is held in high regard by all airports. Airports will need to
have conformance to all safety requirements and show continuous improvement in
safety performance. It also certifies that the airports have successfully implemented the
Hazard Identification, Risk Assessment and Risk Control (HIRARC).
All five international airports have the certification, while five domestic airports, namely
Sibu, Bintulu, Sandakan, Alor Setar and Limbang received certification for Safety
Management System (SMS) by the DCA. Moreover, MAHB is aiming for the remaining
domestic airports to obtain the SMS certification by 2014. The SMS certification is a
testimony of initiatives to ensure the highest level of safety at its airports and to fully
comply with the ICAO’s Safety Management Program.
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Occupational Safety and Health
It was in 2009 that the Occupational
Safety and Health Department was
entrusted to implement the Environment
Conservation Programme which
was renamed to the Safety, Health
and Environment Department (SHE).
The Information corner and system
(Knowledge Office) has been established
to provide updates on the latest SHErelated activities in the Group, and
also to update employees on the latest
regulatory and policy developments.
SHE meets every three months to
discuss safety related issues and
continually carries out workplace safety
inspections. The SHE Department also
played an important role in developing
and implementing a Safety Management
System (SMS) for MAHB airports, as a
prerequisite for aerodrome certification by
DCA and CAO.
The Safety and Health Committee (SHC)
Program’s main functions are to establish
guidelines on specific roles and functions
of the safety committee, and to create
awareness and education programmes
for members. They also monitor SHE
compliance meetings and also join local
SHC meetings via the SHE Department.
The committee also ran a Safety and
Health campaign about the OSH Act,
environmental programmes, accident
data and statistics, blood donation
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programmes and other relevant SHE
programs. These awareness programmes
are for all employees in the Corporate
Office, KLIA and all other international
and domestic airports nationwide.
The committee also runs the ‘Hearing
Conservation Programme’ that is carried
out to comply with the Factories and
Machinery Act of 1967 (Noise Exposure)
regulation 1989. The programme is
focused on determining and measuring
noise levels at all airports through a noise
exposure monitoring programme. A set
of recommended actions will then be
carried out to reduce employee exposure
to noise, and improve the conduciveness
of the working environment. A positive
noise exposure monitoring exercise
was carried out in Kuching International
Airport on the 4th of November 2010.
Environmental Quality Monitoring is
also carried out in compliance with the
Environmental Quality Act of 1974, where
employers are required to monitor the
water discharge from sewage treatment
plants, surface water run-off, noise
emission and gaseous emissions. The
monitoring was conducted at airports in
Kuching, Kota Kinabalu, Miri, Penang,
Langkawi and Subang.
In terms of Aerodrome Certification, there
was a Safety Management System Audit
by the DCA for new SMS certification
at Sibu, Bintulu, Sandakan, Alor Setar
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and Limbang. All these airports received
their certifications. As far as OHSAS
18001: 2007 and ISO 14001:2004
certification is concerned, two new
audits were carried out in Kota Kinabalu
and Miri, while OHSAS 18001 and ISO
14001 surveillance audits were carried
out in Kuching, Penang, Langkawi
and KLIA. A generic feasibility study
on the implementation of the Safety
Passport System (SPS) at MA Sepang
was conducted and the results were
then presented to the Safety and Health
Committee for their evaluation.
In addition to this, four airports
participated in the MIOSH Award
competition under the category of
services sectors. There were 99 other
well known companies in Malaysia who
were involved in the competition. KLIA,
Kuching International Airport and Ipoh
Airport won the Silver Award, while
Langkawi won the bronze award.

Shifting gears towards
efficient and effective security
Cargo security has always been at the
forefront in terms of the global aviation
scene, and IATA took the initiative to
select Malaysia as the first pilot country
to develop the Secure Freight Programme
(SFP). This regulatory development was
carried out in a collaborative manner with
the help of IATA experts, the DCA, MAHB
and Malaysia Airlines.

This pilot project will bring about a host
of benefits, such as, compliance with
security requirements as regulated
by ICAO Annex 17, IATA SFP and the
Malaysian National Secure Freight
Programme (NSFP). The SFP initiative will
ensure the security of the supply chain
of the cargo from its source to the airport
of departure. Apart from the reduction of
crime rates, an overall improvement and
enhancement of operational efficiency
and quicker processing times is to be
expected. Overall, the global reputation
of FCZ KLIA will be enhanced and
eventually be recognized as a safe and
secure cargo hub.
The IATA SFP trial shipments have started
in KLIA since May 2010 and the Malaysia
Secure Freight Programme will be in the
spotlight in the coming IATA World Cargo
Symposium in March 2011, Istanbul
Turkey. In a related development, the
AOCC/CCC will operate at the AMC
Building by the end of January with
around 400 to 500 CCTV cameras with
priority on critical areas. There will be
a gradual increase of the cameras as
the need arises. As of June 2011, a
total number of 2,070 CCTVs will be
operational.

Strength in numbers
For the year 2010, MAHB has boosted
the Auxiliary Police strength with an
additional 228 new recruits after they
successfully completed a six-month
training programme (inclusive of two
months training at PDRM Training Centre
(PULAPOL), two months training at
Malaysia Airports Training Centre (MATC)
Penang and another two months on-thejob-training at KLIA.
For the same year, a total of 750 MAHB
Auxiliary Police underwent the X-ray
Machine Security Screeners Certification
and Re-Certification Program, which
is a mandatory international regulatory
requirement. Only Auxiliary Police that
passed this test will be allowed to operate
the X-Ray machines for passenger
screening at airports.
To meet the new challenges and threats
at the landside areas of the airports,
the PDRM reinforced their presence
with the deployment of an elite Police
Action Force or the PGA at KLIA and in
other international airports such as Kota
Kinabalu, Kuching and Langkawi.
Since 2008, there are 504 PGA personnel
in KLIA, 120 in Penang and 40 in
Langkawi. Since 2009, there are 120
PGA personnel in Kota Kinabalu and
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in Kuching. In addition, MAHB signed
an MOU with RELA to provide security
at remote STOLports in Sabah and
Sarawak, since April 2010, in accordance
with ICAO requirements.
Currently, there are 27 personnel in Bario,
12 in Ba’kelalan, 12 in Long Akah, 12
in Long Seridan, 20 in Long Banga, 12
in Long Lellang and 10 in Kudat. In a
related development, MASB has also
equipped six motorcycles complete with
necessary fire and rescue equipment
at six STOLports, namely Long Banga,
Long Akah, Long Lellang, Long Seridan,
Ba’kelalan and Bario.
These airports will continue to undergo
Annual Scheduled Inspections to
ensure that the requirements of the
certification are continuously met. The
SMS certification is a testimony of
MAHB’s initiatives to ensure
the highest level of safety at its airports
and to fully comply with the ICAO’s
Safety Management Program.
In addition, four international airports,
namely Penang International Airport,
Kuching International Airport and
Langkawi International Airport were
awarded OHSAS & EMS Certification in
2010 and the Miri Airport is expected to
be certified in early 2011.
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Commercial
operations
Enriching the Customer
Experience
We are driven by the needs of our
customers, and it is only by doing
this that we can deliver an end to end
customer experience whilst building
capabilities and revenue. The Commercial
Services 5-Year Strategic Planning and
Operations Plan, which spans from
2009 until 2013 had been developed
taking into account global financial
health scenarios as well as industry
challenges and various other business
opportunities with the ultimate aim of
enhancing commercial value and the
airport experience of passengers and
visitors. This plan is also aligned with
the Corporate Business Plan, under the
theme of ‘Runway to Success’.
The Commercial Services Division is the
main driver for retail and food & beverage
offerings and also caters to other services
namely banking, lounges and hospitality
services. It also has a responsibility
of increasing commercial revenue,
average spend per passenger and the
enhancement of the various facilities
and services at the airports. The Division
ensures that the offerings and services
provided meet or exceed customer
expectations to remain competitive in the
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market, ultimately building a profitable
and sustainable business.
Moreover, this Division is also responsible
for the advertising and marketing
of advertising sites as well as event
and campaign management to build
awareness and loyalty of the myriad of
retail and F&B offerings, services and
facilities available at the airports. The
respective airports will be developed
based on the Airport Commercial
Models where Customer Experience
Management, Products Transformation,
Partners Transformation and People
Transformation play significant roles.
Currently, there are four Airport
Commercial Models, namely the WorldClass International Hub - Lifestyle Model,
the World Class Airport Leisure Model,
the Community Airport Model and the
Corporate Responsibility Airport Model.
At MAHB, we believe in offering our
travellers an airport experience that
revolves around fabulous shopping,
delectable dining and blissful relaxation
sessions. In line with this philosophy,
one of the key initiatives for this year
was the ‘Indulge Till You Fly’ shopping
campaign that was implemented at
the five international airports, namely,
KLIA, Penang International Airport,
Langkawi International Airport, Kuching
International Airport and Kota Kinabalu
International Airport.
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The ‘Indulge Till You Fly’ campaign
offered close to RM2 million worth of
prizes during the campaign period from
24th July 2010 till 6th January 2011.
The campaign activities included an
‘Indulge & Win’ contest, sales promotions
that included the Malaysia Mega Sales
Carnival and Year End Sales and a
celebration of cultural festivities such as
Hari Raya and Christmas. This campaign
has gone a long way in boosting
commercial value by generating RM29
million in sales from contest participation
in 2010 and strengthening brand
awareness among our target markets.
The official sponsor of the event was
MasterCard, and individuals who spent
a minimum of RM250 at any retail, F&B
outlets or Reflexology/Spa outlets stood
a chance to win prizes that included 10
pairs of First Class “Priceless Indulgent
Holiday Packages” comprising of two
First Class tickets to Cape Town, London
or Sydney, a three nights complimentary
stay at a selection of Five-Star hotels,
namely the Table Bay Hotel in Cape
Town, The Landmark Hotel in London or
the Blue Hotel in Sydney. Local holiday
experiences included a selection of either
a full day safari at Fairy Glen in Cape
Town, Chocolate Afternoon Tea at the
Landmark Hotel in London or a seaplane
tour of the New South Wales coastline.

Branding Matters
In a bid to achieve sustainability while
vying for the most optimum business
model, the advertising concession
for Kuching International Airport and
Kota Kinabalu International Airport
was awarded. As a result of these
concessions, value added services such
as free wireless hotspots will be available
for travellers. Moreover, digital screens
have also been introduced for ambience
enhancement and will also serve as new
mediums for advertising.
As part of the strategy in terms of
commercial operations, the ‘Airport
Commercial Models’ are the main
integrator in creating a transformation
of commercial practices and activities
in accordance to airport classification
and customer profiles. This evolution is
expected to increase commercial revenue
at each airport.
In the case of Lifestyle Airports such
as KLIA, the continuous enhancement
of the Satellite Retail Optimisation
Project should bring new concept store
brands, such as MAC and Shu Uemura
Boutique as well as Poney, Khazanah
Home Gift & Decor and Fauchon. Other
brands for 2011 include Sunglasses
Express, FAMA, Benefit, Keihls, Bobby
Brown, Anna Sui, Lamer and Braun
Buffel. There will also be a Japanese
restaurant, Fukuya KLIA and an open bar.
Commercial development in terms of the
Retail Optimisation Project at MTB KLIA

and airport expansion projects in Kota
Kinabalu International Airport and Penang
International Airport will also be ongoing.
The LCCT-KLIA will also see new brands
such as 100 Vision, Diesel, Lagenda Café,
Boost Juice Bar, Passage Thru India and
Nuri Reflexology make this leisure airport
their vibrant hub. Other airports, such as
Kuching International Airport, Langkawi
International Airport, Miri Airport, Alor Setar
Airport, Kuantan Airport, Labuan Airport,
Tawau Airport, Bintulu Airport, Mulu Airport
and Lahad Datu Airport are also in the
process of being upgraded in terms of their
commercial development strategies.

convenience, pricing and choices.
Shopping campaigns such as ‘Indulge
Till You Fly’ will continue, as would sales
promotions in support of the Malaysia
Mega Sale, Malaysia Year End Sale
and festive activities. Moreover, the
development of Airport Commercial
Models will progress to its second phase
in the Main Terminal Building of KLIA, while
a holistic strategy will be mapped out for
Leisure Airports such as Klia2. Community
Airports such as the ones in Ipoh and
Kuala Terengganu as well as the Corporate
Responsibility Airport in Pangkor will also
be undergoing developments.

Moving on

Reinforcing the Shopping
Experience

Looking forward to 2011, the key
initiatives will revolve around the second
phase of Commercial Strategic Planning,
which would include the establishment
of a complete concessionaire
relationship management, include tailend management. There will also be a
focus on the customer experience value
chain, such as loyalty programmes and
the branding of airports as a lifestyle
destination. This division will also be
looking into land development in support
of community hub development, as well
as a full roll out of Airport Commercial
Models with airside and landside strategy.
These initiatives will transform the Airport
Commercial Business into a regional
leader in terms of delivering a holistic
customer experience whilst offering

With its solid experience in the travel
retail and duty free business, which spans
almost 16 years, Malaysia Airport Niaga
Sdn. Bhd., also known as ERAMAN, is
acknowledged as the biggest airport
retailer in Malaysia. In line with MAHB’s
direction, this track record has provided
the impetus for ERAMAN to embark
on a dynamic 5-Year Business Plan.
This will enable the company to play
a significant role in contributing to the
commercial revenue of the MAHB Group.
With a network of more than 30 outlets
occupying a total retail space of 8,460
square metres across five international
airports and Labuan Airport, ERAMAN is
unrelenting in its commitment to provide
an extensive, relevant yet appealing array
of products to its target markets.
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The year 2010 was a year of evolution and continuous improvement for the company’s
primary areas of focus and it strived to improve its duty free business for the five core
products, expand its food and beverage business and realign its focus on profitable
fashion brands. The Merchandising Core Division rolled out new fragrances and
cosmetics retail outlet at a strategic location within the Contact Pier and commenced
business on November 23rd. It is this very retail outlet at Contact Pier which enabled
ERAMAN to score a tremendous coup in the duty free and travel retail industry by being
the first and only airport retailer in Malaysia to carry the exclusive Coach fragrance.
The F&B Division also embarked on plans to develop its own brand and concept for
franchising as well as explore avenues and create opportunities for a strategic alliance
in airport hospitality services. In addition, an initiative to develop its own Central
Processing Kitchen will provide an opportunity for ERAMAN to be self sufficient in the
supplies for its own brands’ outlets and generate income via wholesale and distribution
of the products for institutional and retail sales. This facility will also provide an
opportunity for ERAMAN’s F&B Division to tap and explore the catering services market.
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Diversified Excellence
The commencement of the Fashion
Division’s in-house label, UNIQ which
was introduced a year earlier has met
initial expectations and is contributing
positively to the Division with higher
margins. UNIQ will also feature
prominently upon the completion of the
renovation for Kota Kinabalu International
Airport in early 2011, along with the
introduction of its menswear line. This
augurs well for the positive growth of
the Division which already has among
its stable of established designer and
lifestyle fashion labels, the likes of
BURBERRY, MNG, LACOSTE and the
latest luxury brand to join ERAMAN’s
Fashion Division in the forthcoming year,
BALLY.
Advertising & Promotion activities
undertaken by ERAMAN have a twopronged objective; that is to promote
greater awareness of the brand and to
contribute towards enhancing revenue.
Major promotional highlights included
an ERAMAN self-initiated PINKTASTIC
campaign and the launch of a marketing
collaboration with a premier leader in the
banking industry, CIMB, which was aptly
called ‘Duty Free Extravaganza’.
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Customer Service Excellence continued
to be a major focus of ERAMAN’s
Operations Division, in order to enhance
the shopping experience of our target
market that comprise the myriad of
travellers and visitors who patronise our
travel retail and duty free outlets. In this
regard, our key business partner, the
Malaysian Retailers Association or MRA,
has been playing an instrumental role
in helping to ensure that our customer
service delivery continues to be topnotch, for customer satisfaction at the
highest level is a top priority for ERAMAN
and it represents the lifeline to the healthy
growth of our business.
A burgeoning array of business
opportunities and activities will further
propel the growth of ERAMAN. In
this regard, the company has initiated
discussions on viable locations beyond
airport perimeters and also downtown for
its F&B business and Fashion business,
including the collaboration to set up
a premium fashion village. Given the
dynamic teamwork, keen enthusiasm and
healthy appetite to seize and maximize
every business opportunity that comes
its way, the staff and management of the
company are highly driven to achieve,
and have every confidence to soar to
greater heights of success in line with the
direction and aspirations of the Group.
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Our Overseas Expansion
MAHB has always believed in the
value of its expansionary vision, and
the establishment of its Overseas
Ventures Division in 2009 exemplified
this commitment towards growing its
business beyond our borders. The
division will monitor all of its existing
investments overseas and to explore new
opportunities that revolved around airport
concessions and privatisation projects
around the world.
Malaysia Airports Consultancy Services
(MACS), a subsidiary, also plays an
integral role in terms of airport operations
and management consultancy services to
overseas airports. MACS’ core operating
divisions comprise Airport Consultancy,
Strategic Alliance and Service Monitoring
Divisions.
As a Group, we believe that our scope
of commercial exploration can also
include airports with less than five million
passengers per annum (mppa) in South
East Asia, Middle East/Northern Africa
(MENA) and China. The burgeoning low
cost carrier segment coupled with the
liberalisation of the air services market
will also lead to the creation of more
routes in the future.

Along the years, MAHB has established
itself as a brand name in terms of airport
investments, and as a testament to
this, MAHB won the Airport Investment
Company of the Year for 2010 awarded
by Frost & Sullivan. The overseas
airports under MAHB’s investment
portfolio are Rajiv Gandhi International
Airport (Hyderabad, India), Indira Gandhi
International Airport (Delhi, India), Sabiha
Gokcen International Airport (Istanbul,
Turkey) and Malé International Airport
(Maldives).

Highlights of 2010
Male International Airport Project,
Maldives
2010 was a good year in terms of new
beginnings, as MAHB and GMR (“the
Consortium”) successfully won the bid
to build, operate, modernise and expand
the Male International Airport (MIA).
The tenure of the concession is for 25
years and may be extended for another
10 years subject to mutual terms and
conditions between relevant parties.
MAHB and GMR had incorporated a
special purpose vehicle company in the
Republic of Maldives, namely GMR Male
International Airport Limited (“GMIAL”) on
the 9th of August 2010. This venture will
highlight MACS’ ability to value add in
the areas of airport operations, technical
services and the provision of airport

related training programmes to Male
International Airport. The venture will also
involve the deployment of personnel in
the areas of Airport Operations, Ground
Handling, Airport Fire & Rescue Services
and Human Resource Services to Male
International Airport.
The operation and management of MIA
was officially handed over to GMIAL
on the 25th of November 2010. Encik
Mahmud Fauzi Hj. Kadir, the former Airport
Manager of Langkawi International Airport,
was appointed as the Chief Operating
Officer of GMIAL, while Encik Abdul
Malik Mohd Yunus, formerly the Senior
Manager, (AFRS) of KLIA, was appointed
as the head of AFRS. As part of its future
plans for staff development, GMIAL has
sent 22 of its staff to attend the Basic
Airport Rescue & Fire Fighting training at
the Malaysia Airports Training Centre in
Subang.
Lingling Airport Project, China
Our expansionary vision also extended
into the Chinese market as MACS entered
into a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) with Nagamas Enterprise (HK)
Limited (NEL) for the provision of airport
operations, management and technical
consultancy services to the Lingling
Airport in Yongzhou, in the Hunan
province in China.
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NEL signed an MOU with Yongzhou City
People’s Government to embark on and
undertake China’s Yongzhou International
Multi-Trade Project, which includes
China’s Yongzhou International Aviation
Logistics Project.
The eventual agreement between MACS
and NEL will involve a joint venture
agreement to participate and explore
the possibility of airport operation,
management and technical consultancy
services to the Yongzhou Lingling Airport.
Currently, the feasibility report and traffic
forecast studies are being finalised prior
to submission to the Yongzhou Municipal
government.
Collaboration with Faber Group Berhad
MACS and Faber Group Berhad (“Faber”)
explored the possibility of collaborating
with each other for mutual benefit in the
provision of Airport Operations Services
and Integrated Facilities Management
Services to airports outside Malaysia
(“the Projects”) where MACS and Faber
will utilise their expertise to work together
to carry out the Projects.
It was agreed by both parties that MACS
will provide the necessary consultancy
services in airport operation and
management related areas, whilst Faber
will provide the necessary construction
and facilities maintenance services
required for the Projects.
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On 12th May 2010, MACS entered into
a Memorandum of Business Exploration
(“MoBE”) with Faber to establish general
principles governing their relationship
in respect of the Project. Subsequently,
Faber engaged MACS to provide airport
related training programmes to the top
management and staff of Faber. A total of
16 personnel attended training on airport
operations, airport technical and Airport
Fire & Rescue Services from the 5th
July 2010 to 17th December 2010, while
another 22 personnel will attend training
for Top Management from 27th to 28th
September 2010.
Operational Excellence
In terms of airport operations and
maintenance, Urusan Teknologi Wawasan
Sdn. Bhd. (UTW) has been entrusted
with the core responsibility of providing
operational and maintenance services
for building facilities. Its ‘Integrated
Facility Management’ services also
include energy conservation, testing and
commissioning.

The MAHB ‘Runway To Success’
business direction has also played a
major role in UTW’s positive trend in
profitability and in securing 22% of its
external revenue from its total revenue.
By establishing 99.99% technical system
availability, UTW has positioned itself
as the preferred O&M provider that
ensures the sustainability of KLIA service
excellence.
Looking forward, UTW aims to be a
leader in Integrated Facility Management
Service. This will include a full
undertaking of planning, execution,
control and monitoring of all tasks
associated with maintenance functions
through a single management contract.
This aspiration is in line with its aim to
a certified Green Facility Management
company in 2011. Under the overarching
theme of Carbon Neutrality, UTW is
enthusiastic about Green Business
opportunities in both public and private
sectors that are in line with MAHB’s
objective towards carbon neutral growth
by the 2015. Moreover, Malaysia’s
commitment towards carbon reduction
by 2020 also serves as an impetus for
this aspiration.

Driven by excellence, the company is
backed by more than 300 technical
and management based personnel
who are committed to establish strong
partnerships with its clients. UTW
focuses on ‘people, process and
technology’, an approach that has led
to lasting business ties by meeting the
client’s expectations through a high
benchmark of system capabilities.

Under our Non-airport commercial
operations, KL Airport Hotel Sdn. Bhd.
(KLAH)’s Pan Pacific Kuala Lumpur
International Airport (PPKLIA) registered
another profitable year for FY2010. They
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Our Diversified Portfolio

achieved a 70% gross occupancy rate
as compared to 61.3% in FY2009. The
gross average room rate decreased to
RM314.25 from RM335.27 in FY2009.
The reduction in rates did see an increase
in demand with total revenue, which
registered at RM62.9 million as compared
to RM57.5 million in FY2009.
The World Luxury Hotel Awards has
also recognised PPKLIA for their Service
Excellence as the winner of the Global
Luxury Airport Hotel category for 2010.
Apart from our hotel operations, our
subsidiary, MAAH (MAB AgricultureHorticulture Sdn. Bhd.), oversees the
operational requirements of oil palm in
the KLIA area and coconut plantations
in the Kota Bharu Airport area. For the
year in review, MAAH registered a lower
turnover of RM46.7million as compared
to RM48.5million in FY2009. It should
be noted that MAAH had to grapple
with a reduction in planted hectares as
a result of land clearing for Klia2. The
potential loss of revenue as a result of
this land clearing exercise has been
valued at approximately RM17.9 million
for FY2010. In spite of this operational
alteration in plans, MAAH still managed
to surpass expectations, and for that we
are very grateful for their efforts.

MAAH’s turnover was principally derived
from the sales of fresh fruit bunches,
horticulture activities, landscaping
services and overall operational activities
of the coconut plantation. To date, a total
of 1,721.83 hectares of the plantation area
surrounding KLIA were cleared to make
way for the construction of the Klia2 and
other associated commercial development
projects. Nonetheless, MAAH will
continue to make a positive contribution
to the Group revenue in 2011, given the
expected higher yield and projections of
stronger palm oil price.
The year ahead
All signs are pointing towards continued
growth in 2011, albeit at a less robust
rate, as IATA has voiced out that the
growth cycle in 2010 could have peaked;
even though in normal circumstances an
upswing should last four to five years.
Nonetheless, I believe MAHB is poised to
transcend expectations once again.
Our country has a robust inbound tourism
market with a well travelled population
that is also blessed to be in such a
strategic location within the ASEAN
region. With a selection of regional
and long haul flights available from
our airports, the future of our growth
prospects is certainly on the upswing.

Moreover, the fusion of our offerings in
terms of full service airlines and low cost
carriers also provides a value proposition
to our esteemed clientele. It should also
be noted that the continuing liberalisation
of air services within the ASEAN region
will also increase point to point traffic
throughout the region.
There is of course a shroud of negativity
that hangs over the global aviation
industry as possible increases in fuel
prices to above USD100 per barrel
could be a concern coupled with
economic uncertainty in Europe and
USA. Furthermore, the volatile situation in
Egypt and some Middle Eastern countries
could pose a threat to the oil price and
the travel sector. It should also be noted
demand for air transport could also be
affected by high taxes being levied by
many governments and airports around
the world.
Nonetheless, faster recovery within the
private sectors could perhaps be the
catalyst towards revitalising the global
aviation industry. The IMF predicts that
global GDP growth to be at 4.2%, an
assuming that oil prices remain stable,
ICAO estimates that global passenger
growth would increase by 4.7% in 2011,
as compared to 6.3% in 2010. IATA
predicts a slightly higher figure at 5.2% in
2011 as compared to 8.9% in 2010.
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Closer to home, the latest 2011 GDP
numbers from the Malaysian Institute of
Economic Research and the Government
stands in between 5% and 6%, and based
on these expectations, it is estimated
that MAHB’s passenger traffic should
grow by 6.7% in 2011. Growth in aircraft
movements are expected to follow a
similar trend with relatively high load
factors as well. It should be noted that
cargo movements are also expected to
grow by 5.5%.
Acknowledgements
At MAHB, we believe in the
professionalism, dedication and skill of
our management team and employees.
FY2010 was a year to savour for MAHB,
and despite the numerous challenges, it’s
been a great year and we look forward to
the future with unbridled enthusiasm.
We could never have achieved what we
did without the support of our airlines,
retail and F&B operators, ground handlers,
customs, immigration, police and the
myriad of individuals that make up the
backbone of our operations. Every one of
these individuals has played their part in
making what MAHB is today.
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2010 would be remembered as another groundbreaking period in our illustrious history,
and much of our success lies in the good rapport we have within the private and public
sector; and it will be fitting to acknowledge the Government and various ministers in
their efforts to ensure MAHB always received the commitment and understanding in our
endeavours.
We are in a business where the needs and aspirations of our customers form the driving
force of our commercial focus. I would like to thank the millions of customers who
have passed through our airports for their loyalty and recognition of our efforts. It has
been an utmost privilege to serve them. I would also like to extend my gratitude and
appreciation to our shareholders as well.

Tan Sri Bashir Ahmad Bin Abdul Majid
Managing Director
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At MAHB, we believe in the value of conducting our
business operations in an open and transparent
manner that is based on ethical values and respect
for the community, employees, the environment,
shareholders and other stakeholders. Our concept
of Corporate Responsibility (CR) focuses on the
economic, social, environmental and the inalienable
rights of individuals within the sphere of our influence.

We are proud of our airports and are
committed to creating sustainable world
class aviation gateways as a symbol
of national pride. In upholding our
commitment to sustainability, MAHB will
integrate sustainability as a consideration
in all planning and development
decisions, including management,
communication, procurement and
operation, as well as support sustainable
practices in our business marketplace.

Our business operations ensure that we
come into contact with a broad array of
stakeholders in the marketplace. From
members of the airport community,
media, business figures, government
agencies, suppliers, customers and many
others, MAHB is in the thick of things.
Therefore, it is imperative that we invest
in the time and effort to develop a friendly
and collegial relationship with the various
groups.
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Sustainability is central to the way we
think, the way we conduct ourselves,
and the way in which we approach our
day to day activities. Our dedication to
sustainable business practices is now
part of our Group’s Sustainability Policy.
The Group’s Corporate Responsibility
initiatives rest on four main pillars:
Community Development, Marketplace
Development, Workplace Development
and Environmental Sustainability.

Community
Development
Beyond Borders
Our flagship community program, Beyond Borders, a
nationwide school adoption program aims to promote a
healthy, competitive and creative spirit within the minds
of the students among the adopted school community.
This initiative also aims to give an opportunity for
underprivileged students to challenge themselves. In 2010,
the main focus of Beyond Borders is to have improvements
in the subject of Science, English and Mathematics. This
has been proven by the increasing of passing rate for UPSR
in all adopted schools.
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Twelve schools in rural area were adopted
for the period of three years (2010-2012).
With the completion of the first phase
of Beyond Borders at the end of 2009,
MAHB has ignited the second phase
of Beyond Borders by expanding the
program to 12 new schools throughout
the region. The schools are, namely, SK
Seri Cheras, W.P. Kuala Lumpur, SK Olak
Lempit, Banting, Selangor, SK Labu Ulu
Batu 8, Negeri Sembilan, SK Semabok,
Melaka, SK Batu 3, Kuantan, Pahang,
SK Mengabang Telipot, Terengganu,
SK Parang Puting, Pengkalan Chepa,
Kelantan, SK Sungai Raya, Kinta, Perak,
SK Titi Gajah, Alor Setar and SK Sungai
Batu, Teluk Kumbar, Pulau Pinang, SK
Temenggong Datuk Muip, Sarawak and
SK Wakuba in Sabah.

the year. Beyond Borders 2010 was
concluded in October with its annual
Beyond Borders Awards dedicated to
give appreciation and recognition to
committed students and teachers. The
event was conducted at MAHB’s adopted
schools located at three venues in the
Central, Northern and Eastern region. The
schools were SK Olak Lempit, Selangor
who played host for the Central region
followed by SK Sungai Raya, Perak
for Northern region and SK Batu Tiga,
Pahang for Eastern region.

A year of good deeds

New enhanced framework and program
pillars encompassing interschool
competitions, tuition classes, academic
clinics, motivational talks, trainings and
workshops were subsequently conducted
at the new adopted schools throughout

Under the Beyond Borders Awards
banner, five categories were presented
namely the Beyond Borders Interschool
Project Competition category,
Beyond Borders Planet Green Project
Competition category, Golden Pen
Awards: Essay Writing Competition
category, ‘Act it Up’ Interschool Drama
Competition category and the Special
Awards category. The Special Awards
are Best Principal, Best Single Point
of Contact (SPOC), Best Presenter for
Beyond Border Project Interschool
Competition, Best Presenter for Beyond
Border Planet Green Interschool
Competition, Best Actor, Best Actress
and Best Director for ‘Act it Up’
Interschool Drama Competition. Winners
for each category from every region
received cash prize were accompanied
by trophies and certificates.
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The official initiation of the second
phase was conducted in the month of
July and August 2010 in presence of
MAHB senior management as well senior
officials and representatives from the
State Education Department (JPN) of the
respective states to commemorate the
launch event.

As a result of the dedication and
support shown by the teachers, the
students showed a positive result in the
2010 UPSR examination with a higher
percentage of passes and more students
getting 5As as compared to the previous
year. Moving forward, Beyond Borders
will continue its aspiration to empower
the lives of the underprivileged children in
line with its tagline ‘Give Them Wings, Let
Them Fly’.

PPKLIA also did their bit by contributing
provisions to the Persatuan Kebajikan
Agathiar Sanmarka Sanggam (PKASS)
Dengkil. PKASS provides a wide range
of community services, from feeding the
poor, famine relief and offering medical
services. Currently, PKASS provides food
rations to over 200 families on a monthly
basis. The centre’s major activity is to
provide a full month’s food supply on 7
essential items such as rice, sugar, wheat
flour, dhall, bee hoon, cooking oil and
milk powder to the 200 families around
the Klang Valley and Negeri Sembilan.

The hotel also participated in Earth Hour
on the 27th of March 2010 from 8.30pm
to 9.30pm, joining the climate change
initiative that is committed towards
creating a global platform of support
for climate change. Over a thousand
cities and towns turned off their lights
worldwide, and within the hotel, most
lights were switched off or literally
dimmed to the minimum.
The 2010 eruption of the ‘Evjafjallajokull’
volcano in Iceland caused enormous
disruption to air travel across Western
and Northern Europe, and the effects
were felt here in KLIA, with a whole host
of stranded passengers unable to make
their connecting flights. In a gesture of
goodwill, PPKLIA worked together with
the British High Commission to provide
complimentary rooms for them during
this interim period.

cheques of RM1000 to each home along
with a host of essentials such as recycled
linen, face towels, bath mats, hand
towels, pillow cases and bed sheets. The
children also received three gifts each by
hotel representatives dressed in their best
Christmas costumes.
These initiatives are part and parcel of
an institution that respects and cares for
our wider community through connecting
and sharing whilst also recognising the
value of diversity in the present context.
PPKLIA can definitely be classified as an
establishment that believes in the greater
good and one that cherishes the spirit of
volunteerism in this day and age.

In a related development, it should also
be noted that MAHB initiated the payment
of ‘zakat’ in order to fulfill its societal
obligation to the Muslim community.
Lembaga Zakat Selangor (LZS) has
reimbursed MAHB1/3 of the zakat
amount paid in 2010 to be redistributed
to Malaysia Airports employees, the
underprivileged children of its adopted
schools as well as the underprivileged
community living within the vicinity of
KLIA. Verified and endorsed by LZS,
these recipients fall within the definition
of the eight ‘asnaf’ eligible to receive the
zakat. In addition, a total of 165 MAHB’s
employees and 933 students from MAHB
adopted schools have been identified to
receive the zakat allocation.

During the Christmas period, PPKLIA’s
community care committee together
with the Learning & Development
(Education) team gathered three homes
namely Persatuan Kanak Kanak Istimewa
Kajang, Persatuan Kebajikan Thirumular
Malaysia and Pertubuhan Rumah Anak
Yatim Mary for a Christmas party on 23rd
December 2010. A total of 80 kids and
their guardians participated in this event.
The children were entertained by ‘Peanut’
the clown, treated to a scrumptious lunch
and musical performance by the choir
group of Church of St Theresa in Nilai.
After the lunch, we presented individual
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Marketplace
Development
Form and Function unite
MAHB is an institution that thrives on its creativity and
innovation, and the “iStyle Fashion KLIA”, is organized
annually with the objective of promoting its flagship
gateway as a lifestyle destination. Six teams from five
fashion design schools participated in this year’s event,
which is in its second year, and each team consisted of a
designer, stylist and publicist. The teams were judged on
their styling, overall ensemble, hair, makeup, campaign
strategy and publicity initiatives. Interestingly, a special
challenge was held where teams were required to design
and produce fashionable yet functional attire for the
airport’s front liners.
A unique factor of iStyle Fashion KLIA 2010 was the use
of social media channels for greater engagement and
interaction. The participating teams were encouraged to
promote themselves via various social media channels.
Depending on the support they garnered from social media
platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and Foursquare, these
elements also featured in the overall judging score. The
response towards the “iStyle Fashion KLIA 2010 Facebook
Page” was overwhelming, as about 1,000 people took part
in weekly voting and popularity contests, making it the
second most popular poll in the world for two weeks.
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Soaring to Greater Heights
The recent MAHB Concessionaires
Conference in 2010, themed ‘Soaring To
Greater Heights’ provided a platform to
better understand the advancements in
the travel retail industry and the factors
that come to play, namely consumer
buying behaviour, the overall tourism
outlook and effects on an economy where
consumers are constantly seeking pricebased value propositions.
Conferences such as this are integral in
terms of achieving a synergy of strengths
in relationships and strategies towards
benefiting MAHB and the concessionaire.
The conferences presented an opportunity
for participants to trouble shoot issues
and collaborate in an environment that
valued insights, knowledge of consumer
expectations and an overall enhancement
of the core of our commercial operations.

Vendor Development
Programme
MAHB establishes strategic partnerships
with suppliers and provides the necessary
support for local vendor development. The
Vendor Development Programme aims
to reduce the total cost of ownership,
shorten cycle time, minimise corruption,
increase value adding benefits and better
management of suppliers. We also assist
potential suppliers to initiate partnership
with well-established or incumbent

suppliers. This will promote valuable transfer of knowledge and collaboration in areas
such as Research and Development (R&D). In addition, potential suppliers will be able to
expand their businesses and enjoy the assurance of quality and price

Entrepreneur Development Program
We have partnered with MECD to support to the development of SMEs (Small Medium
Enterprise), by providing retail and F&B businesses opportunities in an international
airport such as KLIA. This programme will also help to showcase and market Malaysian
products and local delicacies produced by local SMEs.
A prime example is the Food Garden at the LCCT whereby MAHB through a
collaboration with the former Ministry of Entrepreneur Development and Co-operative
Development (MECD) has provided chances and opportunities to Bumiputera
Entrepreneurs to further develop their business at LCCT-KLIA by allocating five F&B
kiosks.

Commercial Strategic Planning & Operations Plan
There are five strategic commercial thrusts that MAHB concentrates on. Firstly, we
aim to provide the best end to end customer experience by solidifying all touch points
throughout their journey. This includes offering an array of product ranges at the right
value for the right demographics at each locale. We also concentrate on creating
a comprehensive and well managed relationship value chain with all stakeholders.
Our commercial models for airports are also structured to achieve profitability and
sustainability. Lastly, we also aim to create an optimal structure and career passage for
our talent to achieve commercial excellence.
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Workplace
Development
Preserving the Rights of the
Workforce
MAHB is committed to preserving
the rights of every individual within its
workforce regardless of age, gender,
religion, social origin, ethnicity, sexual
orientation, gender identity or disability.
This is in accordance with the Malaysia’s
Employment Act and statutory
requirements. In the case of Rewards and
Recognitions for employees, the criteria
for these decisions will be solely based
on performance in terms of KPI and
competency levels. MAHB also practices
formal discussions on wage and benefits
via Collective Bargaining every three years
for both union and executive staff. It also
practices market benchmarking in its pay
policy which is aligned to performance,
and this applies to the company as well as
the individuals within it.

Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad

Human Capital Development
MAHB invested a substantial fund for its
Human Capital Development in 2010 and has
embarked on the Leadership Development
Program to develop leaders within MAHB. The
target group for this development is Managers,
Senior Managers and selected Executives. To
enhance their capability as leaders, several
workshop were conducted, namely the
Leadership Feedback Workshop, Business
Acumen, Strategic Thinking and Action
Based Learning. The program objective is to
establish a strong team of leaders to create the
multiplier effect for massive growth and deliver
breakthrough performance.
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A major component of Human Resource
(HR) responsibilities is the development
of its human capability in the field of
certifications and in-house programs.
Towards this, active steps were taken
to equip trainers with certifications that
allowed them to conduct an in-house
program. To date a total of 18 staff from
HR, AVSEC, AFRS and the Engineering
Division have received their trainer’s
certification from Perbadanan Sumber
Manusia Berhad (PSMB) under the
Ministry of Human Resources.
In 2010, a total of 379 training programs
were delivered by our own internal and
appointed external trainers that involved
a total of 6,596 employees being trained
with an investment of RM6.8 million. HR
conducted a number of collaborative
programmes. 10 International Civil
Aviation Organisation programmes
were hosted at MATC KLIA involving
107 participants from 21 Contracting
States. In terms of ACI GTH, five training
programmes were conducted in 2010.

Talent Management
One of the key attributes of a WorldClass Airport Business is its concern
for the standard of professionalism in
the workforce to deliver service level
standards of the highest quality. Among
HR objectives is to ensure that MAHB
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has a capable and professional workforce to meet, if not exceed customer
expectations through quality delivery.
HR is always looking for new approaches
to reach the Company’s business goals.
The ability to attract, optimise, and retain
top talent is a vital component to achieve
this objective. Branding the organisation
to local campuses is the key focus of
recruiting programs, and the career fair
appears to be the most effective tool to
achieve that goal. HR scouts for talent
not only from local universities, but also
from other universities overseas.

In addition, the career fair also offered
an exclusive branding opportunity as
students will recognize MAHB’s role in
providing them with relevant information
on career choices.
The career fair was organized by
Biz-Connection-GRADUAN in a jointcollaboration with the United Kingdom
Executive Council (UKEC), Malaysian
Students’ Council of Australia (MASCA)
and the Malaysian Students’ Department
in London and Australia.

Closer to home
In 2010, HR participated in five local
career fairs which were organized
by the Ministry of Higher Education
in collaboration with Jobstreet.com,
Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Human
Resources, Khazanah Nasional and
MARA Professional College.
HR has also participated in the career fair
at University College London and Arrows
on Swanston in Melbourne as part of the
Company’s strategic initiative to become
the “Employer of Choice“ and part of
Employer Branding. The aim of the career
fair is to have an exclusive opportunity
to reach Malaysian graduates in UK and
Australia in order to have an advantage in
recruiting these high-achieving Malaysian
graduates ahead of other companies.
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For 2010, a total of 26 new AVSEC Officer
and 200 AVSEC Assistant completed
their training to accommodate operational
requirement at airports. In a related
development, Malaysia Airports Training
Centre (MATC) Penang has trained 21
Airport Rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF)
personnel from Male International Airport,
Maldives. Moreover, we registered three
more staff for the Employee Exchange
Program (EEP), a collaboration between
MAHB and Incheon International Airport.
In addition to this, Education
Sponsorship Program (ESP) is a
new initiative which aims to provide
sponsorship for individuals with potential
and excellent education backgrounds
to continue their studies at selected

colleges and universities. For the year
2010, MAHB had financed 11 eligible
students under this program. Apart from
ESP, MAHB also places a high value on
employee education, and the Education
Assistance Program (EAP) is part of the
organization’s aspiration to promote
continuing education for its employees
to maintain and improve their job-related
competencies.
MAHB continues to send employees
to attend the Airport Management
Professional Accredited Program
(AMPAP). AMPAP is the world’s only
course-based accreditation programme
for airport executives that are delivered
both in a face-to-face and online manner.
For airport management professionals,
the International Airport Professional
(IAP) designation is the affirmed global
standard of excellence. At this juncture, a
total of five MAHB staff have earned their
IAP designation during graduation held
in 2010.
The Malaysia Airports Career
Development Programme (MACDP) is
another comprehensive program and
utilizes a holistic approach to develop
a pool of talent to ensure a continuous
supply of highly competent airport
personnel for its immediate and future
needs. For this purpose, MAHB had
collaborated with Universiti Teknologi
MARA (UiTM) to conduct two main

programs under MACDP. The Corporate
Diploma in Airport Management (CDAM)
is designed for executive staff whereas
the Executive Diploma in Airport
Management (EDAM) is for non-executive
staff. For 2010, a total of 97 staff have
started their studies that commenced in
August and be slated for completion by
July 2011.
Furthermore, the pre-retirement
programme is a new initiative designated
for MAHB employees who will be
retiring within three years. The program
is an avenue for staff to be prepared
for a happy and successful retirement
based on four dimensions, namely in
the spiritual, intellectual, emotional and
physical sense of things with financial
planning and management as added
value for this quest. In 2010, 28 staff
attended the first session.

Performance Management
System (PMS)
In 2010, MAHB embarked on a new
Performance Management System
(PMS) that consists of two performance
measures, namely KPI and competency.
In this new system, the behavioural
competencies of all staff will be
assessed using MAHB’s Leadership
Competency Model, which has two
clusters, specifically ‘Managing Self’ and
‘Managing Others’.
In the ‘Managing Self’ cluster, individuals
will be assessed on their capabilities
in terms of business acumen, strategic
thinking, driving performance excellence,
change and continuous improvement,
initiative, organisational commitment and
analytical thinking.

In line with the GLC Transformation
Programme, MAHB embarked on the
third cycle, namely Strengthening
Leadership Development. This was
achieved by having Cross Assignment
and Cross Fertilisation programs with the
goal of building a new generation of high
performing business leaders through the
transfer of knowledge and expertise. As
the host of the program in 2010, MAHB
received eight new cross assignees,
with two from other GLC and one from a
Government Ministry.

In the “Managing Others” cluster,
individuals will be assessed on their
capabilities in terms of managing
stakeholders, team leadership, teamwork,
developing others, customer service
orientation as well as their impact and
influence in certain scenarios. As part of
the communication plan, HR conducted
sessions with various stakeholders
through multiple channels such as
awareness training and HR bulletins. In
a related development, MA Technologies
Sdn Bhd was appointed to collaborate
with HR on implementing ePMS, an
electronic version of the system.
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The Importance of Engagement
MAHB has also embarked on its fifth
Employee Engagement Survey, in
order to have a better understanding of
what employees think and feel about
the company, to delve deeper into the
complexities of their job requirements
and responsibilities as well as identifying
factors that ‘engage’ the employees and
what motivates them to drive businessrelated goals and objectives.

There are three key behaviours that
indicate strong ‘Engagement’, Say,
Stay and Strive. ‘Say’ denotes the
ability to consistently speak positively
about the organisation to coworkers,
potential employees and customers.
‘Stay’ denotes the intense desire to be
a member of the organisation. While
‘Strive” denotes the exertion of extra
effort and the engagement in behaviours
that contribute to business success. The
results of the 2010 ‘Engagement Study’
indicate that 74% of employees at MAHB
are engaged, which is an increase of 9%
from 2009.

Moreover, MAHB had also participated in
the Leadership Development Audit, which
was one of the initiatives outlined in the
Orange Book by Khazanah Nasional
Berhad. The audit was focused on 132
positions in the upper management
divisions. The audit focused on MAHB
leadership activities, outcomes and
design plans for improvement. The
overall outlook of the audit indicated a
general compliance to the Orange Book
initiatives. Nonetheless, there are several
areas that need to be addressed by the
Management.
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The Green Globe Certification
KLIA was built with the inherent belief
that development and the environment
can and must co-exist This philosophy
earned it a worldwide reputation as the
world’s first environmentally-friendly
airport. Its beautiful architecture is aptly
themed ‘AIRPORT IN THE FOREST,
FOREST IN THE AIRPORT’.

For 2010 (based on data collected in
2009), 11 out of 12 assessed Earth Check
indicators are at or above the Baseline
level. From this, six indicators, Water
Savings, Community Contributions,
Paper Products, Cleaning Products,
Pesticide Products, Noise Nuisance, are
at or above the Best Practice level. The
one indicator that fell below the Baseline
level was Waste Sent to Landfill.

Redefining Sustainability
In 2010, KLIA passed the requirements
to be recognised as an Earth Check
Benchmarked Airport (previously known
as Green Globe Certification) for the sixth
year in a row. In addition, MA Sepang
was also recertified for the second
year for EMS ISO 4001:2004 for its
environmental management system.

Moreover, the use of 100% ecolabeled paper products was highly
commended as that demonstrated a
very positive commitment to protecting
the environment and supporting the
local community. Improvements in all the
Earth Check indicators will not only help
the environment, but also help reduce
operational costs. Due to the positive
commitment that MAHB’s Operations
has demonstrated to the environment,
the assessors are confident that they can
maintain their high standards and remain
a leader in environmental performance.

The Earth Check annual assessment
was undertaken against Earth Check
benchmarking indicators and checklists.
The indicators have been carefully
selected to track performance in key
areas of environmental and social
performance impact. Their outcomes are
used by Earth Check to evaluate whether
the operation has reached the standards
necessary to pass the benchmarking
requirements, as stated in the Earth
Check Benchmarking Policy.
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Water Management

Airport Council International has set a
target to achieve carbon neutral growth
by 2020, and it is MAHB’s aim to meet
or beat it. A detailed study to ascertain
the carbon footprint at KLIA was carried
out, and this concept is now being
extended to all our other airports. Apart
from that, in line with IATA’s Four Pillar
Strategy to combat climate change,
MAHB is working with its airline partners
to conduct efficient procedural landings
at KLIA, such as the continuous descent
approach, which has the potential to save
between 160kg and 480kg of carbon per
landing through reduced fuel burn.

At MAHB, we recognize the holistic
importance of managing water as a
resource. We monitor the quality of
portable, recycled and reused water in
its totality, with test criteria that include
physical, chemical and bacteriological
content. To curb water wastage, we are
also implementing awareness programs
at all airports as well. In terms of storm
water management, we have a collection
of run-off water at two balancing ponds
to allow sediments to settle before being
released into nearby rivers. To ensure
oil and grease discharge from aircraft
and vehicles do not enter the rivers,
oil water separators at the integrated
drainage systems are also monitored.
Water samples from storm water outlets
and balancing ponds are also collected
to ensure no pollution is occurring.
Furthermore, there are spillage control
procedures in place to tackle incidents
that involve hazardous materials,
chemicals, detergents, fuels, oils and
waste water.

Building Green Airports
Apart from the obligations of
implementing an Environmental
Management Program, the ISO 14001
certification for our airports is also an
ongoing commitment that is designed
to enhance the organization’s ability
to attain and measure improvements
in environmental performance. A
noteworthy initiative has been the
Energy Saving Programme (ESP), which
has resulted in energy savings of over
30%, exceeding the 20% target that
was initially set. Klia2 is also part of
these environmentally related initiatives
with a Green Building Index certification
or a LEED (Leadership In Energy and
Environmental Design) Certification being
utilised in order to achieve a goal of a
terminal with the lowest energy use per
passenger in the world.
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Enhancing Biodiversity
Being environmentally friendly is one
of the core concepts of KLIA, and
its ‘Airport in the Forest, Forest in
the Airport’ tagline is more than just
a statement, it’s a commitment to
biodiversity. Unfortunately, as these
green areas become suitable habitats for
birds, the risk of bird strikes on aircrafts
has made it necessary for the Airside
Safety Unit to establish the Bird Strike
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Management Team. One of the strategies
to overcome this threat involves a palm
oil plantation in the area that provides
an environment for rats, bats and owls.
There is also a sanitary landfill developed
approximately 7km to the West of the
airport, attracting crows to the area.
Mitigating Noise
One of the environmental issues that is a
concern of airports during operations or
any airport development i.e. expansion,
upgrading, renovation, redevelopment,
or construction of a new airport is the
impacts on the noise environment from
increased aircraft movements. Therefore,
MAHB has established a Land Use Plan
for all of its International and Domestic
airports. The Land Use planning was
made in such a way that residential areas
are only allowed at areas where the noise
exposure is lower than 65 dB.
In terms of noise control, all activities
must meet and support the Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) of KLIA. A
gazetted 10km by 10km ‘no residential
build zone’ has been implemented around
the airport, while the creation of an
acoustic barrier with a green belt of palm
plantation and forests surrounding the
airport also helps monitor noise levels in
noise sensitive areas.
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TAN SRI DATUK DR. ARIS BIN OTHMAN
Chairman
(Non-Independent, Non-Executive)

Tan Sri Datuk Dr. Aris bin Othman, Malaysian, aged
66, was appointed to the Board of MAHB as a NonIndependent, Non-Executive Director and Chairman
of MAHB on 7 June 2003. He chairs the Board
Procurement Committee, Board Finance & Investment
Committee and Board Risk Management Committee
of MAHB. He is also the Chairman of Malaysia Airports
Consultancy Services Sdn. Bhd., K.L. Airport Hotel
Sdn. Bhd. and MAB Agriculture-Horticulture Sdn. Bhd.,
wholly-owned subsidiaries of MAHB. Prior to joining
the Company, he has held several senior positions
at the Prime Minister’s Department and the Ministry
of Finance (“MOF”), amongst others, as Assistant
Secretary (Macro-Economics) EPU, Principal Assistant
Director (Racial Balance, National Development
Planning Committee Secretariat and Administration)
EPU, Director (Distribution and Macro-Economics)
EPU, Senior Director (Macro-Economics) EPU, Deputy
Director-General (Macro) EPU, Deputy Secretary
General II, MOF, Deputy Secretary General (Policy) MOF
and thereafter was elevated to the position of Secretary
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General of MOF. His varied career also includes having
served as the Chief General Manager (Corporate
Planning, Financial Subsidiaries, Treasury, Human
Resource) Bank Bumiputra Malaysia Berhad (now
known as “CIMB Bank Berhad”), Executive Director
(South-East Asia Group), The World Bank, Washington
DC, and was formerly the Executive Chairman and
Managing Director/Chief Executive Officer of Bank
Pembangunan dan Infrastruktur Malaysia Berhad
and the Chairman of Malaysia Design and Innovation
Centre, Cyberjaya. He attained a Bachelor (Hons)
in Analytical Economics from University of Malaya,
Master in Development Economics from Williams
College, Williamstown, Massachusetts and Master
in Political Economy from Boston University, Boston.
He also holds a PhD. in Development Economics
from Boston University, Boston, USA. He currently
holds directorship positions at AMMB Holdings
Berhad, AmInvestment Bank Berhad and YTL Power
International Berhad. He has attended 15 out of 15
Board Meetings held during the financial year.

TAN SRI BASHIR AHMAD BIN ABDUL MAJID
Managing Director
(Non-Independent, Executive)
Tan Sri Bashir Ahmad bin Abdul Majid, Malaysian, aged 61, was
appointed as Managing Director of MAHB on 7 June 2003. He is a
member of the Board Finance & Investment Committee of MAHB.
He chairs the Board of Malaysia Airports (Niaga) Sdn. Bhd.,
Malaysia Airports Capital Berhad and Malaysia Airports Capital
(Labuan) Limited, as well as is a member on the Board of K.L.
Airport Hotel Sdn. Bhd. and MAHB (Mauritius) Private Limited,
all are wholly-owned subsidiaries of MAHB. Prior to his present
employment, he has held various senior positions in Malaysian
Airline System Berhad throughout a period of 29 years, which
include Director of Corporate Planning, Commercial Director,
Senior Vice-President Commercial and Executive Vice-President
Airline. He was subsequently appointed as the Aviation Advisor
to the Ministry of Transport. He graduated with a Bachelor of Arts
Degree (Hons) majoring in International Relations from University
of Malaya. Tan Sri Bashir currently sits on the Board of GMR
Hyderabad International Airport Limited, Delhi International Airport
Private Limited, Istanbul Sabiha Gokcen International Airport
Group and GMR Male International Airport Limited. Tan Sri Bashir
was appointed as the President of Airports Council International
Asia Pacific Region on 12 May 2010. He has attended 15 out of
15 Board Meetings held during the financial year.

DATUK ALIAS BIN HAJI AHMAD
(Independent, Non-Executive)

Datuk Alias bin Haji Ahmad, Malaysian, aged 63, was
appointed to the Board of MAHB as an Independent NonExecutive Director on 1 December 2003. He chairs the Board
Nomination & Remuneration Committee and is a member
of Board Procurement Committee, Board Audit Committee
and Board Risk Management Committee of MAHB. Prior
to this, he had a long and distinguished career with the
Government which began soon after his graduation from the
University of Malaya in 1972 with an Honours Degree in Arts
and Economics. He held various senior positions in several
Ministries and Department starting at the Ministry of Finance
in 1972, Special Officer to the Minister of Finance and then
Minister of Trade and Industry. He also held various senior
positions in the Ministry of Defence before moving on as
Federal Secretary for Sabah. He was the Deputy Secretary
General of the Ministry of Health, a post he held until his
retirement in July 2003. He has attended 14 out of 15 Board
Meetings held during the financial year.
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DATUK SITI MASLAMAH BINTI OSMAN
(Independent, Non-Executive)

IZLAN BIN IZHAB
(Non-Independent, Non-Executive)

Datuk Siti Maslamah binti Osman, Malaysian, aged 63, was
appointed as an Independent Non-Executive Director of
MAHB on 1 December 2003. She chairs the Board Audit
Committee and sits on the Board Nomination & Remuneration
Committee and Board Finance & Investment Committee of
MAHB. She was formerly the Accountant General of Malaysia,
a position she held from October 2000 until her retirement in
2003. She had served the Government for 31 years and held
various positions in various government agencies before her
retirement. She is a Fellow Member of The Chartered Institute
of Management Accountants (United Kingdom) and a member
of the Malaysian Institute of Accountants. She is also a
Director of MAIS Zakat Selangor Sdn. Bhd. and a Trustee of
Lembaga Zakat Selangor (MAIS). She has attended 13 out of
15 Board Meetings held during the financial year.
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Izlan bin Izhab, Malaysian, aged 65, was appointed to the
Board of MAHB on 1 June 2005 as a Non-Independent, NonExecutive Director. He sits on the Board Audit Committee of
MAHB. He is also a member on the Board of Malaysia Airports
Consultancy Services Sdn. Bhd., a wholly-owned subsidiary
of MAHB. During his working career, he served as Assistant
Legal Officer for Majlis Amanah Rakyat, Company Secretary
for Kompleks Kewangan Malaysia Berhad, Company Secretary
for Permodalan Nasional Berhad and Executive Vice President,
Corporate & Legal Affairs, Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange.
(“now known as Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad”). He is
at present a Director of N2N Connect Berhad, OSK-UOB
Unit Trust Management Berhad, OSK-UOB Islamic Fund
Management Berhad, CIMB Aviva Assurance Berhad, Box-Pak
(Malaysia) Berhad, CIMB Aviva Takaful Berhad, K&N Kenanga
Holdings Berhad and Kenanga Deutsche Futures Sdn. Bhd.
He is also a member of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad’s
Appeals Committee. He holds a Bachelor of Laws Degree from
University of London and attended the Advanced Management
Program at the University of Hawaii. He has attended 12 out of
15 Board Meetings held during the financial year.

HAJAH JAMILAH BINTI DATO’ HJ HASHIM
(Non-Independent, Non-Executive)
Hajah Jamilah binti Dato’ Hj Hashim, Malaysian, aged 52, was
appointed to the Board of MAHB as a Non-Independent, NonExecutive Director on 1 March 2007. She is also a member of the
Board Nomination & Remuneration Committee of MAHB. She is
currently a Director in Boustead Heavy Industries Corporation,
heading the Strategic Management and Transformation Division.
Prior to joining Boustead, she had served as a Director in
Khazanah Nasional Berhad (“Khazanah”), heading the Support
Operations and co-heading the Corporate Development Unit.
She was a member of the Board of Pantai Morib Ventures Sdn.
Bhd., from 2007 to 2009, a subsidiary of Khazanah. She had
held ten (10) key positions in the operational and regional level in
Goodyear, throughout a period of 21 years. Before her last role
as Director of Business Process Improvement in Goodyear Asia
Pacific Region, she had served as the Manufacturing Director
and a Board member of Goodyear Malaysia Berhad. She had
also served in several key turnaround roles in Goodyear, along
with playing an active role as the President of Goodyear Asia
Pacific Region Women-in-Leadership movement. She also held
management position in the Malaysian Palm Oil Council as well
as research position in the Solar Energy Research Institute,
USA. Besides her executive education in the IMD, University of
Michigan, University of Virginia, and University of Pennsylvania,
she holds a Master of Science in Physical Chemistry from
University of Denver and Bachelor’s Degree in Chemistry from
California State University. She has attended 15 out of 15 Board
Meetings held during the financial year.

JEREMY BIN NASRULHAQ
(Independent, Non-Executive)
Jeremy bin Nasrulhaq, Malaysian, aged 58, was appointed
to the Board of MAHB as an Independent, Non-Executive
Director on 15 August 2007. He is also a member of the Board
Audit Committee and Board Nomination & Remuneration
Committee of MAHB. He had held several key financial and
supply chain positions in Unilever, throughout a period of 29
years, which include having served as the Regional Finance
Officer for Unilever Asia Foods, Supply Chain Director for
Unilever Malaysia, Commercial Director-cum-National Finance
Director for Unilever Malaysia and Supply Chain Director
for Unilever Malaysia and Singapore, a post he held until
April 2007. He also served on several regional and global
functional teams during his period in Unilever. He is currently a
Director of Sweetyet Development Sdn Bhd, a company with
its head office in Hong Kong. He is a Fellow Member of the
Chartered Institute of Management Accountants, U.K. (CIMA)
and currently serves as Deputy President on the Malaysian
CIMA Council. He is a registered chartered accountant of
the Malaysian Institute of Accountants (MIA). He also holds
a Bachelor of Science Degree in Agribusiness Science from
Universiti Putra Malaysia. He has attended 13 out of 15 Board
Meetings held during the financial year.
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DATO’ LONG SEE WOOL
(Non-Independent, Non-Executive)

DYG SADIAH BINTI ABG BOHAN
(Non Independent, Non Executive)

Dato’ Long See Wool, Malaysian, aged 56, was appointed to
the Board of MAHB on 9 September 2008. He also sits on the
Board Procurement Committee and Board Risk Management
Committee of MAHB. He is a member on the Board of
Malaysia Airports (Sepang) Sdn. Bhd. and Malaysia Airports
Sdn. Bhd., both wholly-owned subsidiaries of MAHB, since
December 2002. He has served as Assistant Secretary (Air
Transport), Principal Assistant Secretary (Airport Development)
of Aviation Division, Ministry of Transport (“MOT”). He was
subsequently appointed as Under Secretary (Aviation), Aviation
Division, MOT from 16 May 2002 to 1 November 2006 and
then appointed as the Deputy Secretary-General (Planning),
MOT. He is currently the Secretary-General (Planning), MOT.
He has a Bachelor of Arts (Hons) from University of Malaya
and a Diploma in Public Administration from Institut Tadbiran
Awam Negara (“INTAN”). He has attended 14 out of 15 Board
Meetings held during the financial year.
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Dyg Sadiah binti Abg Bohan, Malaysian, aged 48, was
appointed to the Board of MAHB on 25 February 2009.
She is a member of the Board Nomination & Remuneration
Committee, Board Finance & Investment Committee and Board
Procurement Committee of MAHB. She is a member on the
Board of Malaysia Airports (Sepang) Sdn. Bhd., a whollyowned subsidiary of MAHB. She graduated from the University
of Malaya with a Bachelor of Science (Hons) in 1986 and
holds a Diploma in Public Administration from Institut Tadbiran
Awam Negara (“INTAN”) in 1989. She obtained her Masters in
Business Administration from Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia
in 1998. She began her career in the Malaysian Civil Service
in 1989 as an Assistant Secretary in the Ministry of Agriculture.
Thereafter, she was assigned to INTAN, and subsequently in
1999, was transferred to Ministry of Finance. She is currently
the Senior Private Secretary to the Second Finance Minister.
Dyg Sadiah is a Director of Perbadanan Nasional Berhad. She
has attended 10 out of 15 Board Meetings held during the
financial year.

AHMAD JAUHARI BIN YAHYA
(Non-Independent, Non-Executive)
Ahmad Jauhari bin Yahya, aged 56, was appointed to the
Board of MAHB as a Non-Independent, Non-Executive Director
on 17 March 2011. Ahmad Jauhari holds a Bachelor of Science
(Hons) Degree in Electrical and Electronic Engineering from
University of Nottingham, United Kingdom. He started his
career with ESSO Malaysia Berhad before joining The New
Straits Times Press (M) Berhad where he rose to the rank of
Senior Group General Manager, Production and Circulation
in 1990. Ahmad Jauhari then joined Time Engineering Berhad
as Deputy Managing Director in 1992 and was promoted
as Managing Director within the same year. He then joined
Malaysian Resources Corporation Berhad as Managing
Director before assuming his last executive position as
Managing Director of Malakoff Berhad, which he resigned in
December 2010. On the international front, Ahmad Jauhari was
formerly a Director and Chairman of Executive Committee of
Central Electricity Generating Company Limited (Jordan) and
a Director of Shuaibah Expansion Project Company Limited
(Saudi Arabia). He is also the former Honorary President of
Penjanabebas (Association of Independent Power Producers in
Malaysia).

MOHD IZANI BIN GHANI
(Non-Independent, Non-Executive)
Mohd Izani bin Ghani, aged 43, was appointed to the Board
of MAHB as a Non-Independent, Non-Executive Director
on 21 March 2011. He is a member of the Board Finance &
Investment Committee of MAHB. Mohd Izani graduated from
the London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE),
United Kingdom in 1991 with Bachelor of Science (Economics)
specializing in Accounting and Finance. After graduating from
LSE, he pursued his professional accounting qualification from
the Association of Chartered Certified Accountant and admitted
to fellowship in 1998. He is also a member of Malaysian Institute
of Accountants. He is currently the Director and Chief Financial
Officer of Khazanah Nasional Berhad. On cross border financing
transactions, he was instrumental in the issuance of the world’s
first exchangeable sukuk for USD750 million in 2006, followed
by other landmark exchangeable sukuk in 2007 and 2008. In
relation to domestic ringgit funding, he was deeply involved in
the setting up of various sukuk programmes. Currently, Mohd
Izani is a Director of Bank Muamalat Malaysia Berhad and is
also a Director in several special purpose companies, which are
wholly-owned by Khazanah Nasional Berhad, i.e. Rantau Abang
Capital Berhad, Feringghi Capital Ltd, Klebang Capital Ltd, Lido
Capital Ltd and Cenang Capital Ltd.
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NIK ROSLINI BINTI RAJA ISMAIL
(Alternate Director to Dyg Sadiah binti Abg Bohan)
Nik Roslini binti Raja Ismail, Malaysian, aged 38, was
appointed to the Board of MAHB on 30 August 2010 as an
Alternate Director to Dyg Sadiah binti Abg Bohan. She has
served as Assistant Secretary in various departments under
the Ministry of Finance including the Economic Analysis and
International Division, the Finance Section of the Administrative
Division and the Investment, MKD and Privatisation Division.
She was appointed as Principal Assistant Secretary from year
2006 and has been posted Institut Tadbiran Awam Negara
(“INTAN”), the Investment, MKD and Privatisation Division, and
to the Second Finance Minister Special Unit. She rejoins the
Investment, MKD and Privatisation Division, Ministry of Finance
since September 2009 as Principal Assistant Secretary. She
graduated from the University of Exeter, United Kingdom with a
Bachelor of Accountancy (Hons) and holds a Diploma in Public
Administration from INTAN. She also obtained her Masters
in Business Administration (Islamic Finance) from Universiti
Islam Antarabangsa Malaysia. Nik Roslini has also served as
a Director on the Board of Johor Port Berhad from September
2007 to April 2009 and currently also serves as a Director on
the Board of Keretapi Tanah Melayu Berhad.
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SABARINA LAILA BINTI DATO’ MOHD HASHIM
(Company Secretary)
Sabarina Laila binti Dato’ Mohd Hashim, Malaysian, aged 43,
is currently the Company Secretary for MAHB and its Group
of Companies. She was appointed as Company Secretary
on 20 September 2004 and holds the position of the General
Manager, Secretarial & Legal Services Division, MAHB. She
obtained a Degree in Bachelor of Laws from University of
Malaya and was admitted to the High Court of Malaya as an
advocate and solicitor in 1992. She also obtained a Masters
of Science Degree in Corporate Governance from London
South Bank University. She is licensed by the Companies
Commission of Malaysia and is an Affiliate of The Malaysian
Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators. She
joined Malaysia Airports in 1995 as a Legal Advisor in charge
of the Group’s legal matters. Prior to joining Malaysia Airports,
she was a practicing lawyer specialising in corporate and
commercial law and was also a company secretary to several
private limited companies. She is also at present the secretary
for all five (5) Board Committees of MAHB.
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Left to Right :

ROSEHAIDA AB RAHMAN • Tan Sri
Bashir Ahmad Abdul Majid
• DATO’ AZMI MURAD • FAIZAH
KHAIRUDIN • Faizal Mansor
• DATO’ ABDUL HAMID MOHD ALI
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Left to Right :

MOHD AMINUDDIN YAAKUB • MOHD NASIR ISMAIL • ROKMAH
ABDULLAH • SABARINA LAILA DATO’ MOHD HASHIM

Left to Right :

IR. SURADINI ABDUL GHANI • ABDUL
RAHMAN KARIM • DATO’ MAHAT SAMAH
• UMAR BUSTAMAM
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Left to Right :

MUHD NAJIB MOHD RAWI • MOHAMED SALLAUDDIN MOHAMED SHAH @ MAT SAH
• NASREIN FAZAL SULTAN • Dato’ Ir. abdul nasir abdul razak
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Left to Right :

ZAINOL MOHD ISA • mohd suhaimi abd mubin • Veelayudan
Krishnan Nair • nornajihah ismail • BRIAN ISKANDAR ZULKARIM

Left to Right :

KAMARUDIN MAHMOOD • nik anis nik zakaria • ANIS RIZANA
MOHD ZAINUDIN @ MOHD ZAINUDDIN • HJ. MUSTAFA KAMAL HJ.
ALANG OTHMAN • Ir. KHAIRIAH SALLEH
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Tan Sri Bashir Ahmad Abdul Majid
Managing Director, MAHB
Tan Sri Bashir Ahmad Abdul Majid, aged 61, was appointed as
Managing Director of MAHB on 7 June 2003. He is a member
of the Board Finance & Investment Committee of MAHB. He
chairs the Board of Malaysia Airports (Niaga Sdn. Bhd.), Malaysia
Airports Capital Berhad and Malaysia Airports Capital (Labuan)
Limited, as well as is a member on the Board of K.L. Airport Hotel
Sdn. Bhd. and MAHB (Mauritius) Private Limited, all are whollyowned subsidiaries of MAHB. Prior to his present employment,
he has held various senior positions in Malaysian Airline System
Berhad throughout a period of 29 years, which include Director of
Corporate Planning, Commercial Director, Senior Vice-President
Commercial and Executive Vice-President Airline. He was
subsequently appointed as the Aviation Advisor to the Ministry of
Transport. He graduated with a Bachelor of Arts Degree (Hons)
majoring in International Relations from University of Malaya.
Tan Sri Bashir currently sits on the Boards of GMR Hyderabad
International Airport Limited, Delhi International Airport Private
Limited, Istanbul Sabiha Gokcen International Airport Group
and GMR Male International Airport Limited. Tan Sri Bashir was
appointed as the President of Airports Council International Asia
Pacific Region on 12 May 2010.

DATO’ ABDUL HAMID MOHD ALI
Chief Operating Officer, MAHB
Dato’ Abdul Hamid Mohd Ali is the Chief Operating Officer
of MAHB. Aged 55, he holds a Degree in Civil Engineering
from University of Glasgow and a Masters of Science Degree
in Airport Planning and Management from Loughborough
University of Technology, United Kingdom. He has extensive
years of experience in airport planning, development, operations
and maintenance throughout his 29 years of service in aviation,
including setting up many MAHB joint ventures both local
and abroad. He was also involved in the consultancy and
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management services of other airports in the Middle East and
Central Asia. He was formerly the Chairman of Operations and
Development Committee for Sabiha Gokcen Airport, Turkey
when the airport was constructed in 2009. As a civil engineer,
he has acquired extensive experience in fast track projects,
with the latest being the construction of Klia2. He has held
several senior posts at DCA, KLIAB and MAHB, and his previous
position before attaining the current position was Senior General
Manager of Technical Services, MAHB.

Faizal Mansor
Chief Financial Officer, MAHB
Faizal Mansor is the Chief Financial Officer of MAHB. He joined
MAHB in 2006 as the Senior General Manager of Finance
Services. He is a Chartered Accountant, a member of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia and Malaysian
Institute of Accountants. He has a BSc. in Accounting from
Rutgers University and an MBA from Ohio University, USA. He
started his career with the Securities Commission and has had
extensive experience in treasury, corporate and investment
banking initially with the Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi and
subsequently with the AmInvestment Group. He had also worked
in Australia as a Corporate Accountant in a manufacturing
company for a proposed listing exercise whilst taking the lead
in its corporate restructuring, strategic and business process
improvements. Prior to joining MAHB, he was a CFO of a public
listed construction and wastewater management company.
He was primarily responsible for the financial restructuring of
MAHB which was successfully completed in 2009. Under his
leadership, the finance and procurement functions have been
transformed into a shared delivery model for which MAHB won
the National Award for Management Accounting (NAfMA) 2009
Best Practice Award. He is also responsible for all investor
relations initiatives helping to raise MAHB’s profile in the local
and international investment community.

DATO’ AZMI MURAD
Senior General Manager,
Operation Services, MAHB
Dato’ Azmi Murad, aged 59, started his aviation career in 1970
with the Department of Civil Aviation as an Air Traffic Controller.
From 1984 until April 1998, he had served as Airport Manager
for several domestic and international airports in Malaysia and
later at KL International Airport (KLIA) when it opened in 1998 as
Head of Operations, Malaysia Airports (Sepang) Sdn. Bhd. His
14 years experience as Airport Manager at various airports has
since provided him with substantial experience and management
acumen of airport operations. He then held various senior
management positions covering different portfolios, namely
General Manager of Sepang International Circuit in 2000,
General Manager of Corporate Communications and Air Traffic
Services in 2001, and later General Manager of Malaysia Airports
(Sepang) Sdn. Bhd. in 2004 before attaining his current position
in June 2006. Dato’ Azmi currently sits on the Airport Council
International (ACI) World Facilitation and Services Standing
Committee as the Chairman. He is a permanent member of
Jawatankuasa Pusat Sasaran Penting (JPSP) and Jawatankuasa
Pasukan Penyelaras Aktiviti Menentang Penyeludupan (JPPAMP)
under Ministry of Home Affairs. He is also the Chairman of
MAHB Whistleblowing Independent Committee.

FAIZAH KHAIRUDIN
Senior General Manager,
Commercial Services, MAHB
Faizah Khairuddin, Senior General Manager of Commercial
Services, MAHB, graduated from Universite De Picardie, France
and started her career as a Process Engineer in Thomson
Electronic Parts Malaysia. She spent eight years in the
manufacturing industry, rising to the position of General Manager
at a local manufacturing company. She moved to banking
during the Asian crisis in 1998. During her 10 years in banking,

largely with multinational banks, her passion and ultimate focus
had been in Retail Banking. Her last position in the financial
industry had been Head of Consumer Banking, prior to joining
MAHB in October 2008. Since assuming the position as Senior
General Manager, Commercial Services, she has spearheaded
and successfully launched the newly completed Satellite Retail
Optimisation Project. Under her leadership, Commercial Services
has re-strategised commercial development at airports with the
introduction of the Airport Commercial Models and several other
initiatives to drive commercial business sustainability and build
value through a strong partnership model with business partners.

ROSEHAIDA AB RAHMAN
Senior General Manager
Human Resource, MAHB
Rosehaida Ab Rahman is the Senior General Manager of Human
Resource Services Division. She started her career as an HR
generalist and has since built her knowledge in various areas
within HR including Strategic Planning, Learning & Development,
Compensation & Benefits and Industrial Relations. She has
achieved many successes in her career as the Head of HR,
having served in diverse industries such as manufacturing,
telecommunication, sales and services, property development
and oil & gas including two major multinational conglomerates.
Among her achievements are increasing the performance
level of the human capital by identifying skills, knowledge
and behaviors required to achieve business objectives driving
process improvement projects to achieve cost savings and
improve quality, leading the culture change “GOOD TO GREAT”
to meet company’s 4-year plan to double sales and identifying
successors for global and local Management Team based on
capability, competencies, learning ability and career motives,
linking the gaps to developmental programs.
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DATO’ MAHAT SAMAH
Senior General Manager,
Malaysia International Aerospace Centre Sdn. Bhd.
Dato’ Mahat Samah, aged 57, is the Senior General Manager
of Malaysia International Aerospace Centre Sdn. Bhd. He
graduated with a Bachelor of Engineering (Mechanical)
(Hons) from Universiti Teknologi Malaysia and a Master of
Science (Engineering) from the University of Edinburgh, United
Kingdom. He started his career as a Mechanical Engineer at
the Department of Civil Aviation (DCA) in 1977 and was then
promoted to Senior Mechanical Engineer at DCA HQ and
later moved to Subang International Airport. His previous
posts include Principal of DCA College Subang, Senior
Manager (Human Resource, Safety & Security) MAHB, Head
of Engineering & Human Resources MAHB, General Manager
Engineering/Operation/Business Development MAHB, Project
Manager NECC and General Manager Technical & Quality
Assurance Division MAHB. He was also involved in the Design,
Construction and Operational Readiness of KLIA, Short Term &
Long Term Car Parks projects as well as the Southern Common
Amenities Project at KLIA. He was the Chief Executive Officer
of Urusan Teknologi Wawasan Sdn. Bhd. (UTW), Senior General
Manager, Operation Services MAHB, Senior General Manager,
Corporate Planning and Senior General Manager, Corporate
Services before attaining his current post.

ABDUL RAHMAN KARIM
General Manager,
Urusan Teknologi Wawasan Sdn. Bhd.
Abdul Rahman Karim, is the General Manager of Urusan
Teknologi Wawasan Sdn. Bhd. He holds a Bachelor of Science
in Electrical & Electronic Engineering from the University of
Leeds, United Kingdom. He started his career in 1980 with
Public Works Department and has held several posts in various
divisions prior to joining the Department of Civil Aviation (DCA)
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and MAHB. He has more than 28 years of experience in airport
operation and management, which include airport management,
facilities management, engineering and project and contract
management. Prior to the present post he had served as Chief
Engineer and Airport General Manager for Subang International
Airport, Regional General Manager for Sabah and Sarawak,
General Manager of Malaysia Airports (Sepang) Sdn. Bhd. and
General Manager of Malaysia Airports Sdn. Bhd.

UMAR BUSTAMAM
General Manager,
Malaysia Airports (Niaga) Sdn. Bhd.
Umar Bustamam aged 58, is currently the General Manager
of Malaysia Airports (Niaga) Sdn. Bhd. or better known as
ERAMAN. Graduated in BSc (Electronics Communication
Engineering) from University of Salford, United Kingdom in
1978, he started his career as Telecommunications Engineer
in Telecoms Department Malaysia. After eight years in
telecommunications industry, he moved to aviation industry as
Director of Aeronautical Communication of the Department of
Civil Aviation, Malaysia in 1987. During his five years in DCA,
he spearheaded the planning, development and operations of
all the systems required to support Air Traffic Control Service
and flight operations which include Radar System, Navigational
Aids, Air-Ground Communications and Air Traffic Control Centre
facilities. He joined MAHB upon the privatisation of DCA in 1992
and was seconded to KL International Airport Berhad (KLIAB)
in 1995, joining the development team in the implementation of
world’s first Total Airport Management System (TAMS) at KLIA.
He was then appointed as the first GM of Malaysia Airports
(Technologies) Sdn. Bhd. and pioneered the development
of in-house TAMS operations and maintenance capability.
Subsequently, he held senior positions with various portfolios as
GM Planning & Development, GM Corporate Services and GM
Commercial Services, prior to his current appointment.

IR. SURADINI ABDUL GHANI
General Manager,
Malaysia Airports Consultancy Services Sdn. Bhd.
(formerly known as Malaysia Airports Management & Technical
Services Sdn. Bhd.)
Ir. Suradini Abdul Ghani, aged 51, is the General Manager of
Malaysia Airports Consultancy Services Sdn. Bhd. (MACS). She
holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Electrical & Electronics
Engineering from the University of Nottingham, United Kingdom
and a Postgraduate Diploma in Airport Engineering from
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. Started her
career in the Public Works Department in 1983, she then joined
the Engineering Division of the DCA and later MAHB in 1992.
She has held various positions in the Engineering Division
of the Group including the Senior Manager of Engineering at
KLIA for five years. Her experience covers Engineering Design
& Supervision, Operation & Maintenance of Airport Facilities,
Airport Planning, Design & Development, Contract Management
and Project Management. She is an Electrical Engineer by
profession. She is a Member of the Institute of Engineers
Malaysia and is a registered Professional Engineer with the
Board of Engineers Malaysia. She brings to the Group more than
26 years of experience in Engineering Management.

MOHD NASIR ISMAIL
General Manager,
MAB Agriculture-Horticulture Sdn. Bhd.
Mohd Nasir Ismail is the General Manager of MAB AgricultureHorticulture Sdn. Bhd. He holds a Bachelor of Science in
Engineering (Mechanical) from Plymouth Polytechnic, United
Kingdom. Prior to joining the Group in 1998, he has held several
positions at Sime Darby Plantations including a senior post with
PT-Sime Indo Agro, based in Indonesia. He brings to the Group
28 years of plantation and agricultural experience.

SABARINA LAILA DATO’ MOHD HASHIM
Secretarial and Legal Services Division
cum Company Secretary, MAHB
Sabarina Laila Dato’ Mohd Hashim, aged 43, is currently the
Company Secretary for MAHB and its Group of Companies.
She also holds the position of the General Manager, Secretarial
& Legal Services Division, MAHB. She obtained a Degree in
Bachelor of Laws from Universiti Malaya and was admitted to
the High Court of Malaya as an advocate and solicitor in 1992.
She also obtained a Masters of Science Degree in Corporate
Governance from London South Bank University. She is
licensed by the Companies Commission of Malaysia and is an
Affiliate of The Malaysian Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators. She joined Malaysia Airports in 1995 as a Legal
Advisor in charge of the Group’s legal matters. Prior to joining
MAHB, she was a practicing lawyer specialising in corporate and
commercial law and was also a company secretary to several
private limited companies.

MOHD AMINUDDIN YAAKUB
General Manager,
IT Development, MAHB
Mohd Aminuddin Yaakub is the General Manager of IT
Development overseeing the direction, planning and
management of the IT for the group. He has been with MAHB
since 2005, bringing years of experience in the Information
Technology field. He was the CEO of BIT prior to joining MAHB,
overseeing strategic direction and management of the company.
Prior to that, he was with Malaysia Airlines where he served in
several positions in the IT department. He holds a Bachelor of
Science (Honours) from Universiti Sains Malaysia. In MAHB, he
sits in the World ACI IT Standing Committee, formulating the
standards for the airports system and addressing needs of the
industry from the IT perspectives.
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NASREIN FAZAL SULTAN
General Manager,
Internal Audit Division, MAHB

MUHD NAJIB MOHD RAWI
General Manager,
Land Development, MAHB

Nasrein Fazal Sultan, aged 46 is the General Manager of
Internal Audit Division, MAHB. Nasrein has 20 years of working
experience, the first half being in the accounting discipline and
the second half in the auditing arena. She holds a Bachelor of
Accounting (Hons) from Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia. She is a
Chartered Accountant (CA) registered with the Malaysia Institute
of Accountants (MIA) and a Chartered Member of the Institute of
Internal Auditors Malaysia (IIA). She was appointed to her current
position in July 2005. Before joining MAHB in 1998, she was
the Finance Manager of a subsidiary of the Sime Darby Group
and prior to that she had held several senior posts in Finance at
SIRIM. She also oversees the secretariat of the Whistleblowing
Independent Committee.

Muhd Najib Mohd Rawi is the General Manager for Land
Development of MAHB and is responsible for the planning
and implementation of commercial real estate development at
KLIA and other airports managed by MAHB in Malaysia. He
joined the group in 2006 and has over 20 years of experience
in the construction & property development industries, and is
well versed in land-use planning, infrastructure and real estate
development. He started his career with Syarikat Pembinaan
Setia upon graduation in 1985 and has served in various
capacities in its construction and property development
subsidiaries. In 1991 he joined the property division of UMW
Toyota Motor before moving on to Land & General Bhd in 1993
where he was involved in the development of several large
scale township developments in Kuala Lumpur and Selangor.
He was the Chief Operating Officer of its property development
subsidiaries prior to joining MAHB. Muhd Najib holds a Civil
Engineering degree from University of Strathclyde, Glasgow and
a Masters of Business Administration from Ohio University.

ROKMAH ABDULLAH
General Manager,
Procurement & Contract, MAHB
Rokmah Abdullah is the General Manager of the Procurement
& Contract Division of MAHB since February 2006. Rokmah
graduated with a Bachelor of Accounting (Hons) from Universiti
Kebangsaan Malaysia and is qualified as a Chartered Accountant
registered with the Malaysian Institute of Accountants (MIA). She
joined MAHB in 1992 as an Accountant at Subang International
Airport. In 1995, she led the Internal Audit Division before
heading the Procurement & Contract Unit in 1998, spearheading
it into a division that focuses on operational and procurement
excellence for the Company. Rokmah also served as Finance &
Administration Manager and Company Secretary at Karyaneka
Sdn. Bhd. prior to joining MAHB.
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Ir. KHAIRIAH SALLEH
General Manager,
Engineering, MAHB
Ir Khairiah Salleh is the General Manager of Engineering,
MAHB. She leads the operation and maintenance of the airport
systems and facilities under the Group. Her experiences over 15
years cover the engineering design and planning, construction
and project management, contract management and facility
maintenance management. She was with the contracting firms
and the engineering design office prior to her appointment
at MAHB. She holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Civil
Engineering, Old Dominion University, Virginia USA. She is a
registered Professional Engineer with the Board of Engineers
Malaysia and the Member of the Institute of Engineers Malaysia.
She is actively involved as the industry representative for the
Engineering Accreditation Council, Board of Engineers Malaysia
and the Technical and Vocational Education Department,
Ministry of Education Malaysia.

Dato’ Ir. abdul nasir abdul razak
General Manager,
Planning & Development, MAHB
Dato’ Ir. Abdul Nasir Abdul Razak, aged 52, is the General
Manager of Planning and Development, MAHB. He holds
a Bachelor of Science Degree in Civil Engineering from the
University of Hartford, Connecticut, USA and a Masters
of Science Degree in Integrated Construction and Project
Management from Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM). He
is currently completing his Doctorate Program in Value
Management at UiTM. He is also a Professional Engineer with
more than 21 years of experience in infrastructure planning
and development, both in the Government and private sector.
He started his career in the Public Works Department in 1982,

in the oil and gas sector. He then worked for several years in
Singapore, in the high-rise building construction before joining
MAHB in 1993. He has since held several senior positions in
engineering field before assuming his current position. He is
currently the Superintending Officer (SO) for the new permanent
LCCT (Klia2). Currently, being a member of ACI World Standing
Committee on Safety and Technical, he is involved in the
preparation of ACI Airport Terminal Design Manual. He is also the
Director of Public Affairs of Institute Value Management Malaysia
(IVMM), and a Senior Fellow of Global Innovative Knowledge
Network (GIKEN).

MOHAMED SALLAUDDIN MOHAMED SHAH @ mat sah
General Manager,
Marketing, MAHB
Mohamed Sallauddin Mohamed Shah @ Mat Sah is the General
Manager of Marketing, MAHB. He graduated with a BSc.
Degree in Accountancy and Computer Science from Northern
Illinois University, USA in 1985. He also holds an MBA (Strategic
Management) Degree from the International Business School,
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia. He has served in the aviation
industry during his entire professional life by starting his career
with Malaysia Airlines (MAS) as a Management Trainee in 1986
and proceeded to diversify his aviation knowledge by taking up
a role in 1997 in Malaysia’s first aircraft manufacturing company
Composite Technology Research Malaysia (CTRM) Sdn. Bhd.,
presenting him the opportunity to serve in the general aviation
sectors in the USA and Australia. He joined MAHB in 2001
to be amongst the pioneer group that led the marketing of
the international gateways managed by MAHB. Entrusted to
encourage more airlines to operate to Malaysia, his immediate
and long term aim is to establish KLIA as the Next Generation
Hub for both the commercial airlines and travellers.
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HJ. MUSTAFA KAMAL HJ. ALANG OTHMAN
General Manager,
Aviation Security, MAHB

KAMARUDIN MAHMOOD
General Manager,
Malaysia Airports Technologies Sdn. Bhd.

Hj. Mustafa Kamal Hj. Alang Othman, aged 54, is the General
Manager of Aviation Security MAHB. He holds a Bachelor
Degree of Communication (Hons) from Universiti Putra Malaysia.
He started his career in 1980 and had held Chief of Security
positions at all international airports including Labuan Airport
whilst working with Department of Civil Aviation (DCA). He has
extensive experience in airport operations ranging from Aviation
Security, Terminal Operations, Airport Operations Centre and
Airport Fire & Rescue Service (AFRS). He is a Subject-Matter
Expert in Aviation Security and frequently invited as Speakers
at various Security Seminars overseas. He is a member of the
IATA Pilot Program on Secure Freight Program (SFP) and had
attended Senior Crisis Management Course USA, Anti-Terrorism
Planning (ATP) USA, International Disaster Management
Course UK and Gold Commanders Crisis Management Course
organised by National Security Council (NSC). He is a Board
Member of MAAH and MATech of MAHB and also Auxiliary
Police Association of Malaysia (APAM).

Kamaruddin Mahmood, aged 47, is the General Manager
of Malaysia Airports Technologies Sdn. Bhd. He graduated
in 1987 from Universiti Sains Malaysia, Pulau Pinang with
Bachelor in Computer Science (Hons) and started his career as
a System Analyst in 1988. He spent five years with Immigration
Department of Malaysia before he moved to the private
sector as a System Engineer. Prior to joining Malaysia Airports
Technologies, he was attached with Sapura-Tomen-Harris (STH)
as a Senior System Engineer for KLIA Development Project in
1998. He joined Malaysia Airports Technologies Sdn. Bhd. in
2000 as a Senior Manager, Specialist and seconded to Delhi
International Airport Pt. Ltd. (DIAL) in 2007 until March 2009 as
an IT Consultant before attaining his current post.

nik anis nik zakaria
General Manager,
Corporate Communications, MAHB
Nik Anis Nik Zakaria is the General Manager of Corporate
Communications. She holds a BSc. in Economics from Northern
Illinois University, USA. She has a total of 20 years of working
experience in various capacities including managing
sales and marketing, customer service and operations, and
corporate communication in a public listed IT company prior to
joining MAHB in 2009. Her corporate communication portfolio
includes Marketing and Brand Communication, Employee
Communication, Customer Satisfaction Management, Corporate
Responsibility Programs, Public Relations and Media Relations.
She is currently the president of International Association of
Business Communicators (IABC) Malaysia Chapter, a global
association that promotes communication excellence within the
industry.
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BRIAN ISKANDAR ZULKARIM
General Manager,
Overseas Ventures Division, MAHB
Brian Iskandar Zulkarim, aged 37, graduated with a Degree in
Mechanical Engineering from the University of Rhode Island
in 1996 and started his career as a Consultant Engineer in
New York City. From 1999-2001, Brian served MAHB in the
postprivatisation Restructuring Project Management team,
then later went on to serve in various medium and large size
organisations from diverse fields. His experience included
freelance consultant for various public listed companies, GLCs
and SMEs. As the General Manager of Overseas Ventures, Brian
is entrusted to manage all MAHB overseas businesses and
investments such as the Hyderabad International Airport (India),
Delhi International Airport (India), Istanbul’s Sabiha Gokcen
International Airport (Turkey) and Malê International Airport
(Maldives). He is also currently involved in the development of
new international investment opportunities for MAHB.

ANIS RIZANA MOHD ZAINUDIN @ MOHD ZAINUDDIN
General Manager
Corporate Planning, MAHB
Anis Rizana Mohd Zainudin @ Mohd Zainuddin aged 41, is the
General Manager of Corporate Planning Division. She holds
a Master in Business Administration (Finance) from Graduate
School of Management, Universiti Putra Malaysia. She also
possesses a Bachelor of Business Administration (Finance)
from Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo USA, Diploma
in Investment Analysis, ITM Shah Alam and a Diploma in
Public Administration from INTAN. She began her career in the
Malaysian Civil Service in 1995 with the Ministry of Finance

(MoF), and has since held various senior positions in MoF. She
was also the first appointed Finance Manager at Malaysian
Institute of Integrity when the institute was established in 2004.
Anis Rizana has been with the Company since 1st October 2009
under the Government-GLC Cross Fertilisation Programme. Prior
to her current position, she was a Special Function Officer to the
Chief Secretary to the Government.

mohd suhaimi abd mubin
General Manager
Malaysia Airports (Sepang) Sdn. Bhd.
Mohd Suhaimi Abd Mubin, aged 43, was appointed as the
General Manager of Malaysia Airports (Sepang) Sdn. Bhd. in
April 2010. He graduated with a Bachelors Degree in Economics
from Universiti Malaya in 1989. He also holds a Postgraduate
Diploma in Aviation Management and a Graduate Diploma in
Airport Management from the National University of Singapore
in 1994 and 2007 respectively. He started his career with DCA at
Subang International Airport as Duty Manager/Security Officer
in 1990 and continued to bring his expertise and experience
to MAHB after its separation from DCA in 1991. Suhaimi has
20 years of experience and has held several managerial posts
at Langkawi International Airport and Kuching International
Airport. Among his notable tasks include his tenure as the Chief
Operating Officer at the Sabiha Gokcen International Airport in
Turkey from February till July 2008. Prior to his current position,
he was the Senior Airport Manager at the Kota Kinabalu
International Airport.
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nornajihah ismail
General Manager,
Finance, MAHB

ZAINOL MOHD ISA
Acting General Manager,
Malaysia Airports Sdn. Bhd.

Nornajihah Ismail is the General Manager, Finance of MAHB.
She joined MAHB in June 2006 as Senior Manager, Finance.
Prior to that she was the Head of Group Accounts for Padiberas
Nasional Berhad, and also had some external audit background
prior to joining the Padiberas Group in November 1998. She is a
Chartered Accountant, a Fellow of the Association of Chartered
Certified Accountants and Malaysian Institute of Accountants.
She possesses a BA (Hons.) in Accounting and Finance from
South Bank University, London and also holds a Diploma in
Accountancy from ITM, Shah Alam.

Zainol Mohd Isa is the Acting General Manager for Malaysia
Airports Sdn. Bhd., responsible for the operation and
management of airports other than KLIA, managed by MAHB.
He started his career with Public Works Department (JKR)
before being seconded to the Department of Civil Aviation
in 1981. He joined the company since its privatisation in
1992. He has 30 years experience in airport operations and
maintenance, planning and development, airport standard,
project management as well as event operation management for
MotoGP and Formula1 events. His other contribution is in Airport
Certification Programme leading to Aerodrome Certification,
Safety Management System and ISO certification. He holds an
Electrical Engineering degree from Universiti Teknologi Malaysia
and currently completing his International Airport Professional
(IAP) in Airport Management Professional Accreditation Program
jointly organized by ICAO and ACI. He is also a qualified trainer
in Airport Operations, ICAO Standards and Recommended
Practices (SARPs), Safety Management System (SMS) & Visual
Aids - Aeronautical Ground Light (AGL).

Veelayudan Krishnan Nair
General Manager,
Special Projects
Veelayudan, aged 53 joined the Department of Civil Aviation
in 1986 and continued to serve MAHB upon corporatisation
in 1992. He began his career in the Malaysian Civil Service as
Assistant Director in the Malaysian Administrative Modernisation
Planning Unit (MAMPU), Prime Minister’s Department in
1983. He holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Agribusiness
Science from Universiti Putra Malaysia. Over the 24 years in
the aviation he has held positions as Assistant Director of Air
Transport Operations, Head of Administration, Finance and
Public Relations as well as Head of Terminal Operations at the
Subang International Airport. In 1996, he was tasked to set
up the Research and Planning Division and has been heading
the Division since then. Veela carries out economic, statistical
and strategic analysis for the company and provides business
intelligence and inputs on matters related to traffic performance,
traffic forecasts, charges and other air transport economics
related matters. He sits on the Board of Malaysia Airports
(Sepang) Sdn. Bhd. that operates KL International Airport.
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An unrelenting
commitment towards
operational efficiency,
safety and security of
passengers, cargo and
aircraft operations drives
this organization to
greater heights.

MAHB
Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad (MAHB) was incorporated as a public limited company
in November 1999 and achieved a listing on the Main Board of the Kuala Lumpur Stock
Exchange (Bursa Malaysia), stamping its mark as the first airport operating company to
be listed in Asia, and the sixth in the world. MAHB is the operator and manager of 39
Airports within Malaysia which comprise international domestic and Short Take-Off and
Landing (STOL) ports.
It has also exported its strong operating and managing presence in several other foreign
Airports such as the Indira Gandhi International Airport and Rajiv Gandhi Hyderabad
International Airport in India, the Sabiha Gökçen International Airport in Turkey and
recently, the Malé International Airport in the Maldives. It was fitting that MAHB received
the Airport Investment Company Of The Year in the 2010 Frost & Sullivan Asia Pacific
Aerospace & Defence Awards as well.
Fueled by a vision to be a world class airport business, MAHB is committed towards
providing world class aviation gateways, managing cost-effective airport network
and services and exceeding the expectations of customers, shareholders and other
stakeholders. An unrelenting commitment towards operational efficiency, safety and
security of passengers, cargo and aircraft operations drives this organization to greater
heights. This company’s unique identity is a distinctive synergy of excellence and
integrity. IATA acknowledged these initiatives by presenting MAHB with the prestigious
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Eagle Award for Best Airport in 2009, in special recognition of outstanding performance in
customer satisfaction, cost- efficiency and continuous improvements.
The company’s core activities include the management, operation, maintenance and
development of airports. The aeronautical revenue of the company is mainly derived from
landing fees, aerobridge charges, check-in-counter charges, parking fees and passenger service
charges. Non-aeronautical revenue is then derived from commercial activities, including duty free
operations, hotel operations, free commercial zone operations, management of parking facilities
and the lease of commercial space.
The year 2010 marked a significant milestone in the illustrious history of MAHB as it marked the
beginning of a new chapter in its corporate aspirations. The company unveiled its corporate
blueprint, “Runway To Success”, towards building a world class airport business, between the
years 2010 to 2014. Apart from aiming to double its revenue by 2014, the corporation aims to
maintain its excellent service with value by focusing on traffic growth, service excellence and
commercial development. MAHB is well on its way in terms of “Positioning for the Success”.
Moving forward, the challenge for MAHB will be all about managing expectations. MAHB has
now set its sights on a future business direction that is set to transcend boundaries. It is our
plan to bring together demographically diverse sets of travellers to experience a seamless yet
excellent journey in all of our airports nationwide.
MAHB proudly welcomes you to the gateway of a World-Class Airport Business.
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KL International Airport (KLIA) is one of South-East Asia’s
premier aviation hubs. The airport began its operations in June
1998, and it is capable of handling 35 million passengers and 1.2
million tonnes of cargo a year in its current phase.
KLIA was thrice voted as the Best Airport (15-25 million
passengers per annum) in the 2005 AETRA awards, 2006
ACI-ASQ awards and 2007 ACI-ASQ awards. KLIA was also
voted the 2nd Best Airport Worldwide and in the Asia Pacific
categories for 2007 ACI-ASQ awards. KLIA is currently rated as
the 5th Best Airport in the world, in the 25-40 million passengers
per annum category of the ASQ programme by Airport Council
International. KLIA also holds the honour of being the first to
be presented with an Airport Service Quality (ASQ) Assured
certificate by ACI in 2007, following a successful audit of its
airport passenger service quality management system.
KLIA also received the ‘Best Airport Immigration Service and
Staff Service Excellence’ in South East Asia in the Skytrax
2010 World Airport Awards 2010, while also winning the Brand
Laureate 2009-2010 in the ‘Best Brands for TransportationAirports’ category. Travellers can also look forward to be
pampered in our award winning Pan Pacific KLIA Hotel
(2010 Winner of Global Luxury Airport Hotel) and experience
distinctively local hospitality at the Airside Transit Hotel as well.
Currently, KLIA comprises two buildings, namely the Main Terminal
Building (MTB) and the Satellite Building. All domestic and some
international arrivals and departures are from the Contact Pier at
the MTB. Departure and arrival formalities (immigration, customs
etc.) are also processed at the MTB. The Satellite Building solely
caters for international arrivals and departures.
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The Main Terminal Building area was designed using the
concept of ‘Airport in the forest, forest in the airport’, in which
it is surrounded by green space. This was done with the cooperation of the Forest Research Institute of Malaysia. An entire
section of rain forest was transplanted from the jungle and
placed in the Satellite Building.
KLIA’s commitment to promote environment responsibility for
all local and foreign travellers was recognised by Green Globe,
making it the first and only airport in the world to receive the
EarthCheck benchmark (formerly the Green Globe 21) for three
consecutive years since 2004.
KLIA is located at the top of the southern corridor of Peninsular
Malaysia, bordering the states of Selangor and Negeri Sembilan.
It is situated in the Sepang district, approximately 50 km from
the capital city, Kuala Lumpur. A good network of highways and
expressways links KLIA to the rest of Peninsular Malaysia.
The Express Rail Link provides the latest means of transportation
to KLIA from the city centre. The KLIA Express and the KLIA
Transit links KLIA to Kuala Lumpur (KL Sentral - City Air Terminal)
and vice-versa. At the City Air Terminal, departing passengers
have the option of checking-in their luggage, receiving their
boarding passes and proceeding to board the train for KLIA.
Travel time between KL Sentral to KLIA is 28 minutes on the
KLIA Express and 37 minutes on the KLIA Transit.

LCCT
Over the last 10 years, low fare travel has increased by leaps
and bounds, and today it constitutes16% of total travel in the
Asia Pacific region and 43% in the Malaysian context and
this percentage is expected to increase in the coming years.
AirAsia, the home grown carrier has been the principal driver for
this growth, and MAHB along with the Government have been
crucial enablers in fully supporting low fare travel for the benefits
of all Malaysians.
It was in this vein of thought, that the current low cost carrier
terminal (LCCT-KLIA) was built. Constructed on a fast track
basis, to the tune of RM108 million, it has been operational since
March 2006. It had undergone expansion works and is now able
to cater to 15 million passengers annually. In November 2006,
LCCT-KLIA was voted CAPA Low Cost Airport of the Year in the
CAPA Aviation Awards for Excellence.
Its 64,607 square metre terminal was designed to handle
international and domestic departures within a single floor
operation area. The airport is capable of handling 15 million
passengers a year. It has a variety of facilities and services that
provide all the necessary amenities and comfort for the travellers
it serves. Nonetheless, the time has come for a revolution in the
low cost carrier travel experience, and MAHB is set to unveil a
new benchmark.
In another world’s first, MAHB is set to redefine the travel
experience for passengers in the region as its Next Generation
Hub concept comes to fruition in 2012. Klia2, the world’s only
dedicated low cost mega terminal is expected to be completed
in the third quarter of 2012. This hub will feature ease of
connectivity between full service airlines and low cost carriers.

Klia2 is designed with flexibility in mind to allow expandability
for future growth trends and operational models of airlines. Built
to accommodate 30 million passengers per annum, Klia2 will
contribute to MAHB’s vision of its premier aviation hub that will
be synonymous with the ever-evolving and dynamic nature of
the global aviation industry.
Klia2 embodies the vision of MAHB’s vision of a world class
airport business. The contemporary steel structure of Klia2 will
be environmentally friendly and will adhere to the Green Building
Index. The interior design concept will be one of vibrancy, fun,
comfort and yet uniquely Malaysian in its celebration of our
cultures, traditions and lifestyles. A ‘Mall in the Airport, Airport in
the Mall’ concept will promise a shopping and dining paradise
like no other for the travellers who pass through this terminal.
Moreover, this terminal will feature an iconic 300 metre ‘Pedestrian
Skybridge’ that will connect the Main Terminal Building and
Satellite Building, giving the passengers a spectacular view of the
airside and the surroundings of the airport.
Ultimately, Klia2 will raise the bar in terms of the low cost carrier
travel experience in the region. This mega terminal will adopt
an integrated transportation model for a seamless travelling
experience. Be it for business or pleasure, this is a terminal
that is built to meet or even exceed expectations. The terminal
will also feature a multi-storey car park for 6,000 vehicles, and
integrated transport hub for bus, taxis and a connection to an
extension of the ERL. Built to handle up to 30 million passengers
per annum, or even 45 million passengers per annum through
expansions, Klia2 is set to revolutionize the low cost travel
experience for years to come.
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(Independent Non-Executive)

Tan Sri Datuk Dr. Aris bin Othman
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Tan Sri Bashir Ahmad bin Abdul Majid
(Managing Director)
(Non-Independent Executive)
Dato’ Long See Wool
(Non-Independent Non-Executive)

Hajah Jamilah binti Dato’ Hj Hashim
(Non-Independent Non-Executive)
Ahmad jauhari bin yahya
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Dyg Sadiah binti Abg Bohan
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Mohd izani bin ghani
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Malaysia Airports
Holdings Berhad (487092-W)
Investment holding.

100% MAHB

Malaysia Airports Sdn Bhd

(230646-W)
Management, operations and maintenance
of designated airports and provision of
airport related services in Malaysia other
than KL International Airport (“KLIA”),
Sepang. The designated airports comprise:• 4 international airports (Pulau Pinang,
Langkawi, Kuching and Kota Kinabalu)
• 15 domestic airports
• 18 Short Take-off and Landing Port
(STOLports)

100% MAHB

Malaysia Airports (Sepang)
Sdn Bhd (320480-D)

Management, operations, maintenance
and future development of KLIA and Low
Cost Carrier Terminal (“LCCT”) in Sepang
and provision of airport related services.

100% MAHB

Malaysia Airports Consultancy
Services Sdn Bhd (375245-X)

Provision of management, maintenance
and technical services in connection with
the airport industry.

75% MACS

51% UTW

100% MAHB

Operation of automotive vehicle
workshop.

Provision of non-passenger related
services which involves property
management and establishing asset
requirements.

Airport Automotive
Workshop Sdn Bhd (808167-P)

100% MAHB

Malaysia International Aerospace
Centre Sdn Bhd (438244-H)

Planning, management and marketing for
the development of Malaysia International
Aerospace Centre at Sultan Abdul Aziz
Shah Airport and other airports in Malaysia.

100% MAHB

Malaysia Airports (Niaga) Sdn Bhd
(281310-V)
Operating duty free, non-duty free outlets
and providing management services in
respect of food and beverage outlets at
airports.

100% MA (Niaga)

Eraman (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

(324329-K)
Dormant, intended principal activity is
general trading.

100% MA (Niaga)

Malaysia Airports (Mauritius)
Private Limited (59049 C1/GBL)
Investment holding.

Urusan Teknologi Wawasan
Sdn Bhd (459878-D)

Provision of mechanical, electrical
and civil engineering services at KLIA,
Sepang.
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Malaysia Airports (Properties)
Sdn Bhd (484656-H)

100% MA (Properties)
K.L. Airport Hotel Sdn Bhd

(330863-D)
Owner of the hotel known as Pan
Pacific Kuala Lumpur International
Airport Hotel.

100% MA (Properties)
MAB Agriculture-Horticulture
Sdn Bhd (467902-D)

Cultivation and selling of oil palm
and other agriculture products, and
engaging in horticulture activities.

20% MA (Properties)

Kuala Lumpur Aviation Fueling
System Sdn Bhd (395396-X)

Development, management and
operations of aviation fuelling system
at KLIA, Sepang.

100% MAHB

Airport Ventures Sdn Bhd (512527-U)

Investment holding.

100% AV

Malaysia Airports Technologies
Sdn Bhd (512262-H)
Operations and maintenance services
and undertaking Information and
Communication Technology business
ventures.

100% MA (Tech)

Malaysia Airports MSC Sdn
Bhd (516854-V)

Provision of internet services,
development and incubation of
electronic commerce, and to
acquire, manage, lease, establish,
equip, maintain and operate radio
wireless, close circuit television
and television telecast.

100% MAHB

MAHB (Mauritius) Private Limited
(64825 C1/GBL)
Investment holding management.

100% MAHB

Malaysia Airports Capital Berhad
(906593-U)
General corporate and investment.

100% MAHB

Malaysia Airports Capital
(Labuan) Limited (LL07679)
General corporate and investment.

100% MAHB

Malaysia Airports (Labuan)
Private Limited [formerly known
as Malaysia Airports Management
& Technical Services (Labuan)
Private Limited] (LL05298)

Investment holding management.

23% MA (Labuan)

GMR Male International Airport
Private Limited (C0490/2010)
Operation, maintenance, expansion,
rehabilitation and modernisation of the
Male International Airport.

20% MAHB

Istanbul Sabiha Gokcen
International Airport Investment
Development and Operation Inc.

(656447)
Operation, management and development
and provision of airport related services.

20% MAHB

LGM Airport Operations Trade and
Tourism Inc. (689548)

Provision of management services in
respect of transportation, parking, food
and beverages, cleaning at the airport and
construction of hotel and car park within
the airport.

100% APAC

Asia Pacific Machinery
Auctions Sdn Bhd (In
Liquidation) (503068-D)

Involved in the auction of light and
heavy machineries. The Company has
ceased operations since 2001.

100% APAC

Malaysia Motor Auctions Sdn
Bhd (In Liquidation) (500189-H)

Involved in the auction of general
motor vehicles. The Company has
ceased operations since 2001.

100% APAC

Beans Around the World Coffee
Shop Sdn Bhd (In Liquidation)
(528250-P)
Provide services in respect of sale of
beverages. The Company has ceased
operations since 2001.

100% APAC

100% MAHB

Asia Pacific Auction Centre Sdn
Bhd (In Liquidation) (488190-H)

Operations and management of an auction
centre. The Company has ceased its
operation on 31 December 2008.

Cargo One Restaurant
& Lounge Sdn Bhd (In
Liquidation) (528261-V)

Involved in the business of restaurant
operations. The Company has ceased
operations since 2001.

100% APAC

Asia Pacific Auction Sales Sdn
Bhd (In Liquidation) (523300-X)

Involved in the auction of general
machineries. The Company has ceased
operations since 2001.
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Malaysia Airports Sdn Bhd
(230646-W)

100% MAHB

Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad (487092-W)
Malaysia Airports (Sepang)
Sdn Bhd

Malaysia Airports Consultancy
Services Sdn Bhd

Malaysia International Aerospace
Centre Sdn Bhd

(320480-D)

(375245-X)

(438244-H)

100% MAHB

100% MAHB

100% MAHB

Urusan Teknologi Wawasan
Sdn Bhd
(459878-D)

75% MACS

Airports Automotive
Workshop Sdn Bhd

(808167-P)

51% UTW

Airport Ventures Sdn Bhd
(512527-U)

100% MAHB

Malaysia Airports (Properties)
Sdn Bhd
(484656-H)

100% MAHB

Malaysia Airports
Technologies Sdn Bhd
(512262-H)

K.L. Airport Hotel Sdn Bhd
(330863-D)

100% MA (P)

100% AV

Malaysia Airports MSC
Sdn Bhd
(516854-V)

MAB AgricultureHorticulture Sdn Bhd
(467902-D)

100% MA (P)

100% MA (TECH)
Kuala Lumpur Aviation
Fueling System Sdn Bhd
(395396-X)

20% MA (P)
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MAHB (Mauritius) Private Limited

Malaysia Airports Capital Berhad

(64825 C1/GBL)

(906593-U)

100% MAHB

100% MAHB

Malaysia Airports (Niaga)
Sdn Bhd

Asia Pacific Auction Centre Sdn Bhd
(In Liquidation)

(281310-V)

(488190-H)

100% MAHB

100% MAHB

Eraman (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
(324329-K)

100% MA (NIAGA)

Malaysia Airports (Mauritius)
Private Limited
(59049 C1/GBL)

100% MA (Niaga)

Asia Pacific Auction Sales Sdn Bhd
(In Liquidation)

Asia Pacific Machinery Auctions
Sdn Bhd (In Liquidation)

100% APAC

100% APAC

Malaysia Motor Auctions Sdn Bhd
(In Liquidation)

Beans Around The World Coffee
Shop Sdn Bhd (In Liquidation)

100% APAC

100% APAC

(523300-X)

(500189-H)

(503068-D)

(528250-P)

Cargo One Restaurant & Lounge
Sdn Bhd (In Liquidation)
(528261-V)

100% APAC

Malaysia Airports Capital (Labuan)
Limited

(LL07679)

100% MAHB

Malaysia Airports (Labuan) Private
Limited (Formerly known as Malaysia
Airports Management & Technical
Services (Labuan) Private Limited)
(LL05298)

Istanbul Sabiha Gokcen
International Airport Investment
Development And Operation Inc.

(656447)

LGM Airport Operations Trade and
Tourism Inc.

(689548)

20% MAHB

20% MAHB

100% MAHB

GMR Male International
Airport Private Limited
(C0490/2010)

23% MA (Labuan)
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15 January 2010

Blood Donation Drive at Airports
In its effort to promote a caring society and the importance of saving lives, MAHB
collaborated with the National Blood Bank to overcome a shortage of blood supply by
encouraging the public to donate blood at 19 airports. The campaign collected a total
of 1392 pints of blood, which can save 4176 lives.

20 January 2010

a highlight on Safety, Health And the Environment
MAHB further promoted the importance of ensuring safety, preserving health and
conserving the environment to its entire staff with the launching of the Safety, Health
and Environment Campaign 2010, themed “The Safe Way is The Only Way”.

25 January 2010

Expansion of Commercial Opportunities in Hyderabad
Malaysia Airports Consultancy Services Sdn. Bhd. (MACS) entered into a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) with GMR Hyderabad International Airport Limited (GHIAL) to
provide technical services to GHIAL for commercial projects to be developed by
GHIAL. It enabled MACS to further explore commercial opportunities with GHIAL
particularly for the Rajiv Gandhi International Airport in Hyderabad.

28 January 2010

Arrival Of Mahan Air into KLIA
KLIA offers more connections to the Middle East as Mahan Air, the second largest
carrier in Iran made its historic maiden landing on Malaysian soil, offering two weekly
flights, from Shiraz to Kuala Lumpur and vice versa on Thursdays and Mondays,
utilising an Airbus A310-300 with 196 seating capacity.
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1 February 2010

Emirates Increased Frequency to Malaysia
Emirates, the international airline of the United Arab Emirates, inaugurated its Kuala
Lumpur – Melbourne non-stop service, offering a daily connection between these two
important commercial and tourist hubs.

4 February 2010

PM Launched Historical Landmark In Melaka
YAB Dato’ Sri Mohd Najib Tun Abd Razak, the Prime Minister of Malaysia officially
launched the new terminal for Melaka Airport, signifying the emergence of another
historical landmark for the Historical City. The new terminal started operations on 5th
May last year and was renamed Melaka Airport, relocating from the previous Batu
Berendam airport which operated for the past 57 years.

8 February 2010

Opening of Sky Mart and Jonker Walk Kopitiam at KLIA
MAHB collaborated with Ministry of International Trade & Industry to further stimulate
growth and development of Bumiputera small and medium enterprises (SME) at KLIA
with the establishment of two Bumiputera-owned outlets, Jonker Walk Kopitiam and
Sky Mart Travel.

11 February 2010

four International Airports Received IATA’s Platinum Status For BCBP
KLIA, Penang International Airport, Kota Kinabalu International Airport and Kuching
International Airport achieved the Platinum status from IATA for the implementation of
Bar Coded Boarding Passes (BCBP), implying that all the IATA member airlines
operating at the airports are issuing 2D bar coded boarding passes.
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30 March 2010
Eraman
Eraman
Eraman
Eraman

Staff and Police Honoured
organised a certificate presentation ceremony to honour the success of 14
staff and police in busting a credit card fraud syndicate attempted at
outlet in KLIA.

1 April 2010

MAHB Unveiled its 2010-2014 Business Direction
MAHB unveiled its five-year business direction, called ‘Runway To Success - Building
A World-Class Airport Business 2010-2014’. The directory underlined three core areas
in its business direction objectives to drive future business growth - Traffic Growth,
Service Excellence, and Commercial Development.

1 May 2010

Oman Air Commenced Four Weekly Flights To Kuala Lumpur
Oman Air, the national carrier of the Sultanate of Oman started offering four flights a
week between Muscat, the capital of Oman, and Kuala Lumpur. The inclusion of
Oman Air increased the number of Middle Eastern airlines serving KLIA.

2 June 2010

KLIA Welcomed Back Royal Jordanian Airlines
After a seven-year absence, Royal Jordanian Airlines resumed its flights to KLIA. Royal
Jordanian Airlines commenced three weekly flights for the Amman - Bangkok - Kuala
Lumpur route on every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, utilising its latest aircraft the
Airbus 330 with 280 seats.
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11 June 2010

Football Frenzy at KLIA and LCCT-KLIA
In conjunction with the 2010 World Cup, KLIA and LCCT-KLIA offered a myriad of
exciting and engaging activities themed “Let’s All Football” from 11th June until 11th
July 2010.

26 June 2010

Aviation Industry High Achievers Awarded In KLIA Awards 2009
15 awards were up for grabs for all airlines and service providers operating at KLIA,
honouring partners with exceptional performance for the year 2009. This fifth edition of
KLIA Awards was deemed to be more significant from the previous years in view of
the strenuous challenges that the aviation industry had faced.

30 June 2010

KLIA Turned 12
KLIA celebrated its 12th birthday and in commemorating its 12 achievement-filled
years, KLIA feted four lucky passengers in a simple yet special reception.

3 July 2010

Terminal 3 Delhi Airport Launched
The state-of-the-art integrated terminal, called Terminal 3 of Indira Gandhi International
Airport (IGIA) in New Delhi was launched by India’s Prime Minister Manmohan Singh.
Malaysia Airports’ delegates, headed by Chairman of MAHB were also there to
witness this historic event, which was also attended by the Transport Minister, Dato’
Sri Kong Cho Ha.
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8-29 July 2010

MAHB Adopted 12 Schools in Beyond Borders Second Phase
Envisaging equal or even better success, MAHB launched the second phase of Beyond
Borders at twelve new adopted schools around Malaysia. MAHB maintained the
proximity to the airport as the main selection criteria, as MAHB strives to help the
communities from the airports’ surrounding areas improve and elevate their level of
education quality in academic performance and personal efficacy.

16 July 2010

98 Staff received the Loyal Service Award
A total of 98 MAHB staff who has served the Company for 25 years received their
Loyal Service Award. The total comprised 66 staff from Semenanjung Malaysia, six
from Sarawak and 26 from Sabah.

16 July 2010

Human Resource Management System Launched
Chairman of MAHB launched the eMASS (Electronic Malaysia Airports Self Service).
The service comprised of Staff Search, Leave Application, Personal Data Update,
salary e-Slip and e-Mileage Claim.

17 July 2010

Media Networking Platform Through Explore Hunt
MAHB’s Media Explore Hunt, which is in its 8th edition, provided a good platform for
networking, not only between its staff and the media, but also for the media members
themselves. 50 teams embarked on the journey to The Zon Regency, Johor Bahru,
challenging themselves in answering questions, finding treasures and testing their
physical strength.
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23 July 2010

MAHB Spreads its Wings to China
MACS entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Nagamas Enterprise
(HK) Limited (NEL) to participate and explore the possibility of providing airport
operation, management and technical consultancy services to the Yongzhou Lingling
Airport in Hunan Province as well as other airports in China.

23 July 2010

‘Indulge Till You Fly’ Campaign Launched
Passengers moving through KLIA, Langkawi, Penang, Kuching and Kota Kinabalu
international airports were presented with the chances to win priceless holiday
packages thanks to MAHB’s ‘Indulge Till You Fly’ Campaign. The campaign marked
one of the growth strategies for Malaysia Airports’ commercial development.

25 July 2010

MAHB Added maldives To Its Overseas Ventures Portfolio
MAHB won the bid to build, operate, modernise and expand the MALE International
Airport (MIA) in Maldives through its GMR-MAHB consortium. The concession is for 25
years.

5 August 2010

Minister of Transport Visited KLIA
YB Dato’ Sri Kong Cho Ha, Minister of Transport made his first official working visit to
KLIA. The purpose of the visit was to familiarise himself with MAHB’s role as airport
operator, KLIA operations and also to witness the progress of the New Permanent
LCCT construction.
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6 August 2010

Airports Shutterbugs Winners Announced
MAHB announced the winners of the inaugural Airports Shutterbugs photo competition
themed 1Malaysia, which ran for a period of three months. The internal competition
attracted hundreds of submissions, with winners receiving attractive photography
items.

30 August 2010

KLIA2 Construction Officiated by PM
The Prime Minister officiated the ground breaking ceremony for the commencement of
construction of the new terminal for low cost carriers at KLIA, Klia2. This marked
another significant development of the aviation history of Malaysia. Built to handle
initially 30 million passengers, it has the flexibility to allow expansion to cater for
future growth and changes to the operational models of airlines.

2 October 2010

MAHB Celebrated Hari Haya Aidilfitri with Orphans
MAHB shared the joy of Hari Raya Aidilfitri with 40 orphans from Sekolah Rendah
Kebangsaan Dengkil, Sepang, contributing RM20 ‘duit raya’ to each of the children at
MAHB’s Ceria Aidilfitri. About 2,000 staff and family thronged the Hari Raya open
house held at Pan Pacific Kuala Lumpur International Airport.

19 October 2010

MAHB Released Its First Annual Sustainability Report at igem 2010
MAHB further underlined its commitment in environmental sustainability by launching
its first annual Sustainability Report for 2009 during the International Greentech and
Eco Product Exhibition and Conference Malaysia (IGEM 2010) at KL Convention
Centre. The purpose of the Sustainability Report was to consolidate all of MAHB’s
processes and impacts in a single report that is transparent to propel it into further
improving the way it conducts its business.
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4 November 2010

Air Astana Increased Frequency to KLIA
After a year serving KLIA, Air Astana, the national carrier of Kazakhstan increased its
frequency by adding another flight to Kuala Lumpur. Effective November 4, the airline
serves Kuala Lumpur twice weekly, on Sunday and Thursday.

23 November 2010

Runway Fashion With iStyle Fashion
The glitz and glamour of the fashion world returned to KLIA with the second iStyle
Fashion KL International Airport 2010. The fashion show provided budding fashion
design students with a platform to put in practice their learning and showcase their
talents and creativity with KLIA as their fashion playground.

24 – 26 November 2010

MAHB Hosted the Check-In Asia Conference in Kuala Lumpur
MAHB hosted another world class aviation conference, the Check-In Asia at the Pan
Pacific KLIA from 24 – 26 November. The conference organised by the UK based PPS
Publications, featured speakers from the global aviation industry on the theme
‘Enhancing the passenger experience – from beginning to end’ and was attended by
about 200 international delegates.

28 November – 5 December 2010

12 Schools Competed in Beyond Borders Awards 2010
MAHB’s 12 adopted schools competed in the Beyond Borders Awards 2010, showcasing
their talents and skills in English language through acting and writing. Four different
schools took part at three different regions – Northern, Eastern and Central. Under the
Beyond Borders Awards banner, MAHB organised the Beyond Borders Interschool Project
Competition, Beyond Borders Planet Green Project Competition, Golden Pen Awards:
Essay Writing Competition and ‘Act it Up’ Interschool Drama Competition.
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Calendar of

Events 2010
15 December 2010

MAHB becomes First GLC to Produce Value Management Manual
MAHB launched its Value Management manual, becoming the first Government Link
Company (GLC) to produce documented guidelines towards optimising value for all its
projects.

15 December 2010

Another five Airports Received SMS Certification
Alor Setar, Bintulu, Sibu, Sandakan and Limbang airports received the Safety
Management System (SMS) certification from DCA. The certification was a testimony
of MAHB’s initiatives to ensure the highest level of safety at the airports and to fully
comply with the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) Safety Management
Program.

17 December 2010

228 New Security RecruitS Joined MAHB
Malaysia Airports further strengthened its security services when 228 new Aviation
Security recruits graduated after completing their intensive six months Foundation
Course for Flight Security Assistant.
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20 December 2010

Penang International Airport Development & Expansion Project
Prime Minister, YAB Dato’ Sri Mohd Najib Tun Abd Razak officiated the ground
breaking ceremony for the development and expansion works for Penang International
Airport. Targeted to be completed by June 2012, the cost of total development and
expansion works is RM250 million, being part of the second economic stimulus
package.

21 December 2010

Exclusive Discounts at Eraman Outlets for CIMB Credit Cards
Holders
Eraman Malaysia and CIMB Bank formed an exclusive partnership to offer CIMB
Bank credit card holders with special discounts at ERAMAN Malaysia outlets located
at KLIA, LCCT-KLIA, Penang, Kota Kinabalu and Kuching international airports until 31
December 2011.
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Awards &
Accolades 2010

Information Security Organisation of the Year
Malaysia Airports Technologies Sdn Bhd received the Information Security Organisation of the
Year in the Malaysia Cyber Security Awards 2010. The award acknowledged the company’s
effort in continuously benchmarking and improving its processes to be at par with the best in
the industry.

Most Innovative Use of Technology
Malaysia Airports Technologies Sdn Bhd received Gold Award for the Most Innovative
Use of Technology for the Asia Pacific region in the design of the CCTV solutions in KLIA,
in the Hitachi Data System IT Inspiration Awards 2010.
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Airport Investment Company of the Year and Asia Pacific Airport
of the Year
MAHB was the recipient of Airport Investment Company of the Year while KLIA received the
Asia Pacific Airport of the Year (Above 15 Million Annual Passengers) in the 2010 Frost &
Sullivan Asia Pacific Aerospace & Defence Awards. Both awards represent the prestigious
recognition of MAHB’s accomplishments in the commercial aviation and airports sector.

Best Airport Immigration Service and
Staff Service Excellence
KLIA service excellence was acknowledged the Skytrax 2010
World Airport Awards 2010, when it won two awards - Best
Airport Immigration Service and Staff Service Excellence in
South East Asia category. The World Airport Awards are the
most prestigious and coveted awards that recognise product
and service quality across the world’s airport industry.

Asia’s Leading Airport Hotel and World’s Leading
Airport Hotel
Pan Pacific Kuala Lumpur International Airport has been recognised in
two major categories in the World Travel Awards 2009, been named Asia’s
Leading Airport Hotel and World’s Leading Airport Hotel. The hotel also
received the same honour in 2008, making this its second consecutive win.

Best Brands in Transportation
KLIA was awarded The Brand Laureate 2009-2010 for
Corporate Branding - Best Brands in Transportation Airport, the fourth consecutive time KLIA won the award.

Best Brands in Airport Hotels
Pan Pacific Kuala Lumpur International Airport won the APBF
Brandlaureate Award 2009–2010 in the Best Brands in Airport Hotel
category for the second year in a row.
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Airports Operated
By The group
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INTERNATIONAL

DOMESTIC

Peninsular Malaysia
• KL International Airport • Langkawi
• Pulau Pinang

Peninsular Malaysia
• Alor Setar • Kota Bharu
• Kuala Terengganu • Ipoh • Kuantan
• Subang • Melaka

Sabah
• Kota Kinabalu

Sabah
• Sandakan • Labuan • Tawau • Lahad Datu

Sarawak
• Kuching

Sarawak
• Miri • Bintulu • Sibu • Limbang • Mulu

AIRPORTS
OVERSEAS
•
•
•
•

Indira Gandhi International Airport,
New Delhi, India
Rajiv Gandhi International Airport,
Hyderabad, India
Sabiha Gokcen International Airport,
Turkey
Male International Airport, Maldives

SHORT TAKE-OFF
AND LANDING
PORTS (STOLports)
Peninsular Malaysia
• Pulau Redang • Pulau Pangkor
• Pulau Tioman
Sabah
• Kudat • Long Pasia • Semporna
Sarawak
• Lawas • Marudi • Long Semado
• Long Seridan • Long Lellang • Long Banga
• Bario • Kapit• Mukah • Bakalalan
• Long Akah • Belaga
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